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On July 21, 1980, after a five year suspension, draft
registration returned to the United States amid scattered
protests. Men born in 1960 were to register the first of
a two week registration period, filling out cards with
their names, addresses, Social Security numbers and other
information at local post offices. Those men born in 1961
were required to register the following week. Men born in
1962 will be required to register the week beginning
January 5, 1981. After that, men will register as they
turn 18 years old.
During the initial two week draft registration period,
individuals and organizations opposed to registration held
rallies, leafletted and picketted the nation's post offices,
conducted counseling sessions for registration-age males,
and sponsored meetings to discuss and answer questions about
registration and alternatives to registration.
The focus of this thesis is the reawakening resistance to
President Carter's registration plans as demonstrated by
meetings on registration and alternatives to registration
sponsored by anti-registration groups, as well as by anti-
draft literature oublished by national anti-draft organizations
The objectives of this research are (1) To determine who
the leaders of local draft registration meetings are; (2) To
determine the extent of their support at these meetings
;
(3) To gather data on the alternatives to draft registration
offered at these meetings as well as in current anti-draft
literature; (4) To gather data on the effectiveness of such
meetings in convincing draft-age youth not to register or
to register under protest; (5) To offer predictions, based on
the history of draft resistance in America and on the observa-
tions made above, on the impact of such groups on future
attempts to bring back the draft.

"We're asking a very minor demonstration of committment and
participation from Americans... I will carry it out regard
less of any obstacle which might arise in this country."
--President Carter defending his draft registration program
July 23, 1980.
"We will not cooperate with military registration... non-
cooperation is the best way to demonstrate our opposition
to the draft and militarism... We do not take this position
lightly. Prison, exile or the underground is hell, but war
is worse .
"
--From a statement circulated by Rich Stryker and Mark Furman,
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A. DRAFT REGISTRATION RESUMES
On July 21, 1980, after a five year suspension, draft
registration returned to the United States amid scattered
protests. Men born in 1960 were to register the first of
a two week registration period, filling out cards with
their names, addresses, Social Security numbers and other
information at local post offices. Those men born in 1961
were required to register the following week, Men born in
1962 will be required to register the week beginning
January 5, 1981. After that, men will register as they
turn 18 years old.
The demonstrations that occured during the initial
two week registration period, although relatively calm
and peaceful, brought back still-raw memories of Vietnam
era clashes between the Selective Service System and anti-
war groups intent on disrupting the draft, It is evident
that the revitalization of the Selective Service System
from its "deep standby status" has also resulted in a
revitalization of anti-draft groups who view registration
as just the first step toward a draft.
The actual induction of draftees ended in December
1972. With the signing of the Vietnam Peace Agreement, it
was publicly announced in January 19 73 that the draft,
8

legally due to expire in June, would be suspended, In
1975, President Ford issued a proclamation which ended the
requirement that those subject to the Military Selective




Debate on the All -Volunteer Force
Almost since its inception, the All -Volunteer Force
has been a subject of considerable debate. Looming as the
central issue in this debate is the ability of the United
States to fulfill its numerous and wide-ranging committments
and interests around the globe. One aspect of this current
controversy involves the manpower readiness of the All-
Volunteer Force. Numerous hearings on military manpower
have been held in recent years by committees of both the
House and the Senate. These hearings have addressed
such questions as the ability of the All -Volunteer Force
to attract sufficient numbers of volunteers to meet its
quotas, the ability of the All -Volunteer Force to attract
sufficiently qualified volunteers to operate increasingly
sophisticated military hardware, and the disproportionate
percentage of minorities that make up the military service
today
.
2 Public Opinion Toward Registration and the Draft
As military manpower problems become more and more
publicized, the public has become more receptive to
9

registration and a draft, A Gallup poll taken during the
summer of 1979 indicated that the public voted 76 to 17
percent in favor of a system of universal registration.
Draft-age youths favored a system of universal regis-
tration by a 73 to 20 percent margin. On a proposal to
revive the military draft, the public was evenly divided
while those of draft-age opposed such a proposition by
a 70 to 25 percent margin, [Gallup Opinion Index,
August, 1979]. Public attitudes had grown more favor-
able toward a draft since a March 1977 Gallup poll when
36 percent favored a return to the draft and 54- percent
were opposed. [Gallup Opinion Index, May 1977].
3 . Legislative Trends Toward Registration and the Dra ft
Proposed legislation in Congress reflected growing
military manpower concerns. In 1979, a number of bills were
introduced both in the U.S. Senate and House of Represent-
atives to deal with these perceived manpower shortages. Some
of the possibilities offered by these bills were (1) Com-
pulsory national service, with an option of entering a
military or civilian program; (2) Compulsory registration
with no draft immediately; (3) Registration with a
limited draft. [Stone, 1979]. None of these bills got
very far with an election year so near. In the fall of
1979, a bill to require men to register for military con-
scription was so badly defeated in the House that Senator
10

Sam Nunn, a leader in the bring-back- the-draft movement,
said that there was no point in debating it in the Senate.
Senator Jacob Javits of New York added that anyone who
suggested a peacetime draft would be committing political
suicide in an election year. [Beck, 1980], With the passage
of HR 4040, which was the defense authorization bill for
fiscal year 1980, the issue was placed in the lap of President
Carter. HR 4040 originally included a provision that directed
the President to commence registration effective January 1,
1981 of male persons who became 18 years or older on that
date. However, this section was removed and a study pro-
posal, to be made by the President early in 1980, was sub-
stituted .
4 . President Carter r s Proposal to Resume Registration
Prior to his 1980 State of the Union Address, Pres-
ident Carter had expressed opposition to a peacetime draft
and withheld his support for draft registration. Following
in the wake of the Iranian hostage crisis and the Russian
invasion of Afghanistan, President Carter K s State of the
Union message proposed the resumption of registration and
the revitalization of the Selective Service System. Citing
the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan as a reason for the
reversal of policy, the President has said, "Registration
for the draft is needed to increase our preparedness and
11

is a further demonstration of our resolve as a nation."
{Congressional Digest, April, 1980].
5- Protest Reaction to Registration Plans
President Carter's call for a resumption of draft
registration reawakened opposition to the draft on college
compuses
.
The participants included some of the leading
anti-war activists of the Vietnam War years. Chants such
as "Hell no! We won't go!" again rang out across the
Wisconsin campus at Madison. At Stanford, veteran anti-war
activist David Harris led 700 students in protests; others
there burned a mock draft card. [Beck, 1980]. Daniel
Ellsberg urged Stanford students to "mutiny against the
draft." A thousand students rallied at Berkeley. At
Harvard, Nobel Laureate George Wald urged a group of pro-
testors to "take control of your lives ... Learn to say no to
what is wrong." In Philadelphia, the Central Committee for
Conscientious Objectors announced that it was reviving its
nationwide network of draft counselors . A member of the
Committee stated, "The U.S. has never had a draft registra-
tion without the draft and we have rarely had a draft with-
out war." [Time
,
11 February 80]. In the largest demon-
stration to protest President Carter's plans to resume
draft registration, 30,000 protestors, mostly of draft _ age,
marched in Washington, D,C. during the weekend of March 22,
12

19S0. They were led by anti-war activist David Harris,
David Dellinger of Chicago Seven fame, black activist
Stokely Carmichael, and Bella Abzug, the feminist and former
representative. [ New York Times , 23 March 80]. During
President Carter's acceptance speech as the Democratic
nominee for President, he drew a strong gutteral boo from
the crowd at Madison Square Garden when he mentioned his
draft registration plan.
However, there was equally strong evidence to suggest
support for the draft registration plan. A poll of students
at 42 colleges in November 1979 by Opinion IS, a student
polling organization, found that 45 percent favored regis-
tration while 55 percent opposed it. [Beck, 1980]. Students
polled by the Harvard Crimson were divided almost equally;
50 percent against draft registration, 47 percent in favor
of it. [Time, 11 February 80]. In a survey taken at
Berkeley, a stronghold of anti-war sentiment during the
1960 's, a surprising 51 percent polled said they would
serve in the military if drafted. [ U.S. News , 25 February 80
In a New York Times/CBS News poll of 1536 registered voters
taken in mid-February 1980, 57 percent of the Democrats and
55 percent of the Republicans favored resuming the military
draft. [New York Times, 20 February 80].

C. FOCUS OF THE RESEARCH
The focus of the research is the reawakening resistance
to President Carter's draft registration plans as demon-
strated by meetings on registration and alternatives to
registration sponsored by anti -registration groups, as well as
by literature published by national anti-draft organizations
used to advise youth on registration and their alternatives
to registration. The purpose of this thesis is to provide
insight into anti -registration efforts being made by these
groups in order to gauge their effectiveness in persuading
individuals not to register and to offer some predictions
on their impact on future efforts to revive the draft,
D. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH
The objectives of this research are (1) To determine who
the leaders of local draft registration meetings are;
(2) To determine the extent of their support at these meet-
ings; (3) To gather data on the alternatives to draft re-
gistration offered at these meetings as well as in current
anti-draft literature; (4) To gather data on the effective-
ness of such meetings in convincing draft-age youth not to
register or to. register under protest; (_5) To offer pre-
dictions, based on the history of draft resistance in America
and on the observations made above, on the impact of such groups
on future attempts to bring back the draft.
14

E. QUESTIONS OF THE RESEARCH
Based on the above objectives, this thesis proposes to
answer the following questions: CI) Who are the leaders
of these draft registration meetings? Do they have previous
experience in other activist organizations? Are they
previous draft resisters or conscientious objectors? (2)
What is the extent of their support at these meetings? How
many people show up at the meetings? Who shows up at the
meetings? Draft-age youth? Parents? Minorities? Who
participates during the meetings? (3) What alternatives to
draft registration and other advice do the leaders of draft
registration meetings and the anti-draft literature offer?
Do the leaders try to sell certain alternatives? Do the
leaders engage in political rhetoric or emotional arguments
with the audience? Do the leaders explain the legal ramifica-
tions of not registering? What do the leaders see as potential
legal defenses for individuals who refuse to register for the
draft? (4) How effective are these meetings in influencing
draft-age males not to register for the draft? £5] What im-
pact could these groups have on future attempts to bring back
the draft in a limited war situation [for example, defending




The primary method of gathering data was attendance
at four draft registration meetings sponsored by various
organizations opposed to President Carter's draft registra-
tion plan. These meetings were open to the general public.
Three meetings took place during registration, the other in
September. Observed were meetings in Monterey and Seaside,
California sponsored by the local chapter of the .American
Civil Liberties Union; one meeting in Santa Cruz, California
sponsored by the Resource Center for Non-Violence; and one
meeting in San Diego, California on the campus of San Diego
State University sponsored by Students for Peace. Supplement-
ing this data are draft literature from three national anti-
draft organizations: the Central Committee for Conscientious
Objectors, the American Friends Service Committee, and the
Committee Against Registration and the Draft, as well as data
provided from current newspaper and magazine articles.
G. ORGANIZATION OF THE RESEARCH
Chapter One has briefly described the current events
leading up to President Carter's proposal to resume draft
registration and the initial reactions to it, and has out-
lined the focus, objectives and methodology of the research.
The controversy surrounding the draft has always been a part
of the American military tradition. Chapter Two will put the
16

current resistance efforts against registration in historical
perspective, examining .American attitudes and reactions to
conscription from pre-colonial times through the Vietnam
War. Chapter Three will display the data obtained from the
four registration meetings attended and current anti-draft
literature. Chapter Four will address the questions of the
research previously posed, present the implications of the
findings and offer some general observations of the current
resistance to draft registration.
17

II. THE AMERICAN MILITARY TRADITION
The debate on military manpower procurement and the
issues raised by the draft are not new. These questions
have gone on unresolved throughout American history, Now
it seems with President Carter's call for draft registra-
tion and the increasing acceptability of a draft by the
American people that this debate is about to erupt again.
The purpose of this chapter is to provide perspective on
the current draft registration controversy in the light of
.American militarv traditions.
A. THE COLONIAL MILITARY SYSTEM
The early settlers of .America brought with them from
England a long heritage of compulsory military service.
Not only was it their heritage, but due to the dangers
that these early explorers faced in the new world, it was
important that every able-bodied male contribute to the
defense of his settlement. This "citizen's army" met the
needs of the colonists who, for the most part, hated to
leave their homes and families unattended to fight in a
distant or prolonged battle.
This overview of American conscription draws heavily
from the work of O'Sullivan and Mechler (1974).
18

The first law that provided for compulsory military
service in the nei^ world was enacted in Virginia in 1629.
From this time until the outbreak of the Revolutionary War
approximately two hundred separate acts affirming the prin-
cipals of compulsory military service were passed in the
colonies by the various political subdivisions. Despite
this seemingly overwhelming embrace of compulsory military
service by the colonists, in reality there was very little
organization of a centralized military force or enforce-
ment of these numerous provisions. As the level of danger
that faced the colonists subsided, the number of required
military training days decreased and the number of exemptions
from military service granted increased. Although the
tradition of universal military training remained a part
of colonial life, the actual requirements placed on individuals
became less and less stringent.
Briefly, the colonial military system worked in the
following way. The "common militia" were responsible for
the local defense. The militia consisted of men who, for
the most part, spent the minimum number of days in military
training as specified by the law. Men who were willing to
devote more time towards military training and who were
better equipped were part of a "volunteer militia" dedicated
to distant or long-term military engagement. In an emergency,
the various legislatures would issue a call for additional
19

volunteers from the common militia. to serve in the volunteer
militia. If none were forthcoming, a draft was issued.
Reactions to these draft calls were often violent.
The foremost example of this opposition to the draft prior to
the .American Revolution occured in 1755 in Virginia. When
voluntary methods failed to raise adequate manpower to fight
the French, Governor Dinwiddie asked the Virginia legislature
to enact draft legislation. Primarily due to the inequities
of the subsequent draft law, a mob stormed the Fredericksburg
city jail and released draftees who had been jailed as deserters
in America's first draft riot, During this time, there was
a high rate of desertion throughout the colonies.
The colonial military system that developed prior to
the Revolutionary War would essentially be a model for the
American military system up until 1940. That is, America
would depend on a volunteer force for the common defense
during peacetime, resorting to a draft, if needed, during
an emergency.
During the American Revolution, voluntary means of
providing the Continental Army with manpower failed. In
order to attract long-term volunteers, substantial bounties
such as clothing, land and money were offered. The practices
of hiring substitutes and paying a fine to escape the draft
were continued. Bounties escalated rapidly as the Continental
Army bid against individual state militias for manpower. In
20

1776, Massachusetts enacted compulsory military service and
the rest of the states followed suite within the next two
years. Widespread opposition to compulsory military service
was once again demonstrated by the reluctance of the state
legislatures to invoke it, by the sporadic mob violence
against the draft in which people were killed and wounded,
and by the high desertion rate which one historian estimated
to have been 50 percent.
After the Revolutionary War, the problems of defense
and manpower procurement were dropped to be debated early
in the War of 1812,
B. THE CONTINUING DEPENDENCE ON A VOLUNTEER MILITIA
Opposition to a large standing army, centrally con-
trolled by the federal government was evident during the
1787 Constitutional Convention. Spending considerable time
on the question of national defense, the delegates drew up
a constitution which provided for civilian supremacy over
the military, named the president as civilian commander in
chief responsible to Congress, and relied on a professional
army reinforced by the state militias .
In an attempt to regulate the militia, Congress adopted
the Militia Act of 1792. This act required all able-bodied
males between the ages of 13 and 45 to be enrolled in the
militias of their states.
21

However, there were significant drawbacks to this legis-
lation. First of all, there was no federal supervision of
the state militias. This omission reflected the continuing
fears that Congress had of .a strong, federally controlled military
force. A second weakness was that citizens were to provide
their own equipment. Finally, no penalties were stipulated
for nonparticipation. In effect, the states maintained a
tight grip on their militias, a condition which held through-
out the War of 1812 and into the Mexican War. President
Washington's idea of a national militia was never realized,
and .Americans demonstrated once again their distrust of a
large centrally controlled army and their preference for a
volunteer force during peacetime.
Early in the War of 1812, Secretary of War John Armstrong
suggested the use of a federal draft. His proposal was met
with such opposition that it was shelved. With the fall of
Washington D.C. and continued manpower shortfalls, the new
Secretary of War James Monroe proposed a comprehensive draft
law. The Senate version of this bill called for the draft-
ing of 80,000 militia men for two years service. Debate
on this bill in the House was intense with Daniel Webster
fiercely denouncing the proposed draft legislation as un-
constitutional. The draft bill was between Senate and House
conferences when a turn in American military fortunes allowed
the bill to die. Between the War of 1812 and the Mexican War
22

win 1846, attempts to strengthen the inherent weaknesses
in the manpower defense posture of the United States by
Secretaries of War John C. Calhoun and Joel R, Poinsett
ere rejected in the absence of any impending military threat.
During the Mexican War the United States relied on the regular
army and on the organized militia. These organized militias
were mobilized by calls made to the governors from the Pres-
ident in a way similar to the calling up of the National
Guard today.
C. THE BIRTH OF FEDERAL CONSCRIPTION
As the war between the North and the South approached,
neither side made plans for manpower procurement. As before,
there was a reliance on the organized militia, individual
volunteers from each state, and a few troops from the small
regular army. Indeed, early in the conflict there did not
seem to be a need for a draft. Initially, volunteers were
plentiful and enthusiastic. However, as the scope and in-
tensity of the Civil War increased, it became apparent
that reliance upon a small regular army backed by volunteers
was not adequate. Conditions totally new to the American
military experience forced adoption of the first American
federal draft law. The South initiated a draft on April 16,
1862; the North adopted a federal draft nearly a year later on
March 3, 1863.

In the North, "enrolling officers" went from door to
door in an effort to enroll eligible men for the draft.
This enrollment method was one of the most antagonistic
features of the draft. To evade this enrollment procedure,
thousands of men moved from one locality to another. The
situation became so critical that President Lincoln ordered
that any persons participating in draft resistance or
encouraging such activity would be subject to martial law and
court martial. Several newspapers were also prosecuted for
attacking the draft.
There was also violent opposition to the draft in the
form of full scale rioting such as that which broke out
in New York City on July 13, 1863. The draft, with its built
in inequities favoring the rich over the poor, sparked the
outbreak which has been called the most violent insurrection
in American history. Somewhere between two hundred and five
hundred lives were lost with property damage running into
the millions of dollars . Federal troops had to be called
from the Gettysburg battlefield to help restore order.
Other riots related to the draft occured in every state
of the union. None were as costly or dramatic as those in
New York City, however.
The South, whose draft law was as equally unjust, did
not encounter the violent reaction to the draft found in
24

the North. However, negative reactions to the draft by
several Southern governors hindered its cause. The difficulty
that these governors created in enforcing the draft laws is
reflected in a statement by the Confederate superintendent
of conscription, John S. Preston: "From one end of the
Confederacy to the other, every constituted authority, every
officer, every man and woman is engaged in opposing the
enrolling officer in the execution of his duties."
All told, the Confederacy raised 300,000 soldiers to
about one- third of its army by the draft. The Union fv s figure
is less impressive: of the 2,666,999 men who served in the
Union Army, only 46,347 were drafted. The total called
was 776,829. [Friedman, 1971],
The draft during the Civil War failed as a direct means
of producing manpower. Its principle advantage was that it
encouraged men to volunteer for military service. Volunteers
were given generous bounties for enlisting, and there was a
stigma attached to being a "lowly conscript", As in the
past, numerous loopholes were available to avoid the draft
if you could afford it, either by hiring a substitute or by
paying a fine. The federal draft act did not make any
provisions for those who were conscientious objectors. However,
on February 24, 186 4 an amendment to the draft act allowed
religious objectors to serve in non-combatant roles or to




Despite the opposition to the draft during the Civil
War, the Supreme Court never had cause to decide on the
constitutionality of the federal draft law.
Following the end of the war, General James Oakes , the
administrator of conscription in Illinois, wrote a report
on Civil War conscription. In this report, Oakes recommended
that the central government take over full responsibility for
the draft rather than depend on the states for help, that
responsibility for registration be put on the shoulders
of the citizens rather than the enrolling officers, and
that the practices of substitution, commutation and boun-
ties be rejected in future drafts. These reforms, in the
opinion of Oaks, would substantially reduce civil opposi-
tion to the draft and provide a more efficient system of
manpower procurement. This report was not acted upon for
fifty years. Enoch Crowder , Judge Advocate General of the
Army, utilized Oaks' suggestions in preparing draft legisla-
tion for President Wilson, a few months before the United
States entry into World War I
.
One author summarized the long-term implications of
the Civil War manpower policy as follows: ,rAfter reviewing
the problems and anomalies of the effort to maintain the
volunteer armies of the 1860 's, the United States xvould
never again attempt to raise a mass wartime army by that
26

method. Federal conscription would be the principle legacy
of the Civil War experience to future American Armies."
After both the Civil War and the Spanish-American War,
America returned to its traditional peacetime posture--
a small regular army and an organized militia now called
the National Guard.
D. CONSCRIPTION COMES OF AGE IN .AMERICA
With the growing European conflict threatening to
increase America's involvement in the war, President Wilson
asked the War Department to prepare a draft law. Colonel
Enoch H. Crowder, incorporating many of the suggestions
proposed by General Oakes 50 years earlier, wrote the ori-
ginal law in February 1917. The day after war was declared
in April 1917, President Wilson submitted a proposal entitled
"An Act to Authorize the President to Increase Temporarily
the Military Service of the United States" CSelective
Service Act) to Congress. A few vocal Congressmen attacked
the proposed draft legislation challenging its constitution-
ality, calling it "soldier slavery" and an attempt to
"Prussianize" America. Despite their rhetoric, the draft
measure passed by overwhelming majorities in both the Houses
on April 28, 1917 and was signed into law May 18. Despite some
opposition, the operation of the draft in World War I marked a
major improvement over its Civil War antecedent. The payment
27

of bounties to encourage volunteers and the hiring of sub-
stitutes was disallowed, while the carrying out of the functions
of conscription was the responsibility of local civilian
boards rather than the military. On June 5, 1917 some 9.5
million men registered for the draft. After registration was
accomplished, the order of selection was established by lottery
in Washington, D.C. All told, this Selective Service Act of
1917 registered 24 million Americans, selecting and induct-
ing 3 million or two thirds of the armed forces. The govern-
ment initiated 51,778 prosecutions for failing to register,
making false statements to a draft board, or assisting a
registrant to evade service. Most men inducted subsequently
agreed to serve so that only 3,748 were tried, convicted
and sentenced for failing to register by January 1920. The
ratio of draft resistance during World War I is estimated
to be about seven percent by one writer (331,649 military
deliquents plus 3,748 civil convictions, less 129,268 aliens,
equalling 206,129 out of 3,000,000 males to whom a valid
induction notice was issued). [Friedman, 1971].
The Selective Service Act of 1917 made no provision for
those men who were consciously opposed to war and not
affiliated with one of the historic peace churches such as
the Mennonites, Friends and Brethern. An executive order
issued by President Wilson in March 1918 allowed those who
objected to war because of "conscientious scruples" to also
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serve in noncombatant capacity. Some 4,000 men claimed
conscientious objection under this arrangement.
A number of cases concerning the constitutionality
of the 1917 Selective Service Act were contested in the
federal court system and eventually in the Supreme Court.
The cases were decided in January 1918 and the Court upheld
the constitutionality of the Act. The draft was declared to
be a legitimate exercise of Congress' war-making powers.
The argument that compulsory service was in violation of
the Thirteenth Amendment which prohibits involuntary servitude
was rejected as was the claim that the granting of exemptions
on religious grounds constituted an establishment of religion
in violation of the First .Amendment.
Another Supreme Court case in 1919 (Schenck vs. U.S.)
upheld the conviction of Charles T, Schenck by a lower court
which arose out of an attempt to obstruct the operations of
the draft during World War T. The defendent argued that
the First Amendment guarantees of freedom of speech and of
the press protected his anti-war utterances and publications.
Justice Holmes writing for the majority stated, "...The
question in every case is whether the words used are used
in such circumstances and are of such a nature as to create
a clear and present danger that they will bring about the sub-
stantive ends that Congress has a right to prevent .. .When a
nation is at war many things that might be said in time of
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peace are such a hindrance to its effort that these utterances
will not be endured so long as men fight and that no court
could regard them as protected by any constitutional right."
Thus, the "clear and present danger" test in regard to public
utterances was given.
The World War I draft act terminated with the Armistice,
and although proponents of universal military training sought
to carry conscription into peacetime, it was relegated to
political limbo for the next two decades.
E. CONSCRIPTION IN WAR AND PEACE
The outbreak of war in Europe in September 1939 found
the United States with one of the smallest armies among
the major powers. The initial thrust to revive the draft
came from a civilian group, the executive committee of the
Military Training Camp Association. They received little
initial support from President Roosevelt, in the middle of
an election year, or from the War Department. However,
Henry L. Stimson, a leading supporter of this group, was
subsequently appointed as Secretary of War and led the
battle within the Administration to revive the draft.
There was also a dramatic increase in public support of
compulsory military training. A Gallup poll taken June
1940 showed that 64 percent of those questioned were in
favor of compulsory military training. A similar poll
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taken the previous fall indicated that only 37 percent
were in favor of such legislation,
On July 10, 19 40 President Roosevelt called for a
revival of the draft in a message to Congress . Both
Houses, by decisive majorities, accepted the necessity of
implementing the first peace-time draft in American history.
As one author put it, "The very fragility of the peace made
most Americans willing to accept the break with long stand-
ing tradition.., it could be argued that the banner headlines,
the bulletins crackling over the airways, and the intimidat-
ing images flickering on the newsreel screens had decided the
case for conscription." President Roosevelt signed the bill
into law on September 16, 1940 and set October 16 as the first
registration date. This Act extended conscientious objector
status to all who, because of "religious training and belief",
rejected all forms of war. Such persons could either serve
in a noncombatant role in the army or in work of national
importance under civilian direction.
On the basis of sheer numbers, the Selective Service
Act of 1940 could be termed a resounding success. During
the years of World War II, 50 million men were registered.
The war enjoyed unprecedented popular support. The rate
of draft resistance fell to the lowest level in the country's
history. Although over ten million men were inducted, there
were only 348,217 reported deliquencies through June, 1945.
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Of these, 187,000 later complied with the law. There were
16,000 convictions secured for draft offenses from 1940 to
1947 and 6,000 of these were for minor derelictions such as
failure to possess a registration certificate. [Friedman,
1971] .
During this time, American opinion toward universal
military training had changed rather dramatically. Less than
40 percent of those surveyed at the beginning of the war
favored universal military training. By the war's end,
between two-thirds and three-quarters favored such train-
ing. Perhaps the reasons for this change of attitude were
that the draft had been very successful in mobilizing and
sustaining a large fighting force. The worst fears of
opponents to the draft never came about. In addition, the
tensions created by the Cold War discouraged the wholesale
winding down of America's military machine which so character
ized previous wars.
After the war, President Truman led the fight for uni-
versal military training. The 1940 Selective Service Act
was allowed to expire in the hope that universal military
training legislation would replace it. With the declining
volunteer rate and increasing Cold War tensions, President
Truman called for the renewal of draft legislation and en-
actment of universal military training. Congress rejected
his call for universal military training but accepted the

necessity for a draft. In June, President Truman signed
into law the Selective Service Act of 1948.
In 1951, Congress put the Selective Service System on a
more permanent status and accepted the concept of universal
military training. Under the Universal Military Training
and Service Act, the draft would continue until further
notice and Presidential induction authority under this act
had to be renewed every four years. However, due to much
public resistance to universal military training, the pro-
visions which specified such training in the 1951 legisla-
tion were never carried out.
Throughout the 1950 's and early 1960 's, the draft con-
tinued to be an accepted part of American life. There
was little debate in Congress when the Selective Service
Act came up for renewal every four years, and the 1956
Democratic nominee for President, Adlai Stevenson, gathered
little public support for questioning the necessity of a
peace-time draft. This situation was to change rapidly as
opposition to the Vietnam War escalated, and the Resistance
saw the Selective Service System as the target of their
opposition strategy.
F. SERIOUS CHALLENGES TO CONSCRIPTION
As the Vietnam War continued, public acceptance of com-
pulsory service was replaced by widespread doubt about the
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system's fairness. In July 1966, President Johnson responded
to the growing opposition by forming the National Advisory
Commission on Selective Service. The results of its seven
month study of the draft were published in February 1967.
Some of the recommendations made were to increase the central-
ization of the Selective Service System in order to standardize
policies on classifications, exemptions and deferments; that
the order of induction be reversed so that the youngest males
would go first; that no further student or occupational de-
ferments be granted; and that the order of induction be
determined by lottery.
When the draft act came up for renewal in the summer of
1967, there was little Congressional debate. Renamed the
Military Selective Service Act, it was extended by over-
whelming majorities in both the House and Senate. None of
the recommendations of President Johnson's National Advisory
Committee on Selective Service were incorporated into the
act.
Throughout the war, avoidance of the draft increased.
Although it is difficult to determine how many 18 year old
men failed to register with their local draft board, one
estimate places their number between fifty and one hundred
thousand. [Ferber and Lynd, 1971]. Prosecutions for alleged
violations of Selective Service laws grew from 380 prosecutions
annually in fiscal year 1965 to almost 4,000 in fiscal year
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1970. Many times these numbers were never prosecuted, During
the late 1960 's, Selective Service lodged complaints against
well over 20,000 registrants annually. From 1966 to 1970,
the number of complaints filed per 100 inductees tripled
from a rate of 4,0 to 12.9. Draft violations increased much
more rapidly than the average crime rate. By 1970, ten per-
cent of all federal cases were draft related. [Useem, 1973].
One author estimates the percentage of those resisting or
conscientiously objecting to the war at over ten percent.
[Friedman, 1971]
.
These increases in draft resistance were in spite of re-
newed efforts by Congress and the Justice Department to
identify and prosecute draft offenders as well as the in-
creasingly harsh sentences handed out by the courts to
convicted draft resisters.
Many youths, reluctant to risk the stiff penalties for
draft evasion, sought legal deferments from the draft. Total
conscientious objector strength grew from 17,900 in 1964
to 40,600 in 1970. However, even in 1970, this repre-
sented only 10 registrants out of every 10,000. There were
many more applicants for conscientious objector status than
were granted. An announcement in 1971 by the Selective
Service stated that four to five percent of new 18 year old
registrants were applying for conscientious objector status.
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During the Vietnam War era, there were landmark decisions
made by the Supreme Court concerning conscientious objection.
In March 1965, the Supreme Court ruled that conscientious
objector status did not have to be based on an explicit
belief in God (U.S. vs. Seeger) . Their ruling provided the
following test for religious belief; "A sincere and meaningful
belief which occupies in the life of its possessor a place
parallel to that filled by the God of those admittedly qualify-
ing for the exemption... Their (local boards and courts) task
is to decide whether the beliefs professed by a registrant
are sincerely held and whether they are, in his own scheme
of things, religious." In a similar case (Welsh vs. U.S.)
five years later, the court further broadened the definition
of conscientious objector to include "all those whose consciences,
spurred by deeply held moral, ethical or religious beliefs,
would give them no rest or peace if they allowed themselves to
become part of an instrument of war." Despite the broadening
of the basis for conscientious objection, the Seeger and Welsh
cases did not pose a significant threat to the Selective Ser-
vice System. One issue that could have caused problems with
the draft was that of selective conscientious objection. The
law states that one much be opposed to participation in all
wars to qualify for conscientious objector status. Many young
men, although opposed to the Vietnam War, could not definitely
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state that they would not serve in any war, On March 3, 1971,
the Supreme Court ruled by an 8 to 1 margin that opposition to
a particular war was not sufficient basis for exemption.
There were also those men who fled to Canada or Western
Europe to avoid the draft. Estimates vary on their number
from a 1970 State Department claim of 2,000 draft exiles in
Canada, to a draft resistance support group in Canada esti-
mate of 80,000.
Within the military, AWOL and desertion rates soared
during the Vietnam conflict, roughly tripling between 1965 and
1970 for all branches of the service except the Navy.
Although the Resistance never gathered the membership
and support required to halt the war or the draft, leaders
of the movement felt that the Resistance set limits on the
escalation of the Vietnam War and more importantly, limited
future government efforts to wage wars by delegitimatizing
conscription in the eyes of American youth. [Ferber and
Lynd, 1971]
.
During the 1968 presidential election campaign, Nixon
began discussing the feasibility of ending the draft. As
President, he appointed a commission headed by former
Secretary of Defense Gates to examine this possibility.
Their report was issued in February of 1970 and made a
strong case for ending the draft and creation of an All-
Volunteer Force, which the commission stated was "consistent
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with our basic national values". July 1, 1973 was set as
the target date for implementation of a "zero draft" by the
Nixon administration. On January 27, 1973, Secretary of
Defense Melvin Laird announced that zero draft would be
implemented immediately. In effect, this announcement




III. PRESENTATION OF THE DATA
A. OBSERVATIONS FROM DRAFT REGISTRATION MEETINGS
The initial two week draft registration period took
place from July 21, 1980 to August 2, 1980. During this
time, individuals and organizations opposed to registration
held rallies, leafletted and picketted the nation's post
offices, conducted counseling sessions for registration-age
youth, and sponsored meetings to answer questions concerning
registration and alternatives to registration.
The data in this section were gathered from attendance
at four such meetings, which were open to the public. Three
of the four meetings attended were held within the initial
two week registration period. The final meeting took place
in late September and was the first event in a series of
actions designed to gather and consolidate support for con-
tinued resistance to registration which starts again the
week of January 5, 1981.
1. Monterey, California, July 24, 1980 .
The first meeting I attended was in Monterey,
California, on July 24, 1980, during the first week of draft
registration. It was held at the Monterey Public Library
and was billed as a discussion of draft registration and
alternatives
.
The meeting began when a panel of three draft-age
men introduced themselves (first name only) to the audience.
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They also introduced the "resident expert" of the meeting
who was the chairman of the local American Civil Liberties
Union draft counseling committee. Approximately fifty
people were in attendance, about thirty males and twenty
females. A few parents were present, but most were of draft
age. Many took notes at the meeting.
The panel immediately opened the meeting to questions.
A man in the audience quickly identified himself as a pos-
sible resource in answering any of the legal questions that
would arise. He then spent a few minutes establishing his
credentials, explaining that he had been an active draft
resister during the Vietnam War and that "luckily" he was
not prosecuted. As a student in law school, he counseled
"about fifty" draft resisters and continued as a draft
counselor after graduation. He related how, during the
last years of the Vietnam War, the federal courts were so
clogged with draft related cases, that most resisters got
off without going to trial. He stated that if enough resisted
registration, the majority would get off due to the sub-
sequent back-log in the federal circuit courts. He explained
that although most people got off "scott-free" , it depended
heavily on which judge was on the bench and warned that some
gave the maximum sentence. Emphasizing his point, he stated
that although most resisters were let off and given "amnesty",
one could get "hammered" if he got a judge so inclined.
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He suggested that the Northern California district courts
were the best bet if one was going to be prosecuted, citing
a very high rate of acquital and of cases not even going to
trial for Vietnam era resisters. After this initial speech,
he was quickly set up as the legal expert, and questions of
a legal nature were immediately referred to him by the panel.
As the meeting evolved, the panel tried to limit the dis-
cussion and questions to technicalities of draft registration
and alternatives. They also placed the responsibility of
making personal decisions on the individual. For instance,
one questioner asked if he should be a "vocal conscientious
objector" or should "keep it quiet". The panel explained
that they could not make that choice for him, but pointed
out the risks in being vocal C" increased chance of prosecution")
.
One middle-aged woman, who had a son she was concerned about,
said that she thought this battle over the draft "had already
been fought and won" and that here she was again, She often
became impatient with a young man who expressed a strong
desire to be a vocal resister. In his opinion, some had to
be vocal, had to "throw themselves in front of the draft
machine", in order for the resistance to be successful. The
woman responded that it wouldn't be any "bed of roses" if he
did this and warned him to be aware of what he was doing,
that it could ruin his whole life: He could have problems
getting into school, vould continually be in fear of being
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arrested, even his girlfriend could turn him in. The lawyer
added that he should be sure that "he was acting the way
he must... Ideals xvere fine, but you have to build up a
basis in 'fact' in creating a conscientious objector
file... To find the right doctor who would exagerate an injury",
etc. Undaunted, the young man stated that "registration was
just a fancy name for the draft" and that he didn't care what
happened to him, that he was concerned about those coming after
him, especially his younger brother.
At this point, the panel clarified the difference between
draft registration and an actual draft ["a draft involved
actual induction which is not true of registration".) Through-
out the meeting, the panel attempted to correct or clarify such
statements
.
More technical questions concerning medical, conscien-
tious objector and hardship exemptions followed. The ACL (J
representative suggested to those who were considering the
conscientious objector exemption that they write down on
their registration card the exact legal wording used in
applying for conscientious objector status: "I am a con-
scientious objector to war in any form due to my religious
and/or moral and ethical training and beliefs." He also
recommended, that since this statement would probably not
be transcribed into the computer by the keypunch operators,
the registrant make a copy of his registration card with this
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statement written on it and have it notarized. This document
could then be used to build the individual's conscientious
objector file. He stressed that those seeking conscientious
objector status start early in building their case. It would
be very difficult to build a convincing case if one waited
until he got his induction notice and then had only 15 days
until he would have to report for induction.
Midway through the meeting, a black man, who said he was
a member of the military, stated that he came to the meeting
to find out their moral arguments for resisting the draft.
"After all", he continued, "How would we man an army if
everyone had the same attitude they (the panel and others
in the audience) did?" He was well received by the crowd:
there were friendly smiles from many and no hostile reactions.
After a very brief discussion, a young woman stated that
although questions of morality concerning the draft were
valid, many still had questions concerning the more technical
aspects of registration and exemptions, and that this was the
direction the meeting should continue until these questions
were satisfied. She also proposed that people should raise
their hands and wait to be recognized before speaking. (A
few people had begun to dominate the discussion) . Her pro-
posals were immediately accepted and the panel began addressing
questions of a technical nature, promising that, if time
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permitted, they would discuss some of the questions raised
by the black man.
After these questions were exhausted, one member of the
panel suggested that the audience break up into smaller
groups to discuss topics "as they saw fit". The tension
in the room seemed to soar, and there was no immediate
verbal reply to this suggestion. The panel member, picking
up the crowd's resistance tried to raise some enthusiasm
for the idea-- "We're all friends here,.. There's no one
here from the CIA, is there?" The silence was broken by some-
one from the back who yelled, "No, it's good the way it is".
Others in the audience readily nodded their heads in agree-
ment. There were other indications of anxiety. Earlier in the
meeting, one panel member had jokingly asked, "Does anyone
here belong to the CIA?" After the meeting had ended, one
of the panel members laughingly expressed concern over an
individual who had "scribbled a few notes, then left".
Also discussed was the fact that the post office would
be accepting registration forms after the two week registration
period. The ACLU representative explained the reason as being
that the Selective Service "expected a lot of late re-
gistrations". The attorney expressed the opinion that the
constitutionality of the all- male draft registration would
be upheld by the Supreme Court. On the topic of performing
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alternative service, he stated that the type of alternate
service acceptable would depend on the local draft board.
Most (during Vietnam) he said, were strict, but some were
very loose.
After the meeting broke up, the lawyer gave the ACLU
representative his card and offered his assistance in the
future. Some made appointments with draft counselors. At
least two of the young men on the panel had their parents
at the meeting. One mother was a draft counselor in train-
ing. The black man discussed his earlier question with some
of the panel and remarked as he left, "It wasn't as wild
and raging as I thought it would he". The panel member whom
I spoke to after the meeting was very helpful in providing
registration literature, even offering that one brochure
"was a little biased".
2 . Seaside, California, July 30, 1980 .
The second meeting I attended was in Seaside,
California at the Seaside Public Library. The meeting was
conducted by the same three member panel that moderated the
Monterey meeting the previous week. The ACLU draft counselor,
as well as the attorney who attended the Monterey meeting were
introduced. The turnout was small: About fifteen persons
attended and only 5 males in the aduience were of draft-age.
They sat next to each other arms folded and did not say much
the entire meeting. Again, the meeting addressed mostly
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technical questions of draft registration and alternatives.
The ACLU representative said that he anticipated that it would
be more difficult to obtain hardship and medical exemptions.
He discussed a Newsweek article which concerned draft re-
gistration, pointing out that officials felt a lot of men
would not register right away and that is the reason they
are allowing the post office to accept late registration
cards until January.
In response to a question concerning the ability to
find non-registrants, the ACLU draft counselor stated that
Selective Service officials would have a difficult time
because, as of now, it was against the Privacy Act to use
Social Security or Income Tax files to trac\ down non-
registrants. Besides, he explained, "Selective Service is
interested in registrations, not convictions". Replying
to a question about putting down a false Social Security
number on their registration card, the attorney said that
it was against federal law to falsify information on a federal
form. In response to my question of whether one could con-
scientiously object to one war and yet be willing to fight
if the U.S. were attacked, the lawyer responded that it was
better to be opposed to all wars, to start building your
conscientious objector record early and that the burden of





Discussion switched to the statute of limitations for
non-registrants. The ACLU representative stated that it
was when the individual was 31 years of age ("5 years past
the maximum draft age of 26). Before the age of 26, the
statute of limitations begins to run when the non-registrant
is discovered since he is alx^ays expected to register during
his elgibility period. Also, time spent evading registra-
tion outside the country does not count toward the statute
of limitations period. In response to my question of how
the local Congressman felt about draft registration, the
ACLU representative said that the Congressman was pushing
hard to have a commission study the question of alternative
service in the event of a draft. He stated that the Con-
gressman was sure that some members of Congress would push
hard for a draft after the election.
The ACLU representative reiterated his advice that
those who felt that they were conscientious objectors to
state so in writing on the registration card, to copy it
and get the copy notarized. The lawyer followed that,
"it is up to you to build your record on paper,.. Take
advantage of your legal rights and exhaust your appeals...
A conscientious objector claim can take 1 1/2 years".
At one point, the lawyer facetiously remarked that if one
police car in every major city was burned in protest of draft
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registration, that it would certainly stop government
pursuit of conscientious objectors and draft resisters.
(When the meeting ended, a local newspaper reporter cover-
ing the meeting asked him how he spelled his last name, He
replied that he would tell her if she didn't quote him on
"burning the police cars". She assured him that she would
not). He continued saying that if there were over 5,000
prosecutions per year of those resisting registration, that
the court system would be overtaxed for years. The attorney
then asked the panel how successful the leafletting at the
post offices had been. One member of the panel estimated
that one day they were successful in turning away 17 out of
22 potential registrants. The attorney commented that probably
most people who were resisting registration wouldn't even
bother to show up to register at the post office and "were
probably out somewhere smoking a joint".
One member of the panel stated that conscientious objectors
and resisters to registration were facing "difficult times"
because there was no war to rally around, no big issue to
consolidate those who are resisting registration. In dis-
cussing the effectiveness of the draft registration re-
sistance in the Monterey area, one of the panel members
remarked that in Seaside (an area of high percentage of
minorities), he felt at a disadvantage convincing blacks,
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as a white person, to resist registration. It seemed, he
continued, that many he talked to had family members with
military experience. A female leafletter disagreed and said
she had had good success in turning black people away from
registering.
The opinion was expressed that draft registration was
just a political act to show Carter's toughness and improve
his re-election chances and that the response time in getting
additional manpower from registration was only decreased by
seven days which was rather insignificant. A young man in
the audience, who said he was in the Army, replied that seven
days would be a long time in a future war. I asked what
could be done to ensure that the military was representative
of the population as a whole rather than having minorities
over-represented. One member of the panel suggested that
the country should improve economic conditions in society
sufficiently so that minorities would not have to resort to
the military as a career. In response to another question
of whether they approve of raising the compensation of the
military to make it more attractive to potential recruits
and career military personnel, perhaps avoiding the need
for registration, one panel member said yes, that funds





After the meeting ended, I asked one of the panel
members about the lack of attendance at the meeting and if
he knew of any other groups holding such meetings in the
Monterey area. In his answer, he stated that Monterey was
not a particularly activist area and that they probably
wouldn't have any more meetings for a while. He said that
they really didn't "know where to go from here". There
were no blacks in attendance at the meeting,
3 . Santa Cruz, California, July 51, 1980 .
The third meeting I- observed took place in Santa
Cruz, California during the second week of draft registration.
It was a vegetarian pot-luck dinner held at a private residence
which was part of a three house "community". The families
which comprised this community had such dinners together on
a weekly basis. This week's dinner and meeting were opened
to all those interested in draft registration.
Most xvho attended the pot-luck dinner knew each
other, and many worked at the local Resource Center for
Nonviolence. Many cars and trucks in the neighborhood
sported anti-nuclear bumper stickers. The leader of the meeting
wore an anti-Trident submarine "T" shirt. Another "T" shirt
said "Question Authority". Books on nonviolence, covering
the spectrum from Jesus to India's Gandhi to Martin Luther
King filled the bookshelves in the livingroom where we sat
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down to eat. There were about 30 people in attendance,
which included some children.
During the meal, I spoke to a young woman who was
active in leafletting local post offices in Santa Cruz-
during the two week registration period. She thought that
their efforts had been very successful in turning away
most potential registrants. The thrust of their approach, she
explained, was to tell young men about to register that they
should take more time to think about what they were doing,
that registration cards ^vould be accepted after the two week
registration period, probably without penalty. Later in
the meeting, concern was expressed for those men who
registered, but planned to resist any future draft attempts.
The leaders strongly advised those who were planning to resist
a future draft not to register at all. In their opinion, the
Selective Service System had to be stopped before building
up any momentum.
At one point, the meal was interrupted by a young
man seeking information on conscientious objection. He was
referred to a draft counselor who sat nearby, He was advised
to start a conscientious objector file now, to get letters
supporting his position from people who knew him personally.
The counselor recommended that he try to get some of these
letters from persons who were not conscientious objectors
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themselves since they historically have had more credibility
with draft boards. The visitor mentioned that his father
had served in World War II and was "gung ho about the military
and all that", so he might be a good person to write him a
letter
.
A statement was passed around for all to read that
said the community would offer assistance and support for
anyone who wanted to resist registration and a draft. Although
they could not offer financial assistance, they would give
moral support to resisters, provide resisters with counseling
assistance, and set up press conferences for them or with
other resisters if they "wanted to go public". The leader,
who was a conscientious objector during the Vietnam War,
said that it was important that older conscientious objectors
from World War II and Vietnam come forward and give support
to younger conscientious objectors. One draft-aged man,
who said he was resisting registration, said that the "worst
thing (about resisting registration) was the feeling that
you are doing it alone with no one else to support you",
A Quaker women responded by offering her home as a
meeting place for those who were resisting draft registration
in order to combat these feelings of aloneness. Everyone





Discussion turned to the effectiveness of the nation-
wide resistance to draft registration. It was felt that
despite their apparent success in Santa Cruz in turning
away potential registrants, that the government could not
be expected to give truthful statistics on the draft re-
gistration and that it would be proclaimed as a success by
the Selective Service. The reason, they explained, was that
Selective Service wanted to discourage those who were re-
sisting or contemplating resistance to draft registration by
increasing their feelings of aloneness.
After the meal and discussion, song books were dis-
tributed and a number of peace songs were sung. Following
this, everyone was asked to introduce themselves. No one
refused, and there was no obvious reaction when I introduced
myself as a graduate student from Naval Postgraduate School
who wanted to learn more about draft registration. The
Quaker woman asked, "Is that at Davis ("California) ?" I
replied, "No, it's in Monterey."
The meeting started to break up, and the leader
asked me if I had gotten what I had come for. I said,
"yes", and asked him for some literature concerning draft
registration. He gave some to me, and I left.
4 . San Diego, California, September 2.5,1980 .
The fourth meeting I attended took place on September 25,
1980, on the campus of San Diego State University. It was
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sponsored by San Diego Students, for Peace and featured
speakers from the National Lawyer's Guild. The topic of
their presentation was "Rights, Options and Resistance of
Draft Registration". This meeting was held during the first
week of the fall semester and was the first event in a
series of actions designed to prepare for the January 5,
1981 registration date, There were approximately 30 students
in attendance, both male and female. Representatives of the
Students for Peace opened the meeting, updating students on
their resistence activities during the initial two week
registration drive and on their continuing efforts at organiza-
tion since that time. They then introduced two representatives
from the National Lawyer's Guild Military Law Panel.
The first speaker explained that numerous proposals
for registration and the draft occured long before the Iranian
and Afghanistan crises. The real reason for registration,
she continued, was that it was the first critical step to
the draft. She concluded that it was obvious that the
Selective Service registration plans were a result of several
years work rather than merely a response to the Afghanistan
and Iranian crises, as the American people were led to be-
lieve .
Directing her attention to exemptions and deferments
under the new registration plans, she warned that men do not
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have the right to apply for conscientious objector status
until they receive their induction notice, In effect, she
continued, this gave an individual who receives an in-
duction notice only 15 days, "incredibly short notice",
to make fundamental decisions about his life, In her opinion,
it was a conscious decision by the Selective Service to cut
down on the number of deferments. On the topic of medical
deferments, she pointed out that under the old system there
was a pre-induction physical given at registration and,
later on, an induction physical. Men wishing to qualify
for a medical exemption had a double chance to present
their case to the military doctors. Now, with just an in-
duction physical, there is only one chance. It was, in her
words, "a procedural railroad". She also stated that the
present registration system was "aimed toward the best
psychological age group, nineteen and twenty year olds, to
mold into submissive soldiers", Also, the lottery system
gave these men no control over when they would be inducted
and in addition, no control over which service they entered
or what job they would get, and that they would be faced
with the threat of induction until they turned twenty-six
years old. She concluded that, with the current system of
draft registration, it would be too late to decide on
alternatives to the draft upon receipt of an induction notice.
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She urged the students to get immediate counseling on their
alternatives
.
The next speaker, an attorney, discussed in more
detail the legal aspects of draft registration. First, he
pointed out that the maximum penalty for violations of the
Selective Service Act, such as refusal to register, hindering
or interfering with registration or counseling evasion or
resistance, was 5 years in prison and a ten-thousand dollar
fine. He advised his audience "to seek wise counsel and find
out the consequences of their actions" before proceeding with
resistance efforts. He stated that Selective Service would
have difficulty in finding non-registrants and that cost of
obtaining compatible data from such sources as Department
of Motor Vehicles and campus records would be prohibitive.
The propensity for the Selective Service to prosecute non-
registrants would depend, he continued, on the prevailing
mood of the country and the number of people who refuse to
register. High public support for registration and a low
number of resisters would probably lead to high penalities
for resisters. Likewise, low public support for registra-
tion coupled with a high number of resisters would decrease
the severity of penalties. It was his guess that regard-
less of the number of resisters, that prosecutors will
initially seek harsh penalties for non-registrants. He
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added that judges were not "neutral, detached magistrates",
and in cases with political overtones, were usually hostile and
intent on convictions. They also respond to the public mood:
As the Vietnam War became more and more unpopular to the .American
people, the more likely it was for judges to grant probations,
second chances and dismissals to draft offenders.
In order to convict an individual for failing to
register, the attorney continued, the prosecution has to prove
three things beyond a resonable doubt: that the individual in-
tended to violate the law, in fact refused to register, and
that the law applied to the individual charged. He predicted
one factor favorable to future defendents charged with non-
registration is that prosecutors may have a difficult time
proving non-registrants intended to violate the law. The
government must inform one of his obligations to register.
The Selective Service chose a media blitz to put out the
word. Television, radio and newspapers became the agents
of the Selective Service. However, so much conflicting and
confusing information was put out by the Selective Service,
that the press often turned to the National Lawyer's Guild
for accurate information on draft registration.
The National Lawyer's Guild Military Law Panel,
opposed to registration, was then faced with the dilemma of
becoming agents of the Selective Service by providing accurate
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information to the press for public dissemination, which
could increase non-registrants' chances of conviction later
on. He stated there was also confusion due to a last
minute court challenge to the all-male registration. In
Philadelphia, only days before registration was to begin,
a three judge federal court issued an injunction against
Selective Service registration plans. The injunction declared
this legislation unconstitutional because it discriminated on
the basis of sex. However, shortly thereafter, Justice Brennan
granted a stay which allowed registration to continue as
planned. (This stay is now pending in the Supreme Court).
In the confusion, he continued, word got out in the press
that registration was now voluntary, which was totally in-
correct. This will aid the defense of non-registrants, he
concluded, perhaps not at the trial level where "judges are
impatient with such arguments", but may work at the appellate
level
.
On the possibility of FBI agents searching for non-
registrants, he cautioned the audience not to talk to them
at all, that agents are "inherently untrustworthy" and
would write "distorted" reports on any such conversations
.
He advised telling agents "my lawyer told me not to talk to
you". It was his opinion that individuals were likely to
be given multiple chances to register as was often the case
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in Vietnam. The reason was due to the problems of notifi-
cation (previously discussed) and other technical considera-
tions.
On the topic of deferments and exemptions, he explained
that there have been some changes since Vietnam, Student
deferments have been done away with, except for certain
graduate students in specialized areas. "It is no longer
enough," he continued, "to go to school to avoid induction."
He then talked about hardship medical and conscientious
objector exemptions.
The hardship exemption, he explained, has been
tightened up considerably. Previously, one qualified for this
exemption if he was married and had a child. Now, one must
show extreme hardship if he only has a wife [less with children)
after taking out military benefits. Fie emphasized that
documentation was a very important part of all deferments.
Concerning the IV-F exemption, he pointed out that
it is commonly thought of as only a medical exemption but in
actuality includes psychological and moral problems such as
homosexuality, drug use, felony record, subversive activity,
etc. The difficulty he continued, will be in convincing the
military doctor, "who will see 1,500 other people that day
and doesn't give a shit." He warned that qualifying for a
medical exemption will require increased documentation from
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one's own doctors and attorneys since the pre- induct ion
physical has been done away with.
Finally, commenting on the conscientious objector
exemption, the attorney said that to qualify, one must be
opposed to every war and such objections must be based on
religious, moral or ethical beliefs. In his opinion, this
exemption "fits a whole lot of people." However, he warned
that one must begin to establish his conscientious objector
status early by having a statement to that effect on file now
He said that the "short notice " would hurt many people who
wish to file for conscientious objector status but waited
until receiving their induction letter. He advised his
audience to talk to a draft counselor or attorney now. He
added that if it appeared that many individuals were applying
for conscientious objector status, that there is apt to be
a court fight to again restrict such exemptions to those
who object to war because of religious beliefs rather than
including those who cite moral and ethical reasons as a basis
of their objections.
At this point, the lawyer made a plea for individuals
not to just look out for themselves in their legal attempts
to avoid the draft, but to be concerned about the broader
political context of resisting the draft.
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Discussion turned to the effectiveness of current
resistance efforts. He stated that the resistance to regis-
tration during the initial two week registration period was
a resounding- success: There were reports that 35 percent did
not bother to register in San Diego. A Boston Globe survey
was cited which estimated 25 percent nationwide did not
comply with draft registration requirements. The lawyer
said that even if the Selective Service figure of 93 percent
compliance was correct [and he did not believe it was) that
they came far short of their goal of 98 percent. He con-
cluded that the truth may never be known but that the
opposition to registration was "surprisingly successful."
The meeting was then opened to questions. Asked his
opinion on how the Supreme Court would finally rule on the
questions of an all-male registration, the attorney said
that the Court would probably uphold the constitutionality
of the present Selective Service Act. Responding to another
question, he said he believed the first efforts toward estab-
lishing a draft would be initiated in early 1981. Many
students asked questions concerning the Selective Service use
of computers to track down non-registrants, police and FBI
interrogation efforts, and whether or not draft cards would
be issued. Commenting on the current resistance to registra-
tion, a draft counselor in the audience commented, "We are
strong now (even without a war or an actual draft."
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B. DATA GATHERED FROM ANT I -DRAFT LITERATURE
There are many anti-draft organizations which provide
information concerning draft registration and alternatives
to registration. The data in this section were obtained
from "draft packets" provided by three such organisations:
the American Friends Service Committee (AFSC) , the Central
Committee for Conscientious Objectors (CCCO) , and the
2Committee Against Registration and the Draft (CARD). 4*
These organizations described themselves as follows;
The .American Friends Service Committee is a con-
temporary expression of Quaker beliefs, It was founded
in 1917, during the First World War, to provide con-
scientious objectors with an opportunity to serve in
programs of relief and reconstruction for civilian war
victims. Today it is incorporated as a religious non-
profit organization to carry on a variety of educational,
humanitarian and social change programs, with inter-
national headquarters in Philadelphia, regional offices
across the U.S., and program offices at home and
overseas
.
The Central Committee for Conscientious Objectors
is a nonprofit organization that has been working since
1948 to help individuals unable to participate in the
military for reasons of conscience.
CCC0_is a nonprofit, non-governmental organization
that aids individuals with matters of conscience, war
and militarism.
The Committee Against Registration and the Draft is
a Coalition of over 50 national peace, civil rights,
womens , students, religious, and political organizations
working together against registration and the draft.





The packets received from these organizations contained
detailed information on current registration requirements,
alternatives to registration, and changes in deferments
and exemptions. Also included were bibliographies for further
reading, histories of conscientious objection and resistance
to war, and forms to assist potential conscientious objectors
enunciate their beliefs and document their objections to draft
registration. One writer advises readers not to depend solely
on the information contained in the packet, but to contact a
local qualified draft counselor before taking any action.
Much of the information studied expresses a strong
belief that it is only a matter of time before actual draft
legislation is passed. An AFSC statement on draft registration
explains that "registration is the necessary first step for
conscription into military service... we regard opposition
to military registration as a vital endeavor to help take
away 'the occasion of war'." A CARD questions and answers
booklet states, "Powerful members of Congress and the military
are already calling for a peacetime draft... If registration
is a success, there will almost certainly be attempts to bring
back the draft after the November elections." Most writers
express a sense of urgency in preparing for such a con-
tingency. They point out that, contrary to past regis-
tration procedures, classification and medical examinations
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do not take place at registration and that registrants
wishing to apply for deferments and exemptions may lack
sufficient time to adequately document their claims before
being required to report for induction. Therefore, they
advise readers who think they might apply for an exemption
or deferment to start immediately preparing their claims
.
To this end, CCCO recommends to those who "might be a C.O.
or are inclined at all in that direction, if your conscience
permits you to register... to write in bold letters in the
registration form, 'I am a conscientious objector'."
CCCO also provides a "conscientious objector card" which
states, "because of my beliefs about war, I am opposed to
participation in the military." When filled out, copies can
be mailed to one's religious group or other organizations, as
well as to CCCO, to keep on file. Similarly, several organi-
zations, including CARD, are providing gummed stickers which
state, "I am registering under protest" and which fit in
various parts of the registration form. The intent of these
actions is to establish a historical record of one's con-
scientious objector claim in the event of a draft. The pamphlets
carefully point out, however, that such actions will not guarantee
a successful claim.
The choices discussed' in the draft registration and con-
scientious objector packets are (1) to register, (2) to
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register under protest or as a C.O., or (3) not to register
at all. Under this choice, one can be a "silent resister"
or a "vocal resister."
In registering for the draft, a CCCO circular warns
that "registration .., is more than just putting your name
on a card. Until age 26, you could be called into the military."
Although registration is listed as an option, military life is
oortrayed as less ~than~desireable
. Addressing those in-
dividuals who are considering enlisting in the military, the
same CCCO circular provides the following information that
might help an individual "make a more informed choice":
Once you are in the military, you lose many of
your rights as a U.S. citizen--to say what you want,
to get married when you want, to petition the govern-
ment... Very often the military trains you to do
work for which there is no civilian demand.. .The
military does not have to give you the educational
opportunities that were promised ... If you get into
trouble while in the military, the discharge you
receive could seriously limit your work opportunities
for the rest of your life... There is no overtime,
holiday, or weekend pay. Soldiers are expected to
be available for duty 24 hours a day 7 days a week...
Labor unions are outlawed in the military, and
attempts to organize soldiers are subject to heavy-
penalties ... If something happens to you while you're
in the military that seriously affects your health,
the military may not recognize their responsibility
to pay you a disability allowance.
An AFSC pamphlet, addressing the plight of minorities
in the military states:
The military has always discriminated against third
world and poor people- -and today is no exception.
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In the Vietnam War for example, black and brown
men were typically assigned to high risk combat
units where they suffered almost twice the casualties
of whites, while the rich and privileged were given
less hazardous assignments or were able to obtain
deferments to stay home .. .before you decide to
register you should know that: over half the
people now in army stockades are Black and Hispanics,
while most of the rest are poor whites .. .over 30 per-
cent of the people in the army are Black but Blacks
make up less than 6 percent of army officers ... Black
and Hispanics receive dishonorable discharges at 4 1/2
times the rate of whites... Most Blacks and Hispanics are
classified E-l, E-2 (lowest levels) and thus receive
the dead end lowest paying jobs in the army.
Another choice individuals have is to register under
protest or as a conscientious objector. In addition to the
actions cited previously, CCCO recommends that potential
conscientious objectors "get their ideas on conscientious
objection together", to write their responses to questions
asked of Vietnam-era C.O.'s by Selective Service and to
discuss these ideas with a trained draft counselor. CCCO's
packet contains a reprint of Selective Service Form 150,
last used in the early 1970's, which lists questions an
individual applying for conscientious objector status had to
answer to assist local boards in determining if such a
classification was warranted. Potential objectors are
encouraged to answer these questions, with the assistance
of a draft counselor, and to add this to their C.O. file.
They are warned that 15 days (the time between receipt
of induction notice to time of induction) will not be enough
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time to prepare detailed, well thought-out answers to Selective
Service questions.
Concerning truthfulness in answering these questions,
CCCO states, "An honest claim is the strongest claim, A
dishonest one is likely to backfire not only on you, but
on others claiming C.O. status." Another brochure advises,
"Total honesty when dealing with your draft board usually
works better than concealing facts which may be more difficult
to explain if they later surface."
Implied in the literature concerning conscientious
objection is the belief that many people will qualify for
such an exemption. One CCCO pamphlet explains:
An extremely wide variety of beliefs is recognized
by the law as the basis for becoming a C.O. Do not
be discouraged from filing a C.O. claim because you
think you do not have sufficient "religious training
and belief."
Elsewhere it is stated, "All branches of the military
recognize conscientious objection and numerous Supreme Court
decisions have substantially strengthened their rights and
broadened the definition."
Another choice individuals have is to not register at
all. Pamphlets point out that 250,000 men never registered
during Vietnam without penalty, 210,000 were accused of
violating the draft law, but less than ten percent were brought
to court, and that the average number of cases never prosecuted
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was 89 percent. However, on the topic of finding non-
registrants, one booklet warns:
The Selective Service and Department of Justice have
access to many state-wide lists of 19 and 20 year
olds . . .and, . . if non-registration is a problem...
Selective Service .. .will ask for a change in the
Privacy Act to permit cross checks between Selective
Service registration lists and files of Social
Security Administration and Internal Revenue Ser-
vice .
In answering those who feel there is safety if a large
number refuse to register, one CCCO pamphlet explains;
If a large number publicly refuse to register, the
Government may seek out the most vocal of anti-
draft refusers to prosecute. However ... one would
act at his peril in assuming there is safety in
numbers
.
And, in reference to the choice of becoming a "public
resister" or a "private resister", one circular advises:
A private resister is less likely to be found out
than a public resister, but, if discovered many
face a harsher penalty because of the negative
attitudes of prosecuters and judges.
Most of the anti -regis tration literature warns of the
penalities involved in breaking the Selective Service Act.
One writer states:
You need to be sure enough about your beliefs that
you will be able to face whatever comes as a result
of them... once you have decided (to resist), remember
that you can get support from your family and friends,
from people who will help you in talking with your
family and friends, and from the peace movement ... If you
oppose war, jail is not necessarily the worst thing that




You should never violate the law... unless you have
thought about whether you could face jail... No matter
what your sentence, a draft conviction is a felony,
It could. ., affect your chances for further jobs or
licensing in some professions.
Warning aside, the same circular states, "Don't be
afraid to resist .. .Most people who have resisted the draft,
war taxes, or the military do not regret what they have
done."
In addressing potential legal defenses for non-registrants,
one questions and answers pamphlet states, "In some cases, a non-
registrant would have a good defense if he stated he did not know
he was supposed to register." It also pointed out defenses
that were previously rejected by the courts: that registration
was unconstitutional because it excluded women, because it
was involuntary servitude, or because it was inconsistent
with the intent of the Farmers of the Constitution,
In the event of a draft, some resisters may choose to
leave the country. The packets point out that Canadian law
has been changed to make it quite difficult for U.S. citizens
to seek exile there. Also, Sweden stopped providing
"humanitarian asylum" for .American war objectors in 1974.
Finally, challenging the Selective Service figures of
93 percent compliance and only 1.8 percent who registered
under protest or as conscientious objectors during the
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initial two week registration period, a CARD newsletter
made the following points:
False names and addresses were not removed from the
total registrations given.
The number of eligible registrants used by the SSS
is too low.
In the month since registration, journalists con-
ducting independent surveys found non-registration
rates ranging from 10 to 50 percent.
Finally, if the 93 percent figure is accepted, it
means that 250,000 men did not register,
The newsletter claims these figures indicate a "victory
for the anti -draft movement."
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IV. CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS
A. WHO ARE THE LEADERS OF THE DRAFT REGISTRATION MEETINGS?
Some of the leading figures of the draft registration
meetings I attended had previous experience as draft counselors,
draft registers, conscientious objectors or as draft law
attorneys during the Vietnam War era. The attorney present
at the Monterey and Seaside meetings addressed some of the
legal questions surrounding draft registration and the
Military Selective Service Act, as well as deferments and
exemptions
.
Relating his experiences as a Vietnam draft
resister and draft law attorney gave him a great deal
of credibility among those present at these meetings.
At the Santa Cruz meeting, the individual who led the
discussion was a conscientious objector during the Vietnam
War. He spoke knowledgeably about the Resistance movement
during Vietnam and its ability to support and sustain draft
law fugitives. He also spoke about the important role
played by conscientious objectors of past wars in coming
forward and supporting those resisting the current draft
registration requirements. The attorney who spoke during the
San Diego meeting did not specifically mention any previous
experience in counseling draft offenders. It was clear, how-
ever, that he was very knowledgeable about the Selective




The heavy influence of attorneys at these meetings
could be more than coincidental. During Vietnam, draft law
attorneys played an increasingly prominent role in scruti-
nizing Selective Service regulations and draft board actions
for errors and inconsistencies which could be challenged
in the courts. Such challenges, more often than not,
resulted in acquital. From July 1, 1965 to October 1, 1970,
the Supreme Court decided in favor of the defendant or
registrant in eight out of nine cases that were fully argued
before it. At the Appellate level, more draft cases were
reversed than any other type. [Friedman, 1971]. It would
seem by these meetings that attorneys will continue to play
a prominent role in draft-related areas.
The fact that experienced individuals are involved in
renewed actions against draft registration has other implica-
tions. Such individuals could lend strength and resiliency
to a large scale resistance to a future draft. Tempered
by their Vietnam War experiences in fighting and resisting
the draft, this group could be an important resource
in terms
of the collective experience they bring from earlier
protest
organizations. Such individuals could help by articulating
political viewpoints and by lending their organizational
skills





B. WHAT IS THE EXTENT OF THE SUPPORT AT THE MEETINGS?
Attendance at the draft registration meetings was less
than impressive, especially among those who were primarily
affected by the draft registration requirement--18 , 19 and
20 year old males. There were significant numbers of young
women present, perhaps concerned with future attempts at
registering women. Some parents were also present. There
was little minority participation in any of the meetings.
Perhaps such attendance figures are not accurate indicators
of the resistance to registration. Such meetings were poorly
advertised and held on rather short notice during summer
vacation. Perhaps a statement made by the attorney at
the Seaside meeting was accurate: That most young men who
planned to avoid registration decided on their own not to
register. Most of the meetings attended and anti-draft
literature examined pointed out that non-registrants
historically have been given a second chance to register
if caught. This was reinforced by the willingness of
Selective Service to accept late registrations (that is,
after the two week registration period was over)
.
Also, young men might have sought private counseling
concerning draft registration and did not bother to come to
the meetings. A local ACLU draft counselor stated in a
local television interview that during the two \veek regis-
tration period, "literally hundreds of young men asked for
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counseling .. .or ... simply answers to their questions about
the draft and draft registration and the possibility of a
draft down the line..,"
The lack of minority participation at the draft regis-
tration meetings may indicate that a future draft will con-
tinue to impose an unfair burden on those unable to obtain
expert draft counseling. Much of the time at the meetings
was spent discussing the complexities of establishing and
documenting a conscientious objector claim. These discussions
as well as information provided by the anti-draft literature
implied that since the Supreme Court has broadened the
definition of conscientious objection, many more people
will qualify in a future draft. With the abolition of most
student deferments, the conscientious objection deferment
may well become a popular avenue to avoid a future draft or
those who have access to expert draft counseling and coach-
ing
As was suggested previously, a potential resource in
organizing resistance to a future draft could come from
experienced Vietnam era draft resisters, counselors and
conscientious objectors. Further support could come from a
variety of groups active during the 1970's such as anti-
nuclear and women's right groups. It was obvious at the
Santa Cruz meeting that their anti-registration stand was
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only one aspect of their non-violent philosphy. The Santa
Cruz group was also active in anti-nuclear protests. The
San Diego group advocated women's rights in addition to their
anti-registration stand. The 54 organizations which com-
prised the CARD coalition support a variety of causes besides
their anti-registration position. The importance of such
support is recognized by anti-draft groups. One AFSC news-
letter states, "We have the opportunity to link up with the
anti-nuclear movement, the women's movement and students on
high school and college campuses." Such a scenario occured
on November 17, 1980, when 1,300 women circled the Pentagon
and blocked some entrances in a protest against "the arms
race, militarism and violence against women." The AP story
described the scenes as "reminiscent of Vietnam War pro-
tests" and quoted a spokeswomen for the group as saying,
"We wanted to make the link between militarism and violence
against women." Such groups could be expected to lend
stronger and more vocal support to anti-draft groups in
the event of future attempts to bring back the draft.
C. WHAT ALTERNATIVES TO DRAFT REGISTRATION AND OTHER ADVICE
ARE OFFERED AT DRAFT REGISTRATION MEETINGS AND IN THE
ANTI -DRAFT LITERATURE?
The alternatives explained by the anti-draft literature
and the meetings are (I) to register for the draft, (2) to
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register, but as a conscientious objector or under protest
or (3) to resist registration as a "vocal" resister or a
"quiet" resister. The information given concerning these
alternatives was very consistent among the various groups
and sources. One difference noted was that the Santa Cruz
group advised potential conscientious objectors not to
cooperate at all with draft registration. All the other
information and advice gave the alternative of registering
for the draft as a conscientious objector by writing "I am
a conscientious objector" on the completed registration card.
There was little political rhetoric or emotion at
these meetings. Young men and women were interested in the
technicalities or draft registration and changes in deferments
and exemptions . A common belief mentioned at the meetings
and in the draft literature was that draft registration is
just a political act on President Carter's part to demon-
strate U.S. toughness and resolve in the face of the Russian
invasion of Afghanistan. It was also pointed out that the
Director of the Selective Service advised against draft
registration before President Carter's announcement of his
intentions to revitalize the Selective Service; that with-
out classification of registrants, registration is militarily
useless; and that the Carter administration acknowledged





The leaders of the meetings did not, for the most part,
try to "sell" any one particular alternative. Although
military life was portrayed as a less -than-desireable
intrusion into one's life especially in the case of
minorities and women) , registration was still listed as an
alternative and the penalities for violating the Selective
Service Act were always carefully pointed out.
As far as potential defenses for non-registrants, it
was explained that because of the last minute legislative
confusion concerning the constitutionality of an all-male
draft registration and the conflicting reports in the news
media on registration requirements, it may be difficult to
prove that a non-registrant knew of his responsibility to
register. Besides, it was continually pointed out that
those who did not register would probably be given a second
chance to do so if caught.
D. HOW EFFECTIVE WERE THESE MEETINGS IN INFLUENCING
REGISTRATION-AGE MALES NOT TO REGISTER FOR THE DRAFT?
On the basis of sheer numbers alone, the meetings were
not very successful in influencing a large number of youths
not to register. A few vocal individuals in the audience
let it be known that they would refuse to register. Other-
wise, there was no way to determine how many of the relatively
few young men present affected by registration were persuaded
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not to register. Most of the questions were not on whether
to resist or not, but concerned exemptions and deferments for
which they could legally qualify in the event of a future
draft. It seemed that most men were willing to register
and then look for an exemption later on if and when a draft
comes about.
Attorney Francis Heisler, who by his estimates defended
1,500 to 2,000 men who refused military service since 1941,
states that most young men have no reason to apply for
conscientious exemptions until faced with military service
or war. Interviewed on a local television show, Heissler
explained his view in the following exchange:
Question: At what point does someone become a con-
scientious objector? The governement announces draft
registration, do you that day say,.. "I am a conscientious
objector" or do you have to show proof from your past
history that that has been your feeling?
Heissler: Lawyers would have a much easier job if
they would have a history of conscientious objection,
but I defended more people who became conscientious
objectors because they were faced with Vietnam. I had
a great many people ivho were in the armed forces who were
not drafted but who volunteered, but when they were facing
the reality that they were going to Vietnam, then they woke
up, that they had to make up their mind; are they going
out to kill or be killed or are they going to take another
position . .
.
Question: Do the courts accept this...?
Heissler: Oh yes. And I think that it is a very
logical, common sense approach when the court said
(that) there is no reason to become a conscientious
objector unless you are going to be faced with the
choice, and that the courts, at least most of the
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courts .. .very often (said) that that is the time
when people are really going to think about it...
the courts pointed out and we lawyers pointed out
that... older people sitting on the bench... must
consider these deep .. .philosophical questions and
...are expecting 19 and 20 year olds... (to) make
a decision that... older people cannot make...I*m
sure that most of our older people would not know
how to make this choice.
E. WHAT IMPACT COULD THESE GROUPS HAVE M FHTURE ATTEMPTS
TO BRING BACK THE DRAFT?
It is reasonable to assume that if the United States
were attacked or if our Iranian hostages were harmed,
that prompt military action would be supported by the vast
majority of Americans. However, the United States could
have a much more difficult time drafting men to support
a prolonged limited war in defense of national interests in,
for instance, the Persian Gulf. Such a war is perceived,
both by leaders of the draft registration meetings observed,
and by the anti-draft literature, as merely defending the
corporate profits of major oil companies with the lives of
young Americans. The strength of a future anti-draft
movement will depend, in part, on the ability of such
protest organizations to articulate such viewpoints to a
broad base of people and convince minorities and blue collar
workers of its validity. Other factors that will determine
the effectiveness of anti-draft groups will be how fairly
the burden of the draft is distributed among draft-age youth,
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the number of men affected by the draft and the amount of
anti-war sentiment present among draft-age men. [Useem, 1973]
The data gathered from the draft registration meetings
and the anti -draft literature indicates that there exists a
loose alliance of support groups for resisters, as well as
some experienced draft counselors and attorneys who are
providing consistent and indepth information concerning
registration and alternatives to registration. This
alliance may be short lived. The issue of the draft will
not be highly visible until the next registration period
beginning the week djf Januray 5, 1981. Afterwards, men will
register as they turn 18 years old, and protest organizations
may find it difficult to arouse the support necessary to
leaflet and picket post offices against an ongoing re-
gistration. Even if a peace-time draft is initiated, it is
doubtful that such anti-draft organizations would have the
support necessary to interfere with the draft. Relatively
few men would be effected, and perhaps this added impetus for
young men to enlist would make it unnecessary to draft anyone.
Although Selective Service stopped short of calling the
initial two week registration period a success, anti-draft
groups exaggerate when they call the 93 percent registration
rate "a victory for the anti-draft movement." It is probable,
based on what happened during World Wars I and II as well
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as Vietnam, that most of the non-registrants, faced with the
choice of registering for the draft or prosecution, will
choose to register. Since there is not a draft or a war,
the penalty for not registering will far outweigh the penalty
suffered for simply registering in most men's minds. Mo
doubt some non-registrants will not be caught and some who
are caught will elect to be prosecuted rather than register.
However, as the previously cited polls indicate, registration
enjoys a great deal of support among all Americans, including
students. There is also strong public sentiment for increased
military spending and a strengthening of our armed forces.
It seems that anti -draft groups have a long way to go in
mounting an effective drive against draft registration,
which will require a broadening of their base of support.
As an article in a recent CARD Anti -draft newsletter stated:
...the greatest problem of the anti-draft movement
has been the narrowness of its racial and class
base and its inability to address that problem...




My reaction to the first meeting in Monterey closely
approximates that of another military man who remarked as he
left, "it wasn't as wild and raging as I thought it would
be." The topic of discussion, for the most part, centered
on the technicalities of registration, deferments and
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exemptions. When inaccurate, emotional statements were
made, they were calmly corrected. When a discussion erupted
concerning the morality of draft registration resistance, a
member of the audience quickly stated that she as well as
others still had questions concerning the technical and legal
aspects of registration.
I also expected more solidarity amon;; those in attendance.
Instead, there was much anxiety exhibited at many of the meet-
ings. During the Monterey meeting, there were many references
to CIA infiltrators and the audience refused to break up into
smaller discussion groups. At the Seaside meeting, those
males affected by registration sat quietly with their arms
folded. The San Diego meeting was held in a large lecture hall,
and the 30 or so students in attendance were mostly scattered
throughout the room. Many of their questions concerned the
ability of the Selective Service to track doivn non-registrants,
what they should tell FBI agents or police if questioned about
their registration status, etc. Distrust of the government
was also evident at the meeting in Santa Cruz: They seriously
doubted that Selective Service would release valid registration
statistics. However, the meeting in Santa Cruz was very different
from the other three meetings attended. Many, if not most, of
the participants knew and worked with each other. Support was
offered to those who, because of the conscience, could not
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register. Their stand against resistration seemed consistent
with their consciences and their lifestyles. This was not as
evident at the other three meetings attended, where many
participants seemed intent on gauging the probability of
getting caught or finding out legal loopholes to escape a
future draft. Flippant remarks from the attorneys at these
meetings often irritated me. The attorney at the Seaside
meeting, for example remarked that "anyone who didn't like the
government interfering with their lives" should apply for
conscientious objection.
In conclusion, anyone attending these meetings who ex-
pected visceral, emotional attacks against draft registra-
tion would have been disappointed.. Instead, technical and legal
questions dominated the meetings. Anxiety marked most of the
meetings and there seemed to be a lack of solidarity among
the participants. Most of the discussion and questions
concerned the possibilities of obtaining legal deferments
and exemptions in the event of a future draft. The character
of these meetings suggests that those who decided not to
register did so on their own rather than as a result of





"*-. ^ American Friends Service Committee
y 1501 Cherry Street Philadelphia Pennsylvonio 19102 • Phone (2 1 5) 241 7000
August, I960
Dear Friend,
Thank you for your recent lett.-j . In response I am sending you
our Draft Packet. Also encloi^i is a list of our regional offices;
please contact the one nearest you. For additional infcrn-ation
and advice you may also contact the following sources:
CCCO




(National Interreligious Service Board for Conscientious Objectors!
550 Washington Bldg.
15th and New York Ave., N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20005
If I may be of further service, please contact me.
An Aflirmcitivc ActiOd Employer
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AMERICAN FRIENDS SERVICE COMMITTEE
The American Friends Service Committee is a contemporary expression
of Quaker beliefs. It was founded in 1917, during the First «orU
War, to provide conscientious objectors with an occortunity to serve
in programs of relief and reconstruction for civilian war victims.
Today it is incorporated as a religious nonprofit organization to
carry on a variety of educational, humanitarian, and social change
programs, with international headquarters in P'nilacelpnia, regional
offices across the U.S., and program offices at heme and overseas.
American Friends Service Committee
1501 Cherrv Street, Philadelphia, PA 19102
(215) 241-7000
Regional Offices:
92 Piedmont Ave., N.E., Atlanta GA 30203
1022 West 5th St., Austin TX 73703
317 E. 25th St., Baltimore MO 21213
2161 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge MA 02140
407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago It 50605
915 Salem Ave., Oayton CH 45406
4211 Grand Ave., Des Moines IA 50312
15 Rutherford Place, New York NY 10003
980 N. Fair Oaks Ave., Pasadena CA 91103
2160 Lake St., San Francisco CA 94121




THE AMERICAN FRIENDS SERVICE COMMITTEE STATEMENT ON DRAFT REGISTRATION
Approved iy tne Beard of Directors of the AF3C
July 2, i960
Despite widesoread political misgivings and principled opposition a system of
mandatory craft registration will be in operation by midsummer. .Registration is
the necessary first step for conscription into military service, a step-that
heightens preparation for *ar.
The American Friends Service Committee cannot approve this registration scheme.
The steadfast Quaker testimony against »ar T.a.<ing ar.d war oreparaticn lies a:
the heart of our contemporary cosicicn. For over SCO years Quakers nave scucnt
to "live in that life ana power that takes away the occasion of all wars.' Each
generation faces anew the challenge of faithfulness to this peace testimony. In
January 1980 the 3card of Directors of AFSC, consistent with the teachings o T" the
Religious Society of Friends, stated its opposition to the current plan for military
registration.
Reimpositicn of registration and the draft will result in violations of religious
freedom and civil liberties. Historically the burcen of service under the Craft
falls disproportionately upon poor and minority people. Ctnscription encourages
militarism in national mcoc and government behavior. Registration is now orcposad
along with a Rapid Deployment Force ana other elements of an interventionist
policy that seeks dangerous military solutions to world proolems. Me reject such
an approacn Cased upon violence, coercion, and the armed power of nation states.
Our stand is strengthened by the circumstances of this particular call to register
young Americans. ~he Carter administration acknowledges that registration in ;he
summer of 1S30 is a political gesture rather than a tanpcwer procurement measure.
The Director of Selective Service advised against starting registration. The
current plan is of doubtful value to the mTTTti ry unless followed promptly oy
classification and actual draft calls. Instead tne plan is presenter as a
necessary show of resolve and tougnness in a time of crisis. We see this as a
charade of reaainess and belligerence.
This political posturing disturbingly adds to escalating tensions and the rising
risk of hostilities between tne United States ina the Soviet Union. ~'ne deadly
slide toward war must be stopped. Thz arms race must be halted. Nuclear catastrophe
must be averted. In this perilous context *e regard cccostion to military registration
as a vital endeavor to help take away "the occasion of... war."
Under the leading of our religious faith we reacn out to be of service to all young
people who *"ace registration, assisting t.nem to na<e informed decisions based on
individual conscience wnerever it leads. The American Frienos Service Committee
encourages young people to follow the dictates of their individual consciences,
and supports potn (1) conscientious refusal to register for the draft and (2)
conscientious objection to military service within the law following regi stra: - on
.
The American Friends Service Committee will do its utmost to assist nonregist'-ants
and all conscientious objectors to participation in tne military.
The coal throughout our commitment and our service a::ociated *ith military registration
is to oppcse violence and war and to raise up the power of peace and life.
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REGISTRATION is No Joke!
IF YOU ARE A YOUNG MAN BORN IN I960, 1961 OR 1962 YOU MAY SOON
be required to REGISTER with the SELECTIVE SERVICE SYSTEM.
Would you be willing co fight in a war?
Under whac circumstance;.?
When is it right for you to kill?
before you register, THINK about what it means, and the OPT IONS open to you.
YOU CAN:
REGISTER by tilling out a form with your
name, address, birchdace and social secu-
rity number at a U.S. post office, to be
entered in a computer. No requests for
deferments or exemptions would be consid-
ered at this time. If Congress later
approves a return to the draft you could
be called co report for induction into
the armed forces.
SIGN UP AS A CONSCIENTIOUS OB. 'ECTOR co
war. Although Congress refused co pro-
vide a place on the registration form
to indicate whether you are a CO., you
can write "I object co war" across che
form. Seleccive Service will noc con-
sider claims of consciencious objectors
until classification of reglscrancs is
resumed, buC you can documenc your
beliefs by writing a scacemenc explain-
ing your opposicion Co war and sending
It co a group listed on chis leaflec.
MEEP MORE INFORMATION
STAY HOME AJ1D NOT REGISTER . During che
VieCnam war an esclmaced 250,000 voung
men didn'c regiscer for che draft and
were never idenclfied. If idencified,
you may be creaced as a "lace reyistranc'
and given another chance co regiscer.
Or you could be arresced and prosecuted.
SEE BELOW .
RESIST che drafc system by publicly
refusing co regiscer. Submit a leccer
in advance, or simply appear and scace
your refusal Co cooperace. Nothing may
happen righc away. Buc you would be
subjecc co arrest and prosecution.
Maximum penalcy for failure co cuinply
wich seleccive service law is five year3
in Jail and/or $10,000 fine.
Need co calk ic ; er before making a
decision? Trained drafc counselors
are available co !ielp you. Feel free
to call wich any <|uescions. Keep
yourself informed.
FOR MORE IN FORMAT ON:
Produced for Survival Summer 1980 by che Pc»ce Education Division of che American Friends
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/ear jn -1 eventually coi-puta rl zinf, the
whole process are very stro.ig evidence of
that worry, tvery ai.tempt li belrif ^sde
to divide public opinion an 1 co-opt \>a-
tent'.al opposition. At the samu tiia^,
CATJJ dtic NISbCO riport that nar.y Ln Con-
press have noc taner. a. definite position
on the issue. They ^re waiting Co ;• -u^e
public opinion. Thos.e of us opuoat.i co
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***Ao part ot" the an-1-draft progrL?.'-'**
a group of gcys against the draTt la
organizing. For I ifo contac . Totiy at
***APSC. 7 52-7766 ***
STRATEGY A 'ID ACTION TO gg UWDERTAKgN IMH£DUTEI.Y
1. Uegln massive letter writing campaign directed toward your local Congrecapersc
and Senate-. Ff your Co ipressocrson Is synoatnctlc , let Senator Cranston V.r.ow
how you feei! !lis vote is 'mooreanr! (Send to 229 Rjssell Senate Office Bldu.,
Washlneton, D.C. 203101. Set up cables at schools, shopping centers, and churches.
Have oiia or two sentence letters prepired for algnaturau, enuslopcs to aadrcss
on the spoc ar.d a cup for postage donations. Senc- chera off lenneu lately ? 3ay Arre
hlgli school students are having good success with this campaign. T.a..-.-».-w»«r the
volum e of letters Is most Important!
2. Eogln delegation visits Co locai Congress lanr.l offices.
3. Develop local phone neCvorks for p,eneracin? phone calls and teligrsssa at Cha tltae
of a cmclel vote. Have- ;.tioiie captains responslole for getting tha aecsaga to ten
Other j In your "roup.
4. Arrange for speakers and presentations on ths draft In schools and ehurchea.
Educate, yourself and others about t-vencs In the Kiddle East, U.S. Military sending
and foreigo policy and disarmament- conversion poeslblliwic* . All of these Issusa
have a direct connection wlch why registration and tn? .Jratt are, being brought
back now. See our resource list for speakers and L..;C'.rl»l8.
5. Plan nubile rallies and demonstrations tor good uedie coverage.
6. Begin to develop support and counselling services tor young people.
7. If you have an Idea «or a project let us kno". We vlll spread the word on it!
RESOURCES
APSC-2160 Lake St, SF CA 94121-irater tals,
speakers, organlzlna strategies, contact
with local grouns, newsletter
War Kes Inters League- 1360 (toward, SF, CA
94103 626-6976. Materials, speakers
(wocten and che military), librnry, newr-
lettei
.
Veecrcns for Draft Cesistance, P0 Box
4075*> 5? CA ')/.li0 3oi-7Sfl3. Speakers
CCC0, 1251 2nd Ave, SF CA. 94122 566-
0500. Counseling and wrlcten materlala
for CO's
Dick Caitllle, U 16th Ave, SF CA
668-0691 Counseling for CO's. Call
for next session.
KSAtl- Listen for up-Ln-d-ice draft Info,
contact th^in for ant I -draft publicity
CALENDAR
3/2/80 I'-artu sr\d Miv.da Acadeiy Award film
of U.S. Invol/ti^ont in Vietnam. Deals wtth
racism and exploit*? Ion by U.S. on a Third
World Country. Unitarian Churcn, Prauklin
and C^.c-ry, SV 2?H WSE 0^3-069 1 info
3/6 &nd 3/20 CO an<- >jcl>er counsel in.i. ior
your<> r*"?!" - with Dick Castille. AFoC,
2160 Uke St. S? 752-7766.
3/12 Cootr.unUy mtj "lhe Uddlc E<»*t, Che
Draft and Yeu" with All Alyajol and Ardy
Coi- of /ISC. At La Pena, 3105 Shatt-rck,
Berk., 349- 2!if>8 7:30 \'.\
3/78 Mtj; on th« dratt <n Seoca T?n«a. Con-
tact F. .t&y '07-623- 1'jo 1 or infc
4/26 S/-VZ rHK
.
HATS Wn«c CoaaC ?-:sr.a De«on-
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It is not enough that we tell Congress our opinion of the draft in words only.
Our bodies and lives must also bear the testimony of our convictions'and conscience.
Let it be known that we will refuse to register and will advocate that others join us in
openly declaring their non-cooperation with any compulsory conscription system.
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World Wars I and II
by Amnion Hcnnacy
I was arrested when I spoke against the coming war at
Broad and High in Columbus. Ohio before about 10.UUO
people on tin evening of April 5, 1°-!". l'he next Jay war was
declared and I was released lor trial May 10. Meanwhile I
distributed Icallets over Ohio lor the Socialist Parly, advising
young men to refuse to register for the dratt. When 1 was
picked up ae.un I asked to see a lawyer but was told I could
not see one. Detective Wilson said thai unless I registered tor
the draft by June 5th. w Inch w.is registration dav. i was to be
shot on oiders from Washington. I was shown a copy of the
local paper with headlines "l.vtreme Penally for Traitors." 1
only saw it through the bars and was not allowed to read it.
The detective said that the young Socialists arrested with me
for refusing to register had all given in and registered. ( Later
1 found out that he had also tola them that 1 had registered.') I
felt that if they gave in someone had to stick, and 1 was that
one. Spike Moore, an l.W.W. (the radical union of that day.
the Industrial Workers of the World, founded by Debs, Hay-
wood and others), from Pittsburgh who was in Columbus,
sneaked me a note and a clipping from the paper in which a
reporter asked my mother if she was not frightened because 1
was to be shot soon. Her reply was that the only thing she
was afraid ut *js that they might scare me to give in. This
gave me added courage. June 5th passed and no move was
made to shoot inc. Detective Wilson said that the Govern-
ment had postponed my execution thinking I would i\\\c the
names of those who had helped me distribute the leaflets. I
pled guilty for my refusal to register. My partner and 1 each
got 2 years in \tlanta. After this term was served 1 was to do
9 months in Delaware, Ohio County Jail nearby tor refusal to
register. The two guards who accompanied us to Atlanta
chained us to our Pullman berths and gave us sandwiches
prepared by their women folks, kidding us that they were
marking up good meals on their expense accounts.
Friday. July 1.1, 1917 was the date of my arrival in Atlanta.
My number was 74 J8. I was sent to the top floor of the old
cell house, to a certain cell. This was occupied by someone
else it seemed, tor pieure of chorus girls were on the wall,
and magazines and cigart lie stubs on the floor. This cell was
8 feet long. h feel high, and 4' i feet wide and was made of
steel. In half an hour a large, burly, but good natured man of
about 40 came in.
"Hello kid, mv names Brockman, Peter Brockman from
Buffalo, d«nn' a six bit for writing my name on little pieces of
paper, (jot one to go yet. How do you like our little home?
What's your name?"
The next morning after breaklast. Biackic. the runner in
the block, brought me a note, saying that he knew the
prisoner who had written the note, and had done tune with
him in Allrghaney prison years ago. 1 read:
"Hlackic. w ho gave you this note is o.k. See me in the yard
this afternoon it it does not rain: otherwise come to the
Catholic Mass tomorrow and 1 will talk to you there. Your cell
male had paid S.S worth of tobacco to the screw in your cell
block to get the liist young piisoner coming in to be his cell
mate. You are the 'lucky' one. Watch him, for he is one of the
worst perverts in the prison. There is no us. m.iktnu a fuss
for you may 'accidentally' fall down tour tier-, Get i.s. worth
of tobacco from the store and cive it to Blackie and lie will
give it to the guard and pull strings to have vou transferred
out of the cell. This will take weeks; meantime net along the
best you can.
Yours for the revolution, A. B."
A note from Alexander Berkman. the great Anarchist! I
read it over and over again and then destroyed it
.
per the first
rule in prison: don't keep any unnecessary contraband. For
the first time in mv life when I hail read a book 1 had sat down
at once and written to the author. This was m Warren. Ohio,
in Wit), when I had read Berkman's Memoirs. I did not get
an answer, but now I was to meet him personally Hundreds
of workers had been killed bv the Pinkertoits. a n itonous
detective agency, at Homestead. Pa. Fr.ek was manager of
Carnegie Steel at Homestead. Berkman, thc:t a young anar-
chist, had stabbed and shot Frick, and had one 14 •. <_ars and
ten mouths actual time in Alleghaney prison V : years of
this in solitary in a dark hole. He had been in prison before I
was born and here he was again with a fighting spirit that
jails could not kill. 1 had read his paper The Mast. ! had but a
faini idea of the word pervert, and 1 wondered how and why I
could talk to Berkman in a Catholic chapel.
The sun shone brightly that afternoon on the packed
ground of the prison yard. In the shadow along one prison
wall Blackie had pointed out Berkman to me. I hastened to
greet him. His kindly smile made mo feel that 1 luu a tnend.
He told me of a means of getting out letters, -no rnsa. and
explained how to taik in your throat without mov ing your lips.
He said that on rainy Saturdays, when we could noi meet, we
could see each orher at the Catholic chapel, as the chapiain
was an ex-prizefighter who was sympathetic to workers and
did not mind those who came to visit each other. He gave me
four things to remember. "(1) Don't tell a lie. t2) Don't tell
on another prisoner; it's the job of the screws to find out w hat
is going on. not yours. (3) Draw your line as to what you will
do and will not do and don't budge, for it sou begin to
weaken they will beat you. |4) Don't curse the guards, ['hey
will try to get you to strike them and they will have the excuse
to beat >ou up; and if one can't, two can; and il two can't, ten
can. They are no good or they wouldn't take sik!i a juh Just
smile. Obey them in unimportant details but never budge an
inch on principle. Don't be seen talking to me very olten. for
the guards are watching and will make trouble. Write to me
by way of Blackie and I will do the same."
John, in my cell, was boss of the paint gang and was horn
Columbus. Ohio. He had me transferred to his -j.mg. and
when he left in about six months 1 was made boss of the
gang. I had a pass to go anywhere I wanted inside the prison.
The editor of the prison paper. Guod Words, asked me to
give him something to print. I told him that was w hat I ^ot in
for. printing things in papers, and that my ideas wen too
radical for him. He insisted so I gave this quote which,
believe u or not. appeared in a box underneath the editorial
caption of the Department of Justice on April I, l°IM: ,\
prison is the unlv house in a slave stale when a ir, c man < an
ahiJe with honor. " Thoreau. I his had the o.k. ol die warden
and was not sneaked in. The ignorant official thought it
praised prisons
(excerpt from (he Hook oj Anunun]
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I've Always Been Glad
I Did Not Register
The most fiaiilic opposition in my
refusal lo register for tin' draft c.imc
not from vigilantes tthero were none)
or patriots, I'm it from fellow pacifists.
In Scplertibi i- 11)40. tvvtnty r.( us who
were sttitlyiitij .it 1'iiioii Tlu.-olouic.il
Seminary in N« w York City innminred
jointly that wo li.nl decided not lo
register uiuli r 'lie recently passed ron-
script ion law. Immediately a horde of
well-known pacifist leadc's descended
on Union and worked on us day rind
night to Iry ti> persuade us id change
our minds We were told that such
an irresponsible "anarehisl" approach
would .-tt hack the cause of pacifism
twenty years; tii.it we had no riirht to
anger our "fcllnw-citi/t lis" and there-
by brin l: great suffering on other paci-
fists; thai we had a Christian duty lo
stay within the provisions of a demo-
cratically passed law; that if we were
sent to prison, wc might even die there
but that if wc accepted our religious
exemption wo could continue to tench
love and reconciliation
Under this- pressure, and perhaps for
other moie valid reasons, twelve of
the twenty decided to register. It was
a hard thing for young men not yet out
of school suddenly lo assert their own
moral insights over against 'he insist-
ent pressure of men to whom all of us
had been accustomed to look lor inspi-
ration and leadership, men from whom
some of tile twenty had received then-
first inkling that there was such a thing
as pacifiim.
The only well-known pacifist who
encouraged us at that time was Evan
Thomas Hater wc learned of others
who supported our stand, including
Julius Kichel. Amnion llennaoy and
A. J. Mus'a-i But most of the twenty
were not very responsive to Kvan be-
cause he was not an orthodox Chris-
tian. From their negative response to
him. I got my first lesson on how an
exclusive le>allv to Chri-
1
unity can
blind out; to valuable sources of in-
sight and enlightenment.
Did Not Want Exemption
In the end I decided that I could not
accept a ^p< cial religious exemption
which, wl-.ativer its intentions, acted
as a bribe to ministers while- allowing
ordinary mortals to ho drafted. In the
same way. I v. as unable In accept the
offer mailr- !>v one of ihc- Peace
Churches thai ii I would resign from
the seminary and r. ^ish r for the: draft,
I would he m.itii director of one of the
Civilian rutin-- Service ('.imps, with a
free hand to o- velop a Candhian pro-
gram at the camp.
I could not • . •• any possibility of he.
ing free or of developing a relevant
program at a camp or under the joint
supervision of a IV.'ire Church and the
Armi .1 Porci - I Cat lb.il the various
provisions fur exemption f.ir consci-
entious objectors would aid rather than
in!erf< re with the obvious purpose •,(
Si lei-tive Service lo develop a con*
. i ripl .11 my.
I remembered that the Kmpcrors of
Rome had also spand those Christians
who had laid a pmeli of incense on the
altar, since, in such eases, the Stale Is
more interested in moral subservience
than in the actual killing of those who
would.probably not ninke good soldiers
anyway.
I knew nothing about prisons and
a.is enough involved in the shallow
activism of the Socialists that I was
more regretful than I should have been
at the prospect of being "cut oft" from
the masses. Actually iho "masses"
would not have understood mo any-
way; when I look bick at the statement
issued by the twenty prospective non-
registrants. I wonder if anyone except
ourselves and our professors under-
stood it.
As it turned out. in prison I came
tnlo contact wilh persons and problems
that made me unable ever again to lis-
ten to the silver-tongued Socialist ora-
tors with anything more than boredom,
or in some cases Willi faint amusement
..t the cleverness of their phrases and
the irrelevance of their anguished
appeal to the presidents and politicians
to act contrary to the nature of those
'who arc involved in political power.
Can Feel Free Even In Jail
I was also a little nervous about
what was described to nie as the "in-
• vitable spiritual and mental deteriora-
tion" that would befall us in prison.
But I could not see why pacifists
hould compromise morally in order to
..void suffering or even death when it
was obvious that the machine of war
was oiled by the blood of soldiers v.-ho
gave "the last full measure of devo-
tion.' whether willingly or unwillingly.
I first began to realize that those who
seek peace cannot effectively challenge
the forces of war until they are willing
to take risks comparable to those ex-
torted from soldiers. I also felt that the
greatest harm conies not from those
who can kill tor imprison) the body
I. ut from our own temptation to im-
prison our spirits.
Finally. I had some dim understand-
ing that there are no words that can
speak as significantly as our lives.
Speaking and writing are ihcmselves
actions it they stem from our lives,
but when we act in such a way as to
reveal that we nre unwilling to live
up lo our words, the words become
meaningless.
A Statistic Wilh Real Meaning
It ".as belter to sneak the one net of
refusing lobe herded into the registra-
tion hoi, (h and then to be silenced, if
need be, in prison man lo ai t in such a
w iv as to say that one dinuld onlv ofv
pose war up to the point where it
meant going to prison. Cater, we also
found out that it was more of a chal-
lenge to the war machine to !*• even
a statistic in prison (or, from lime to
time a prisoner on work or hunger
strike) than to be an example' nut-idc
prison that the United Si lies "has free
speech" and no dissent more serious
than that of J "loyal opposition."
As I think back on the inability of
most of the older pneifi is io under-
stand the r.onregistrant position at the
beginnings of World U'.ir II I wonder
at what points I am involved now. as
they were then, in vested alhtiuli s and
activities which blind me to Hie new
insights of a younger generation. One
thing is certain: we pacifists are in
just as great danger as militarists of
fighting the current war with the
weapons and attitudes mat were- de-
veloped in the last one
In our case. I think the need is not
only to be sensitive '.<-> new ways if
withdrawing our support from the war
machine (adding to nonregistration the
nonpayment of Federal '...m..- -.ut prob-
ably other actions I am r.o. e'. en aware
of) but also to develop new w.iss of
living in brotherhood Just as it is ,m
indispensable step forward lo beeomu
a conscientious objector instead of
merely speaking against war until
drafted, so I believe it is crucial
to renounce in our own lives properly
and privileges and power uhe things
over which wars are fought) rather
than merely to call for disarmament
and a more just society .r i -v< ms io me
that the current growing edge of paci-
fism is the development ol communi-
ties of snaring and that those of us who
want to attack the causes of war should
begin in our own liven bv being ii< a
community.
Finally, I have always been glad '.hat
I refused to register despite the advice
of men more experienced than I was.
In the same way, I believe- that today,
even in communities, each of us, How-
ever humble, "untalcnted" or inex-
perienced, should learn not to depend
on leadership, but lo make ais own
moral decisions.
Dave Del linger
Copies of this leaflet avaiUiDie from.
The Peacemaker
P O Box 627
Garberville, CA 95440
I am not going to register.
"",
I am returning my draft card
I am destroying my draft card.
This means that I considi r myself






























X Hell Daniel Webster, a
member of the House of Representatives
in 1814, rose one day to speak of the
"abominable doctrine" of conscription
which, said he, violated the American
character. "Where is it written in the
Constitution, in what article or section is
it contained, that you may take children
from their parents, and parents from
their children, and compel them to fight
the battles of any war in which the folly
or the wickedness of Government may
engage it?**
llU VV "We will not cooperate with
military registration . . . noncooperatioo
is the best way to demonstrate our op-
position to the return of the draft and
militarism . . . We do not take this
position lightly . Prison, exile or the
underground is hell, but war is worse.**
—Frutn a ttatement circulated by Rick
Strykcr and Mark Furman, two young
men of draft ag/t.
ax
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Military Registration and the Draft
January 26. lu80
President Carters announcement tliat he plans to call
for reinstitution of military registration is the first step
toward the revival of the dratt. The American Friends
Service Committee is opposed to military registration
and the draft. We call on President Carter to reconsider
this decision and not reinstitute military registration.
We call on Congress to reject any plans to reinstitute
registration or conscription.
We believe reinstitution of registration and the
draft is a violation of religious freedom. The draft en-
courages military intervention and militarization of
society at a time when military responses to crises are as
obsolete as they always have been immoral.
The idea of sending young men and possibly
women to kill and die for oil in the Middle East or in a
nuclear confrontation with the USSR is ne.thcr
honorable nor workable. Indeed a nuclear confronta-
tion would be the ultimate insinitv. The time has come
when nonviolent means of resolving conflicts are as
essential as they always have been the better way.
Inasmuch as the draft is wrong and the burden of
it will inevitably fall heaviest on the poor and
minorities, the draft cannot be made fair. Subjecting
women to the draft would make it worse not better.
We support equal rights for women, including the
basic right of women, as well as men. not to be drafted.
We oppose military registration and will work to
stop it. If registration is ^instituted, we believe many
young men and women will refuse to renter or, if they
register, will refuse to he drafted into the military.
Rased on the historic witness of die Religious Society of
Friends, the American Friends Service Comittce
pledges its support to those young men and young
women who conscientiously refuse to be drafted or to
be registered.
Board of Directors,
American Friends Service Committee
On January 23, 19S0. in his State of the Union Address,
President Carter called for reinstitution of draft
registration. Strong public resistance tn .Iraft registra-
tion can stop it, just as public pressure did in 1973.
Whether or not draft registration is reintroduced,
people are considering what they would tin if there is a
draft. Some say the\ will register and are billing to be
drafted into the armed forces; others >a\ they will seek
legal recognition as conscientious objectors, An increas-
ing number of people are saying the\ will nut register
for the draft. This pamphlet focuses on nonregistration,
and especially on the beliefs that motivate people to
take this stand.
We honor and respect and feel a bond of com-
radeship with those who are led to claim conscientious
ob|cctor status under the law. With them we are united
in opposing the madness and immoraht\ of war. We
are all, we gladly stress, members of the same team,
sisters and brothers in a common struggle. Compliance
with the conscription system is not, however, the was
that will be chosen by manv young women and men.
Considerable material has been prepare* explaining
the convictions that undergird the conscientious objec-
tor position, but little has appeared setting iorth the
reasons for refusal to register We want in these pages
to clarify the nonregistration position that man) will
choose.
The Consequences of Nonregistation
"Failure to register for the draft is a violation of
federal law, punishable by up to five >ears imprison-
ment and $10,000 fine ....
"In the past, many resisters who chose not to
register have told the government what (lies' were do
ing and made a public stand. Any person who is con-
sidering this action should do so only if willing to tact-
imprisonment, since prosecution is . er\ likelv for
public" draft resisters Chances oi prosecution and im-
prisonment vary from one federal court district to
another.
"If you decide not to register but do not tell the
government what you are doing, you still face the same
penalty as a 'public' resixter. A 'private rt-siMrr is less
likely to be found out than a 'public' resisUr. but. if
discovered, may face a harsher penalty because ot the
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negative attitudes of prosecutors and judges. Private
rcsisters who were discovered were usually given a
chance to register ....
"During the late years nf the Vietnam era, over
half of all sentences for draft resistance were probation,
usually with civilian work under court direction. There
is no way to predict what sentences might be handed
down in the future."— Excerpted from You and the
Draft, a CCCO publication.
i ON KOVIC, a Vietnam veteran,
who as a result of the atrocity
of war is paralyzed from the chest
down, spoke at an anti-draft rally on
the Capitol steps, Washington, D.C.
on April 30, 1979, after having been
rolled up the stairs to a microphone
in a wheelchair. He said in part:
"WTien the time comes for you
to march against the draft, think of
me in this wheel chair. I thought I
was fighting for the American
dream. I know now I was cheated
and tricked and lost three-fourths of
my body for nothing 'in Vietnam).
Notv, the audacity, the madness,
they want to brutalize another
generation. Well, I say if they try to
bring back the draft, they'll reap a
rebellion like they ve never seen.
"
Only sou can decide whether or not ijou should
resist the draft. Most resistcrs who have been in prison
do not regret their decision, but you should not lightly
make a decision that may result in your being sent to
jail. Prison is always a difficult and demanding ex-
perience; for some people it is literally traumatic. Some
draft resistcrs bear the scars of prison for the rest of
their lives (us do some veterans of war and military ex-
perience). Emotionally and spiritually crippled by
their prison experience, they face a long and difficult
"road back. " if indeed they ever return to their earlier
promise and potential.
We do not want to overemphasize this point, but it
must be seriously weighed by those who arc con-
templating nonregistration.
Why People Refuse To Register
We are inspired and greatly encouraged by the
anti-draft activities that have emerged spontaneously
all over the land. Included have been much thought
and action focused on nonregistration We base
brought together here several statements-—some new,
some old— that will help to interpret drait resistance to
the reader.





When I turned 18 in August 1969 at the height of the
Vietnam war I publicly refused to register for the draft.
My statement said, in part, "Vietnam is not an isolated
blemish tarnishing an otherwise noble record of
American foreign policy Vietnam is, rather, just
another sore of the same disease that led us into
The Women's International League for Peace
and Freedom strenuously opposes the con-
scription of men or women for war or
preparation for war and we oppose registra-
tion as the first step toward conscription . . .
"Sisterhood is international— it does
not stop at international harden. If we em-
brace militarism and conscription its part
of equality tee will be declaring our nstm
as enemies. Tliat is tomething we as
women and as feminists WILL SEVER
do. We must refuse the mad rush toward
military confrontation. Sisterhood is
powerful. Say SO to registration; nay SO
to the draft.
"
— Women's International League





"The President's call for registration
has taught the Soviets a lesson . . .
that they'd better not ever
try to draft our young people."
DUNACIN S rFliPLK by Rjlph Dun.jin
© (19801 ticla Knltfyfua. Inc.
Courtesy ul Firld Svtip^pcr Svruiic«t«
Cuatemala in 1964 and into the Dominican Republic
in 1965. The Vietnam war could end tomorrow and the
basic nature and direction of American foreign policy
would remain unclianged. " My statement proved only
too true.
The first responsibility of a person conscientiously
opposed to a particular institution is to refuse to
cooperate with—or be a part of— that institution. If
you were opposed to slavery, your first obligation
would be not to own slaves. If you were opposed to
beating children, the first thint; for you to do wouid be
not to beat your children. Imagine the hypocrisy of
working agaiast child-beating while being a child-
beatcr yuutsolfl So it is with I he draft. If sou are con-
scientiou.dy opposed to registration and conscription,
you should have nothing to do with them.
This is both a moral and a practical issue. How ef-
fective can an individual be who, while opposing
registration, cooperates with it? Only by refusing to be
a part of policies you oppose can you raise a clear, ef-
fective, and unequivocal voice against those policies.
What I am advocating is draft resistant i not ilraft
evasion. People who oppose the draft bet j:im- •>( deeply
held moral or religious reasons— bwau>e they believe
that war is a crime against humanity — shuuiii puhlichj
refuse to register.
Refusing to register is the most effective way to
manifest opposition to the current nature ind directum
of American foreign policy I advocate this even though
I realize that in so doing 1 may be violating the Selec-
tive Service law.
—
Jerry Elmer, Field Secretary
American Friends Service Committee
Providence, Rhode Island
PERSPECTIVE
OF A BLACK RESISTER
I was a draft resister during the Vietnam era and spent
two and a half years in jail fur draft refusal. My biotlur
who became a marine and fought in Vietnam recently
died of Agent Orange poisoning. The hign school I at-
tended, ssith a student bods composed solely of black.
Puerto Rican and poor white students, had the highest
Vietnam casualty rate per student ot an\ Inch school in
America. This is the context in which I approach non-
cooperation with the draft.
As we look at the present attempts to i (.-institute
the 'legal' draft, we must understand that ior Third
"The National Re*: .tance Committee h
confident that a strategy of concerted
resistance can brim: i (inscription to a hall.
The draft, like all forma of tyranny,
depends on the compliance of people wlio
become victims through their tacit obe-
dience to immoral laws. By withholding
our cooperation, boycotting regixlrutian,
and standing in solidarity with thousands
of other registers, the SSS law will be made
inoperative and unenforceable.
"
— National Resistance Committee,




World people and white working people the draft
never stopped. The so-called volunteer army has really
been a form of economic conscription. As we approach
a movement of non-coo(>eration with the dralt, it can-
not be a sterile, abstract opposition to the draft. The
movement must link up with movements against
racism and sexism, for jobs, and housing and quality
education. We must recognize that America can
prepare for and fight a war without a single white
middle-class college student being drafted. If we are
truly opposed to the military and the draft, then our
movement must attack the conditions which allow
militarism and conscription to continue.
— Michael Simmons,
former staff of S.N.C.C. and A.F.S.C.
NON-COMPLIANCE:
WORLD WAR II
In 1941 Jim Bristol, at that time a Lutheran pastor in
Camden, New Jersey, refused to complete his draft
questionnaire. Me was sentenced to 18 months in
prison.
From the statement lie read in court:
"Selfish persona] interests did not prompt me to
take tnis step. I could have claimed deferment on three
grounds: (1) as a minister, (21 as a man who became 29
years of age on February 12, 1941, (3) as a married
man with one child ... I am not evading the draft; I
am opposing military conscription ....
"I believe in democracy, and I believe in de-
fending democracy, but the only sane way to defend it
is by making it work. Conscription tends to destroy, not
to preserve democracy. 1 am opposed to military con-
scription, not only for myself but also for my native
land ....
"I cannot regard the draft as a census. The whole
purpose of the law is to raise an army. In our highly
complex and interdependent society opposition to war
and the military system must content itself with
relative positions ... for James Bristol it is wrong so far
to sanction military conscription as to complete his
Selective Service questionnaire.
"I am sorry that I must disobey the law of the
land. I have always striven to uphold it, but in this in-
stance I feel that I am obeying a higher law than man-
made law."
Reaffirmation: Thirty-nine Years Later
After 39 years 1 am still totally <>pi>ovd to con-
scription. .As belligerents in World War II Americans
embraced the conscription of the totalitarian, their
secret police and covert intelligence operations, and
their practice of the saturation bombing of civilian
populations, and since that war the judgment and skills
of their leading nuclear scientists in peruvtnm a grisly
arsenal of bombs and missiles.
In 1941 the Selective Service Act was a pernicious
law, war-making in intent, totalitarian in concept and
impact. 1 w as compelled then to put m\ sc 1 ! outside that
law, in spite of its provisions for individual conscien-
tious objectors. I am compelled now to do everything in
my power to oppose the rei restitution and operation of
registration and conscription. I encourage young peo-
ple of draft age to refuse registration (obviously, each
one following her or his conscience), and state my
readiness to aid and abet them and to be complicit in
their refusal to comply with the provisions ui the law.
—
Jim Bristol, Coordinator
Stop the Draft Project
American Friends Service Committee
Philadelphia. PA
"Registration for a military draft as a major
step toward war ... as leader* of religious
and academic communities, . . . u.e appose
registration and will work to atop it. We
believe that many young men arul
women) will refute to register .... Some of
us will resist the draft by wearing arm
bands during any registration, by
picketing places of registration, or by
refusing to pay federal taxes for the draft
. . . we hope to share some of the terrible
burden put upon our young people by a
compulsory registration and draft rustem
that threatens once again to send them to
far parts of the world to kill and be killed.
— Excerpt from Call to Cowcience.
signed by key religious and academic








"The question was this: I s registering for the draft so
wrong in itself? No one was being drafted, no one was
asking inv to earn a weapon or make any commitment
about the future. Nothing was asked of me but that I
sign my name ....
"I must personally write my name in their book. If
that was really such a little thing why was I being
threatened w ith prison? It occurred to me that the draft
was part of the quiet militarization of society, an effort
to make war seem like a harmless bit of bureaucracy, a
natural part of the landscape ....
"1 know how hard it is to face this issue at 18, 19
.
. .
or 24. I know how much I would have given to
know six years ago that I was not alone— that someone,
somewhere, agreed that this was a significant issue,
and that there was a community of people who would
support me in whatever choice I decided to make. I
want to be able to say to the young people facing this
issue today that they are not alone.
"If my story has anything else to offer, I hope it is a
bit of encouragement: Just because we cannot now
hear our inner voice above ihe noise that is ail around
us does not mean it has gone silent, or that we shall not
hear it tomorrow."
— Excerpted from Robert Ellsberg's percfptive
and illuminating article in the February 1980
Catholic Worker
"Re°ulrution cannot be leparaled from a draft;
it's all part of the uttne program. The peacetime
draft u more cliaracterutic of a totalitarian
tyttem than a free -.ociety
. .
. %ystem of involun-
tary servitude. If we had not luul the draft, we
wouU never liuve been at war for the length of
time we were in Vietnam. A» long a* each
President luid thai unlimited mpply of man-
power, he ctmld mattdn thai policy without a
Congressional declaration of war".
— Senator Mark Hatfield
(Republican, Oregon)
"The great mass itf I H-tjear-oUh are given
no choice. Thun . the older generation immif
late* the younger, on the altar of \lnlm h H hat
God, centuries ago. forbade Khruluim to do
even to his own um, —
'Lay not thy hand upon the Lul. neither tlo
thou anything, unto him'— this tve </« by dei rt-e
to the entire youth of a nation."
— A. J. Muste. Of Holy Disobedience. 1T>2
WHY I BURNED MY DRAFT CARD
IN 1967
Until I burned my draft registration card at the U.N.
on April 15, 1967 I had been classified as a legally
recognized conscientious objector Three considera-
tions motivated me to refuse further cooperation with
the draft, a decision w hich entailed the risk of going to
prison.
First, no war I could imagine being drafted to
fight could be moralk justified. There were— and still
are today— only three types of war tor which the U.S.
is likely to draft people: first, a nuclear war with the
Soviet Union— in my view, not only immoral, but ut-
terly insane; second, a war of intervention in a Third
World country, which the U.S. experience in Vietnam
and Soviet experience in Afghanistan show is boih un-
just and unworkable: and third, a war against our own
people, particularly poor and minority people as they
struggle to demand justice at home.
Second, in counselling young people I discovered
that the entire draft classification system, including the
category of conscientious objector. :s fundamentally
unfair and discriminatory, especialh against poor and
minority people. I was unwilling to accept the special
privilege which m> background helped to provide me.
Third, I came to believe that the draft ilseil is im-
moral and inevitably leads to the greater militarization
of our society.
For these reasons, I decided to refuse to cooperate
with the draft and to join with others in conscientious
nonviolent resistance I believe that it today enough
people take this stand the draft can l>e slopped and war
can be prevented.
— Ron Young,
National Peace Education Secretary











"Compulsory military registration and service prior to
congressional approval of war are unwarranted,
dangerous and possibly illegal ....
"Equally as troubling is the extent to which the
draft facilitates involvement m foreign conflicts. As the
Vietnam War again illustrates, the burden of stopping
an undeclared war through congressional action is ex-
ceptionally difficult, no matter how wrong the war;
and the burden is rightfully and constitutionally placed
on the President to demonstrate to Congress the need
for a draft at time of war ....
We are equally as opposed to a system of universal
registration for military service in the future as we are
to the actual draft. The registration system facilitates
actual conscription, and we believe that it is being of-
fered as a first step in that direction ..."
— From Congressional Black Caucus Statement
in Opposition to the Reinstitution of the Draft
and Draft Registration (June 1979)
ONE PERSON'S
COMPLICITY STATEMENT:
A Suggestion for Those
Not Vulnerable to Draft Registration
"I hold sacred all life and try to live in that spirit which
removes all suffering. Because of my beliefs 1 must in
all conscience work to defeat registration, the draft and
the militarization of all society
.
"If these efforts should prove fruitless and our
government reinstitutes draft registration. J shall, with
the assistance uf Cod, encourage, aid and abet all
young persons to become nonregtstrants. I shall advise
these same young people on the evils of compliance
with a system of militarization designed to maim and
kill other people because of disputes which our leaders
are either incapable of or unwilling to solve.
"If we are to survive as a civilization we must not
learn war any morel"
— Clenda Pixde, Peace and Social Activist,
Mother of two sons
"The revival of draft registration is being used to
threaten war ....
"Refusing the call to arms is based on the fun-
damental moral realitv that there is no longer any
threat greater than war itself .
"The members of So|ourners Fellowship have
determined to refuse the call to arms at es ery point, in-
cluding registration tor the draft. Further, we advocate
that others likewise refuse Specifically, sse encourage
young men and women to refuse to register tor the
draft and support them in that decision. \\ e regard this
as our pastoral responsibility, and would invite others
who have specific pastoral care for young people to
consider it their responsibility as well. For ttiose above
draft age, the present situation should occasion a fresh
look at the contradiction of pa\ ing tor war with oui tax
dollars and at the risks we are taking for peace
"In ignoring Jesus' words, we in the church have
sacrificed our vocation of being an obstacle to war. We




Sojourners Magazine (March 1980)
"7/ Congrets votes for registration. War
Registers League tupports all those who
refuse to register. If one person refuses, the
State will jail tliat person as an example. If
a hundred refuse, the State will jail them
as a warning. If a thousand rrfttse to
register, the State will arrest them as a
threat to public order. But IF A Hi V-
DRED THOUSAND OPENLY REFUSE
TO REGISTER, THE PRESIDENT
CANNOT ENFORCE I HE LAW AND
NO ARRESTS WILL OCCUR.-






DID SOT START YESTERDAY
Resistance to oppression and tyranny, opposition to
war and military entrapment, dedication to peace and
the things that make fur peace— all, thank God, have
been with us for centuries. The light insists upon sinn-
ing in the darkness.
A brief reference to our common heritage mav be
helpful at this (joint, and mav help us to realize that
registers toda> take their place m a long and honorable
tradition of testimony and experience. They are part of
the never-ending stream of those committed to non-
violence and [leace and (when it is required of us) civil
disobedience.
The Judaeo-Chnstian community is replete with
supporting insight and conviction through the sears.
The AFSC draws understandably upon the experience
of the Society of Friends, at the same time fully con-
scious that the teachings of most religious communities
provide a basis for resisting war and conscription.
Charles C. Walker writes in his "Quakers and the
Draft":
"Friends in America have been in conflict with the
draft since before the Hevolutionarv War. Early
minutes of Friends groups reveal the issues: whether to
pay fines for refusing to comply, to buy substitutes, to
provide lists of male members between the ages of 16
and 60, to register as Friends in order to be granted
complete exemption, to perforin alternative service.
Quaker history in this country provides antecedents or
parallels for nearly every question now under debate.
"The resistance theme is strong and recurrent ....
Philadelphia Yearly Meeting said in September 1776:
'It is our judgment that such u ho make religious profes-
sion with us. and do openly or by connivance, pay any
fine, penaltv or tax, in lieu of their personal services for
carrying on w ar; or who consent to, and allow their ap-
prentices or st r\ ants to act therein so thereby violate
our Chiistian testimony, and by so doing manifest that
they arc not in religious fellowship with us.' ....
"Friends in the ISth and 19th centuries
characteristic ally opposed any condition other than ab-
solute exemption When a requirement came into force
in the early I.H30's that conscientious objectors make an
affirmation before the military authorities thai they
were unwilling to bear arms. North Carolina Yearly
Meeting thereupon advised members against com-
pliance with the regulation: "it would be Ust for
Friends to remain quietly at home." .
"When Congress provided for alternative service
in the 1>>G4 conscription law. Friends took differing
views about this concession. An editorial in 'lie Or-
thodox Friend said: It matters not whether the com-
mutation for military service is monev or personal ser-
vice in some other department: in either ca.se il is an
assumption on the part of the government oi a right to
oblige the subject to violate his conscience or to exact a
penalty if he elects to obey Cod rather than man
A partial lilt of other organizations
that traditionally haie supported and
assisted nonregistrants.
American Civil Lilxjrties Union
600 IVim Ave., S.E., Washington DC 21XJ02
Central Committee for Conscientious Objectors
220S South St.. Philadelphia PA 19146
and 1251 2nd Ave., San Francisco CA 94122
Church of the Brethren
1451 Dundee Ave., Elgin IL 60120
Clergy and Laity Concerned
198 Broadway, New York NY 10038
Committee Against Registration and the Draft
245 2nd Ave., N.E., Washington DC 20002
Fellowship of Reconciliation
Box 271, N'yack NY 10960
Friends Peace Committee
1515 Cherry St., Philadelphia PA 19102
Friends United Meeting
101 Quaker Hill Drive, Richmond IN 47171
Mennonite Central Committee
21 Suuth 12th St.. Akron PA 17501
National Interrcligious Service
Board for Conscientious Objectors
550 Washington Bldg.. 15th & New York We.. N VV
Washington DC 20005
War Registers' League
339 Lafayette St., New York NY 10012
Women's International League
for Peace and Freedom
1213 Race St., Philadelphia PA 19107
Women's Strike for Peace





in *gtncy tor mthiiry * r-<3 draft counMimq
1251 2nd avenue 3rd floof
\*n francivco ca 94122 • 14151 &o6-05O0
May 2, 1980
Dear Friend:
The Central Committee far Conscientious Objectors is a non-profit organisation
that has been working since 1948 to help individuals unable to participate in
the military for reasons of conscience.
Since President Carter's announcement in January that he intends to resume draft
registration, we've been working overtime to keep ,/ou up-to-date about registra-
tion and draft-related issues.
Enclosed you will find information to help you think through your ideas about
conscientious objection to war and alternatives available to you other than mi-
litary service. There is also a memo outlining what you can expect if you don't
register with the Selective Service system, as well as the latest issue of the
Draft Counselor's Newsletter, to tell you what is currently happening with the
President's draft registration proposal.
If you think you might be a CO. or are inclined at all in that direction, CCCO-
WR urges you to go on record as one as soon as possible. If and when registra-
tion begins, and if your conscience permits you to register, write in bold let-
ters on the registration form, "I AM A CONSCIENTIOUS OBJECTOR."
"•lake xerox copies of the form and hang onto them. (Selective Service might not
keep the card you send in, but you may be able to use the copies of the card
you retain to reestablish that you were a CO. at the time you registered.)
We also suggest, while you have time to do so, that you get your ideas on con-
scientious objection together. One good way is to write responses to the ques-
tions SSS asked C.O.'s during the Vietnam war. Discuss your ideas with a trained
counselor. Read through the "Handbook for C.O.'s." 3ut do so now. According
to plans released by SSS, you'll have only 15 days to make a CO. claim after
receiving that telegram informing you of your induction into the military.
Included in this packet are the questions SSS asked of C.O.'s, as well as a de-
tailed discussion of CO. status and requirements.
CCCO-WR is a small organisation, supported entirely by private donations. Ob-
viously, we don't get Federal funding, and there aren't a lot of big founda-
tions bankrolling anti-draft work. Which means we rely entirely on your gener-
osity to survive.
We need a donation of at least $2.50 to cover the cost of the enclosed materi-
als and postage. If you can dona.e more, it would be greatly appreciated, and




for the staff at CCCO
Founded in 1343 as the Central Coi'tm.stee for Conscientious Objaatara,




NOTE TO COUNSELORS: .-.-.; portion of DCH is intended
to be used id i'i aid '• counseling, .e iwje you :z
detach it, reprint it, and gije .- as jid^ a distri-
bution as I'c'ij'ci.'i.'. These "tost co"vnonly as<ed -,'j.t 3-
tions a/v ansucred by Hill Srrich if the Selective
Service Uiu Panel in Los Angeles.
"f> » 71
On Jane 27, 1931. President Carter signed legis-
lation resuming Jrac't registration in the United
States for the first time since the Vietnam i>ar.
Registration is expected to commence on July 21,
1980 with the young men born in I960 and 1961 re-
gistering during the two weeks following that date.
I.
Following is a list of questions most frequently
asked by young men concerning their rights and re-
sponsibilities under t.ie new draft law:
Q. Kho is required to register under the new law?
<tt-
A. All male U.S. citizens botn inside and outside
the U.j. who were uorn 3\\ or after January 1, 1960.
All aliens residing in the U.o. in tne same age
groups, with the exception of aliens in the United
States on temporary visas (uiplomats
, foreign stu-
dents, foreign press representatives, etc.). AH
refugees in tne United States (.Cubans, Vietnamese
boat people, etc.). vll American Indians, irre-
spective of any treaty rights. All residents of
Guam, Puerto itico, tne Virgin Islands, Alaska,
l.awan and the district of Columbia. Any resi-
dent of American Samoa or Swains Island who comes
to the United States. In siiort, any male ;n tne
requisite age group, otner than a handful of non
resident aliens.
Q: If I refuse to register, when does the statute
of limitations run out on my offense?
A: On your 31st birthday. However, if you are out-
side the US between your 26th birthday and your 31st
birthday, the statute may be "tolled", meaning that
you could be prosecuted at a later date. Check with
a lawyer before relying on this.
\. Does uws include undocumented workers born
after January 1, 1960 (so called "illegal al-
iens'"') .
Yes.
Q. fc'hy are undocumented workers required to re-
gister - can tney legally be inducted into the
Armed Forces?
A. /vt the present lime, only legal permanent
resident 1 liens are permitted to enter the Armed
Forces. \n undocumented worker cannot legally
enter the military. Requiring such individuals
to register is purely punitive - in fact, •elec-
tive Service has issued a directive requiring Se-
lective Service employees to report any person to
the Immigration and Naturalization Service whom
they "suspect" of being an illegal alien. (iec-
tion 603.3 of the Registrant's 1'recessing Manual).
« -. t, —L
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Q. What information must be given by the .oung
man who registers, and where does registration
occur?
A. The registrant must appear at a
to fill out a registration form upo
list his date of birth, sex, social
full name, current mailing address,
Jence, current phone number, signat
He must also indicate whether he * 1
name, address and telepnone number
Forces recruiters. Failure to prov
information is punishaDle by a maxi
five years in a Federal prison and/
$10,000.00.
Q. Doesn't it violate the Privacy Act to require
all of this information - especially the Social
Security number?
A: Perhaps, but in response to a letter from the
ACLU, Selective Service director Bernard Kostker
said that there would not be prosecution* for tail-
ing to provide tho Social Security number.
Draft opponents suggest that you refuse to include
the mirnher since it will foul-up Selective service
recordkeeping . In other words, you don't really
have to put it down.
Q: If I choose to register, will there he a place





A: No. Rut Selective Survive, in. their instructions
to p«3i._ii .orkers, emphasized tnat all cards - :
be accepted, regardless of »iuc is written on them.
Incident i.il ly, Vn- Social Security runner dox (Box
5) contains exact 1) the number ot spaces necessary
to fit the statement, "1 u:u a lO." \1sj, there is
j box on the carJ asking whether a recruiter can
contact yon. [f you are a CO, you tijv want to chocK
the box and have i chat about your conscientious ob-
jection with yum recruiter.
Q. Well, then, let's get to the ultimate ques-
tion - iMi't the draft law unconstitutional based
upon -.ex r ige discrimination or involuntary servi-
tude'
A. df coarse! ..ut ..e must remember wno cite ul-
timate arbitrator of this question is - the ..ixon
Supreme ..art. If they decide it is const i tut io~-
al, it doesn't nutter what the people think, or
even what .akes itfiiit. A^iin, any individual would
be ill-advised to refuse to register because of the
unconstitutionality or the craft la*. .e must await
the out come c»f litigation presently being pressed
by the .National A.C.L.U.
Q. jut wnat if 1 refuse to register because I
truly believe the law .s unconstitutional -
doesn't liiat provide ae with a defense in Court?
A. Prouably not; if >ou guess wrong and the Supreme
Court upholds the constitutionality of the draft
law, you are facing a maximum sentence of five years
and/or a J10.0OU.c0 fine. In fact, ai.v violation of
the draft law carries the same Tiaximum penalty -
it's the same whether you burn aown t..e draft board,
or burn your draft card, refuse to register, or fail
to notify them of a cnange in your nailing address.
Q. Nevertheless, isn't it true that a large number
of young men have announced that they won't re-
gister for the draft under any circumstance - how
are thev going to take such a large number of men
to court .'
A. If a lirge number publicl;' refuse to register,
the Government .nay pick out only the Tiost vocal c>z
antl-dra:'t refusers to prosecute. However, during
past periods the Government prosecuted any and ail
non-registrants who came to tneir attention, and
again one would act at his peril in assuming that
there is safety in numbers. Also, the draft pro-
ponents have suggested curative legislation whicn
would permit cross-checking of Social Security
computer listings with Selective Service computer
listings to ferret out those who failed to register.
Anyone planning to refuse to register should be well
aware of the potential penalties and act only after
receiving accurate information.
Q. I was horn in 1902. .<hcn will I have to regis-
ter and when could I be drafted?
A. Individuals born in 1'JO- r.ust register in
Jaiuary, I'Jtl at a time to be specified at a la-
ter date. Individuals born in 1905 and later must
register at or about tne time of tneir 18th birth-
datcs. V perron born in Uo2 has his primary yrar
of liability for the draft in the calendar rear
1932 (January 1, \Jil to December 31, 1982] . Un-
der the lottery .-.ystem, tne primarv .nr j[ lia-
bility occurs in the /ear in which you reach .our
20th birthday. In l'Jo3, a person born in I'. -
would .nter tae second priority selection a roup.
He could not be ordered to report (Vr induction
until all people born in 1965 i.ud been ordered
to report. The individual f3lls into ->occe>-
sively lower priority selection groups ---acn -ear
thereafter, until he reaches his 2bth birthduv.
Q. .iow does the lottery system work 1
A. Men are assigned lottery numbers based upon a
random drawing winch occurs after registration,
assigning numbers from 1 to 5o5 to the lays of
the year. Vou rcotivs a permanent 1 tterv inunber
based apon the riumuer assigned to your bin date,
vfter tnat, if draft calls are issued the calls
go first to the lowest number (number 1 is the
lowest) and then progressively higher luunuer an-
til the quotas for a given year have been met.
Men are drafted from the fir^t priority selection
group, in order of lottery numbers. If all n«.n
in the first priority selection group those
becoming age 20 in that particular calendar year)
are taken, those in the second prioritv selection
group go next, by lottery number. The idea is to
take younger men first, and then take older men if
necessary.
Q. When will the lottery drawing occur for men
born m 1960?
A. selective Service has not announced a iottsrv
drawing as yet. i-'or now, only registration is con-
templated. However, they could proceed to a .utzery
and classifications without further Congressional
approval. Only actual inductions into the Army re-
quire further Congrssional approval - all else can
be accomplished under existing legislation.
Q. If I was born in 1962, could I be drafted any
earlier than January 1, 1982?
A. .lot under existing legislation, unless Congress
gave approval and there was a serious national emer-
gency. Men do not enter the first priority , elec-
tion group until January I, of the year in which
tney become age 20.
•Vhat if I leave the U.S. for another country
before registration commences - must 1 register
for the draft?
A. Yes. All 'J.i. citizens must register, even
those who live outside the U.S. or have Jeparted
the U.S. for any reason. However, only aliens who
actually live in the U.S. and are otherwise eligible
for registration, rust register.
0,. What if I leave the U.o. and renounce my citi.en
ship - what arc the legal consequences?
A. You wouldn't have to register, but vou could ne-
ver return to the U.j., oven for a brief visit or
vacation, Under Immigration law, w citizen who
leaves the U.S. to avoid military icrv.ee and who
renounces his citizenship to avoid registration





Q. Didn't 10 [ jt the people who fled to Canada to
avoid the h tectum War eventually return to die II. j.
\. it hoot penalty?
A. Yes, but it took a Proclamation by two presi-
dents to clear the way tor their return, and we
can't expect history to repeat itself. Unless
an amnesty or pardon is issued, you might never
be able to return. Also, vour status vanes de-
pending upon whether vuu renounce your U.S. citi-
zenship or simply refuse to obey Selective Service
law. In the former case, you can never return
without a Presidential inmestry or pardon. In the
latter case, you can return, but you flight have to
face prosecution for draft evasion, and there is no
statute of i .ini tations while you are living outside
the U.S.
Q. O.k. - I'm willing to take the risks; when is
the next train to Canada.'
A. The trains have stopped running.1 3oth Canada
and Sweden li.i ve changed their immigration laws
and policies, and it is virtually impossible far
a young man to immigrate to either country today.
Q. What about deferments' Couldn't I stay out
of the Army by becoming a career student? How
about occupational deferments? Could I stay out
by buying a certificate in the Universal Life
Church as a mnister?
A. All student deferments will probably be
eliminated (they already have beer, eliminated
for undergraduates). At present only students
in medical school or schools of dentistry,
osteopathy, optometry, podiatry, veterinary
medicine, or registered nursing are eligible for
such deferments. Also, students in accredited
theological, divinity or raobimcal senools.
The only occupational deferments are those for
ministers, prieits, rabbis, etc. A certificate
in the Universal Life Church will only be laugned
at by Selective Service (don't believe the ads in
college newspapers
-men claim that such certifi-
cates confer automatic eligibility tor deferments).
You must be a full time minister, etc., or student
preparing for the ministry, etc. selective Service
frowns upon any religion which isn't at least SOO
years old and oriented toward western culture.
You might *in in court if you are really a legi-
timate minister or theological student, but ex-
pect a tout;h fight if it isn't a traditional
church. Pre -medical or pre- theological students
don't get the deferments - only those actually
attending the schools mentioned. Medical spe-
cialists may be subject to a special draft for
medical specialists, 3fter they finish their
training.
Q. What about conscientious objection? I'm not





A. If you are conscientiously opposed to parti-
cipation in «jr in any form vou may qualify for











be religious - even atheists can qualify. S
qualified draft counselor! This exemption i
luite complex, and requires extensive coun>e
'•evert he less
, if you arc persistent you ..
an exemption from military service. Howe.-, r
your lottery number is reached for induct .op.
you pass the physical examination, you will
required to perform two years of alternate c
>an service m some occupation which contriD
to the National health, safety or interest.
you can't find such a job, Selective Service
assign you to the most unpleasant one tr.ey c
find
.
Q. I am the only son in the family. Does tins
make me eligible for a deferment?
A. Not unless your father or one or mere Drothers
or sisters died while serving on active iut .• wit:i
the Armed Forces o( the U.a. or died as a result
of a service-connected disability, leaving you is
the only son m the family. That's the legal
definition of a sole surviving son.
i} . I've got it made - I qualify for a rciedical defer-
ment !
A. Don't be so sure! Selective Service has proposed
changes to the regulations v.hich will make it .-nore
difficult to obtain a medical deferment. 'indrr the
proposed changes, you don't receive a physical exam
until the day you enter the Army - if you pass, there
is no appeal. You either enter the Army or refuse
induction. The legal test would then be whether any
reasonable doctor could have found you acceptable
under the Arn.v's standards. Those standards are con-
tained in Army Regulation -0-501, Chapter . - avail-
able at most draft counseling centers. Selective
Service takes the position that a medical deferment
is not a right or privilege - only the Army nas the
privilege of deciding whether to take you or not.
Q. I was born in Ireland, but I am now a U.S. cit-
izen. I've heard that people who are citizens of
both Ireland and the United States qualify for de-
ferments. Is that true?
A. Yes.' In fact, if you are a citizen of both the
United States and any of the following countries you
may qualify for a deferment - Argentina, Uistria, Costa
Sica, Formosa, .ionduras, Ireland, Italy, Liberia,
Norway, Paraquay, Spain, Switzerland, or fugoslavia.
Treaties between the U.S. and these countries ; rovide
that such deferments must be given, even if /ou ;.ave
become a U.S. citizen! However, you can't become a
citizen of one of the named countries now (if you
attempt to do jo, you may lose your U.S. citizenship
and your right to be in the U.S.). Only people who
are already a citizen of both the U.S. and one of
the named countries are eligible.
Q. I am married and my wife is expecting. Can I
get a hardship deferment?
A. Perhaps, but your right to that deferment is not
absolute. Being married is certainly not enough, out
having a pregnant wife might be. See a uiulitied
draft counselor if you have any dependents, even a
dependent who relics upon you tor physical assistance,




Q. I'm training to be j nuclear physicist, ^lould '.
get an .'Cfhpat iuii.il deferment vecause of my critical
occupational skill?
A. >o! 1here are no occupational deferments, ot.'ier
than those previously mentioned for ministers, etc.
Q. 1 have been seeing a psychologist for emotional
problems for ten years - surely they don't »ant n,e !
A. don't count on it! t-xtensive treatment by a
psychologist is not necessarily a disqualifying de-
fect - see a draft counselor. This is one of the most
common misunderstandings that many aarents have -
don't lure your son into complacencv just because
you think lie is a flake. The Army may not agree.
Don't rely on your psvcnoiogist for in opinion -
he/she .s a psychologist, not a draft specialist.
even if the psychologist insists that they had many
similar cases in the Vietnam War and all of their
patients received determents, don't believe itl
Repeac; sec a draft counselor.
Q. O.K., but I also smoke pot. Cot you now, huh?
A. .Jopel The Army knows that most young people
have experimented with drugs. You can't get out un-
less you are virtually a drug addict, and it isn't
worth it to become one to stay out - there are easier
ways to get a deferment.
Q. I was arrested and convicted of petty theft when I
was a iuvenile. Can I be drafted with a criminal
record:
A. i'es! You have to have a serious criminal record
to be declared ineligible for the draft. A juvenile
record or even one or two misdemeanor convictions as
an adult will not keep you out if the Army decides
it wants you.
Q. How about gay men? Will they be drafted?
A. Under present military regulations, a gay person
cannot enter the Armed Forces. However, since there
is no longer a stigma attached to being gay in many
communities, it remains to be seen what proof the
Army is going to require. Also, the A.C.L.U. is
fighting to overcome military regulations which pro-
hibit the induction or enlistment of gay people.
There is a moral dilemma here - should a person take
advantage of a regulation whicn clearly discriminates
against gay people? Cet counseling from a gay counse-
ling center if you have qualms aoout this one, and
you should have!
Q. I entered the U.S. from Mexico 3 months ago as a
permanent resident alien. 1 can't spea*. English very
well yet. Could 1 be drafted?
A. The mental exams at all inductions centers in the
U.S. are .;iven in Lnglish. If you can't pass the test
in English, you can't be drafted. Interestingly
Puerto Rico the tests are given in Spanish. This
probably discriminates against Puerto Ricans, but
the Army claims that nobody is really taken unless
they ci»n get by in Lnglish anyway.
Q. What if I flunk the nnital test on purpose? How
would they know 1 was faking?
re-testing you until you pass, unless there is evi-
dence of a learning deficiency. \l 5 o. »ome af the
questions are cross-indexed ta enable tin' i y to de-
lect faking. Doing poorly on the test - .i not cause
you to be rejected, but might insure thai you were
assigned to a combat role because you Jul not quality
for any technical training.
J,. If I get a draft notice while 1 am attending col-
lege, can I delay my induction until 1 ..radiate or
finish the semester'
A. Not until you graduate, unless •. u ire in your
senior year. The regulations do perr.il you to fi-
nish the semester, and you might he a'uie 10 finish
the school year if you are taking co<..is<-s thai last
a full year rather than a semester.
4. How can I register as a consci ent
:
jus objector
now? I've been told that Selective Service is not
accepting any claims for deferments now.
A. It is true that you cannot submi r a claim to
Selective Service now for any deferment, but ,-ou
can go on record in other ways. If vuii are a con-
scientious objector you can register .nil many peace
groups now, to prove your sincerity later. For ex-
ample, the Central Committee for Conscientious ob-
jectors in Philadelphia, the Jewish .-'-.ace Fellowship,
kite catnonc 1'eace Fellowship, the Uni tari.m-ilnivers;i
list Church, the American Friends Service Commit tee,
and the Fellowship of Reconciliation aii accept re-
gistrations from conscientious objectors, .md will
provide proof of such registrations .n the future,
when called upon to do so. C.O.'s snuuld fill jut
the Special Form For Conscientious Cbjcctors SSS For
150) last published by Selective Service in l'J72, anc
have it notarized for future reference. Copies of
the form may be ootamed from any draft counselor.
You can do the same with any other deferment, anu it
would be wise to do so. There are special forms for
dependency, ministerial deferments, etc.
Q. When will Selective Service begin processing in-
dividuals for deferments? When can 1 expect to be
classified and given a physical exam?
A. At present. Selective Service denies any plans
for classification, physical exams, etc. Hut they
could initiate such action without Congressional
approval. Don't wait for Selective Service to act -
see a draft counselor now.
Q. Where else can I obtain counseling materials?
A. The Central Committee for Conscientious Objectors.
1251 Second Avenue, San Franiisco, California 9 4 L C 2
publishes an excellent newsletter for SIS. 00 per year.




CA 90019 has many counseling aids avail-
ccco western region
1111 Zxi niiyi lid M001
>U ITXACMCA. uMIIl. (41 i) MWj-etOQ
If you have a nigh soSuol diploma, they will keep
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ARE YOU A CONSCIENTIOUS OBJECTOR?
Vou ;nay be one of the many men subject to the draft or in the military who
have serious questions about war. Do you know about the legal provisions :c r
conscientious objectors? Qr - are you questioning whether your objection to war
is covered oy the law? This sheet may be helpful to you.
Conscientious Objector Provisions : The present draft law provides that no
person snail "be subject to combatant train-
ing and service in the armed forces of the United States, who, by reason or
religious training and belief, is conscientiously opposed to participation in
war in any form " The military provisions parallel the civilian law. A nan who
is opposed only to combatant duty will, if his claim is upheld, be assignee to
nonccmbatant duty if drafted; if he is in the military, he will be transferred
to nonconbatant duty. If opposed to combatant and non combatant service, he -ill
be discharged or, if drafted, ordered to perform civilian work of national im-
portance .
Religious Training and Belief : Although the law speaks of "religious training
and belief," the Supreme Court held in 19 70 that
a man need net be religious in the conventional sense, or consider himself re-
ligious, to qualify as a CO. The law does not require you to be a member of a
church or religious crgamcation , nor to follow any formal creed. Formal reli-
gious training, such as received in Sunday School or church, is not necessary.
What you must show is that you have religious or moral beliefs which do no:
allow you to participate in war.
War In Any Form : Many men strongly object to the U.S. involvement in Indochina
but are unsure whether they object to participation in w3r in
any form, as the law requires. Some will find Arlo Tatum's "So You Would -a.e
Fought Hitler?" and "So Vou Would Fight if This Country Were Attacked?", avail-
able from CCCO, helpful as one approach to tms problem. The following para-
graphs suggest another.
Although the Supreme Court held in 1971 that objection to a particular war
would not be recogniced by law, its decision did not seem to say that a man must
know what he would do in every situation before he can qualify as a CO. A man
can recogniie that his oeliefs might change in the future. If he does, the
Court said, he is using "humble good sense." He can still be recognned as a CO
if he is sure he now objects to all war.
Courts have held that Selective Service and military officials may ijk a
man what his position on past and future wars might be. Some courts have auded
that failure to answer s..cws that a man is insincere. Thus, a man should not
ignore these questions in thinking through his claim.
Many ;iien, nowever, have difficulty applying their beliefs to a situation
they do not actually face. It may be helpful to realns that one is not as*ed
to project what his beliefs might be in the future or might have been in the
past. Kltat are your beliefs now? How would those b eliefs -- not beliefs
changed in sO.me way that you could not know -- apply to past or future war 1
Would your beliefs as they now stand allow you to fight?
by asking yourself these questions, you may find that you can honestly apply
for CO status. If so, you sin...:*! wake application even though you do not nave
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answers co every question you might be asked. On the other hand, /ou may find
you cannot honestly say you oo;ec: to participation in war in any form. You
may still make application (draftees can modify the wording on For-a 130 to suit
their own beliefs), but Selective Service, the military, and the courts almost
never recognize such claims. You should consult a draft or military counselor
to discuss other alternatives that might be available to you. Names of counselors
are available from CCCO.
Sincerity : In addition to shoumg that you have a religious or moral objection
to participation in war in any form, you must also demonstrate to
Selective Service or the military that your beliefs are sincerely held. Sup-
porting letters can help. 0rar\ registrants have the right to appear before the
local board and present witnesses. If this is unsuccessful, they can appear be-
fore the state appeal board and, in some cases, the national appeal board. A
man applying for CO status in the military is interviewed by a chaplain, a medical
officer, a hearing officer of grade 0-3 or higher, and often times his commanding
officer. Interviews- and personal appearances may help to establish your sincer-
ity. In any case, an honest claim is the strongest claim. A dishonest one is
likely to backfire not only on you, but on others claiming CO status.
Warning : Applying for CO status to Selective Service or the military is complex.
Do not rely on this sheet alone. For the name of a counselor near you,
contact CCCO.
Prepared and printed by CCCO Western Region, 12S1 2nd Ave., San Francisco,
Ca. 94122 (415) 366-0500.
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Letters in Support of CO Claim
A cuniclrnclou* objector Is defined by law aa a run who 1* opposed en ?a c c 1 e. 1 --* : '. on
In war, because 01 religious, moral, rtMcal, or oth»r deeply held beliefs which arc central
to tun life. Selective Service provide* for two classifications of conscientious objectors,
1 -A-0 and 1-0, and a o.nn nny upply Cor one or the other. Instead of being draftee as a
regular soldier If his lottery number It reached, a man classified I-A-0 will be recuired
to spend two years as a noncwinixi tan t In the ml I I tary (usual ! y as a medic); a I -0 does not
( nter the military but rrust perform two years of civilian work approved by Selective Service
(often in 1 hospital). 7hrr<r Is no requirement that a CO be a Quaicer, Brethren, rVr.nonl te ,
or mrirh»r of any other church. Hany men who belong to no religious organisation ant wr.o
hold no conventional religious beliefs hove been officially recognized as conscientious 00-
Jectora uoder current court decisiony.
To be recognised aa a I-A-0 of a 1-0 oy Selective Service, a ovsn oust fill out SSS Form
150, explaining; his beliefs. The man wtio submits documentation of his sincerity will hive a
greater chance of getting the status he seeks. Reference letters froffl i or i people who
know him and can coofirm the truth of what he says In his Form ISO are helpful. These sug-
gestion* may help you write a good letter of reference:
1) You have agreed to write such a reference lctcer because you believe In the sin-
cerity, truthfulness, and good moral eharscter of ::*e CO, so be sure to state that.
2) Describe ways In which the CO lives in accord with his claimed beliefs. Use spe-
cific details. Incidents, and exact words as much as possible, rather than merely, "He Has
always been a gentle person...." If yen know Mm froo his activities in church or relijloua
organizations, 1- 1* helpful to mention these.
3) If you have been influential In his rcsrlng and ©oral educatlor, explain the ideals
and beliefs you have tried to instill ui him. Again, use specific incidents snd exact
words whenever possible.
4) State whether you are familiar with the CO's beliefs, and how you happen to know
them (e.g., "Ve've had numerous discussions, and I've read his CO application"). Sunaariie
briefly what you understand Cu be his brllrfa, stressing his opposition to a 1
1
war, and,
on 1 y uiic re applicable , the religious baals of his beliefs.
j) These points needn't oe covered In any special order or language. Use your own
wonls; avoid a "canned" or copied letter.
For these purposes, the CO's local draft board will want you to tell a little atout
your background:
1) What la your relationship :o the CO? How long have you known him?
2) kTial Is vour occupation? If yeu have any background In the armed forces, It Is
helpful to mention It, to snow your own perspective on war and the aillicary.
i) Do you disagree with the CO's beliefs? If so, ovake that clear. It nakes your tes-
timony ro Ms sincerity Chst much more lirpresa I ve
.
Tlie letter should be typewritten, tone 1 se--usun I ly not mere than en* cr two pages- -and
tdilrcs.tfd to "Chalrxjn, Local DrMr Hoard No. ." 2* sure to include the CO's Selective
S< rvlte niarhcr. It you have Wttrrncad stationery with your title and organizational ntfi-
llarion. it may He helpful to use It. the letter should be given to the CO to review and
»enrf Co Kit draft lii-ard with other papers. You should make a carbon copy or ci.otoeopy of
th«' Utter for the CO's personal .-rcocdi, or nc should photocopy it before sending It in.
If ihe CO goes be tun Ms drnft board in person to explain Ms beliefs, h« may ask you
to £n with him as a witness". Ac..iin, yoa sliould be prepared en talk aoout specific details
wMe.li Illustrate that he tries in live (.insistently ulch his beliefs. It Is useful to con-
sult with tne CO before the appearnncr, co be suf you understand his hellels, nnd the ways
your experience* wl c!i him relate to Chen. You may Sc given very little time to talk, so you
nheuld he prepared to say the most Important tMnys first.
Fur further Information, CO's should consult CCCO ' u Hnnrthook .'nr Conic lnot 1 nun f-Mr r * n r s •
CO'" to the Arried Forces or Ihe Reserves seeking to be dlschacgeil should *ce "Advice lor Con-
scientious Objectors In the Armed Forces" (CCCO).
CCCO
AN AGENCY > 3 National 70H YfSnut Simi Pri.ladelaftt*. *smti ItlCJ IllllHtl?!
MILITARY tHQ V^<»w»«t MC3C, 111 S Gu'Oom Snaei. Oi<«jo .III, KJSOJ 1313) 427-31M
0AAFT COUNIf UNO vttrun A^ign HO Ls*i««w«wih St.. Sao Sratsanca, ZM M1C7J (4l6l*aiJ>«0
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Selective Service System Form approved
Rurffcet Bureau No
33-ROU5
SPECIAL FORM FOR CONSCIENTIOUS OBJECTOR
The purpose of chis questionnaire is to assist your local board in determin-
ing whether you qualify for classification as a conscientious objector. Before
you answer the questions you may wish to read the pamphlet, "Conscientious f.b lector",
which is available at your local board office.
Print or type, on separate sheets of paper, a scateraent answering the questions
below. Sign both your statement and this form. Attach your statement to the form
and mail or deliver them to your local board.
To be classified as a conscientious objector you must be opposed to war in any
form. Your objection must be based on moral or ethical beLiefs, or beliefs ..'nicn
are commonly accepted as religious. Your beliefs must influence your life as the
belief in God influences the life of one who is a traditionally religious conscien-
tious objector. To qualify, your conscience must be spurred by deeply held noral,
ethical or religious beliefs which would give you no peace if you allowed yourself
to become a combatant rember of the armed forces.
Include in your statement, if possible, responses to the following. If you
wish you may attach letters of reference from persons who know you or any other
lnforaatlon you would like to bring to the attention of your local board.
1. Describe the beliefs which are the basis for your claim for
classification as a conscientious objector.
2. Will your beliefs permit you to serve in a position in the
armed forces where the use of weapons is noc required? If not,
why?
3. Explain how you acquired the beliefs which are the basis of
your claim. Your answer may inc'ude such information as the
influence of family members or otSer persons; religious train-
ing, if applicable; experiences at school; membership in or-
ganizations; books and readings which influenced you You may
wish to provide any other information which will help in ex-
plaining why you believe a3 you do.
4. Explain what most clearly shows that your beliefs are deeply
held.
5. Do your beliefs affect the way you live? Describe how your
beliefs affect the type of work you will do to earn a living
or the type3 of activity you participate in during nonworklng
hours?
6. Describe any specific actions or incidents of your life that
show you believe a3 you do.
INSURE YOUR SICNATURE IS ON THE REVERSE AND ALL INFORMATION REQUESTED IS COMPLETE.
SSS Form 150 (Revised APR 18, 1972) Previous Printings Obsolete




n n n r\ FT=-?\ rhe y^ v was l9U
\\ ! a I //A i ' ') Ceor ^ e wilson *as
W/7 \' / /' \ ! "*** x a &onber crewman
\j\J L^\ u a sisr^.! 1"'
such as factories
and oil refineries, but many of their missions were
against cities with no military importance, full of
innocent civi 1 i ans
.
One evening, George's pilot called the crew together
and announced that he would refuse to fly any more
mission> against civilian targets, ile said he in-
tended :o do this, even if the \rmy court-martialed
him. Vfter hours of discussion, the crew decided,
along with, tueir piloc, to refuse to bomo cities.
This pi lot and !ui crew may not have thought of them-
selves j> liar resisters. [tut they were. They re-
fused to bomb innocent civilians. They took a stand
against a part of war thev uclicved was wrong. They
did not t'ace court-n-art lal because they were shot
down bombing an oil refinery and survived 3s pri-
soners of .jr.
When a war begins, most people, however reluctantly,
go to war. i ut there have always been many others
who have refused to iart ic ipate . They refuse in
many wavs. Objectors in 19th-century Europe, for
instance, often voted with their feet against the
draft systems in their countries. They came by
the hundreds of thousands to the United States as
immi ;rant s .
'lany soldiers, even in the heat of combat, do not
fire their weapons as ordered. In one survey after
World har II, ->rig. Gen. S.L.A. Marshall found that
as many as ~l\ of the soldiers in some units refused
to kill by simply not shooting at the enemy. In tiie
noise and confusion of combat, they -ere not dis-
covered
.
Then, in the early 1970s, many tnousands of people
applied for conscientious objector status, demanded
personal appearances before their draft boards, ^.nd
appealed their classifications, the draft system be-
gan to break doi.n
.
by completely using all their
rights, these people in effect resisted the draft
law.
All of these people, by their actions, made it harder
for the war system to work. If you are against «ar
and the dr.ift, you may also be thinking about what
actions you should take to stop the war system.
You may decide to take a public stand, break the law,
and risk jail. Or you may decide to resist quietly,
with less risk of jail, but witn the constant fear
of arrest. 1011 may choose to stay within the law,
at least for now. But only you can finally decide
what you -!;,.•; do.
•

























ti'.out leave or refuse . .
is risk legal sanctions a::u





One of rhe most famous essays of all time is Henry
David i'horeau's "On the Duty of Civil Uisobodiance,"
»ritten about a night Thoruau -spent in jail for re-
fusing to pay a poll-tax. 'horeau defended is re-
fusal by arguing that sometimes a person r.m: t -steak
the government's iaw in order to follow x higher law-
ui Thoreau's caS'?, to protest the injustice of the
Mexican War.
jince Thoroau wrote his essay, men and wot.icn have
committed cwil disobediance to protest against wars,
racial discrimination, nuclear power, and many ottier
injustices. The early labor movement broke the iaw
when it called strikes, but eventually its civil dis-
obediance led to laws making strike actions legal.
in ail these cases, people -i\o broke the law iclieved
they would be violating t lie i r consciences it tiu:y
continued to ooey an unjust law. They belicv
simply because something ;s legal, it is not
sarily right or just. By going to jail, resi
often helped to persuade the public tiiat ::iu
needed
.
This is also true of most war resisters. Hie
1 i eve that the laws which make war possible,
of the laws of war itself, ire wrong. When t
compels them to do one thin;', and their consc
another, they believe they must follow their con-
sciences. Many also hope tK ir act.ons .ill help








This leaflet discusses war resisters who break the RESISTING THE llRAFT
law because then consciences tell them that is what
they must do. Some registers refuse to register fur If you arc draft age, one way to resist war would
the draft entirely. Others refuse to pay for war be for yuu to refuse to register if the government
with their taxes. Resisters in the military some- requires you to do so.
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Iii the past, .1 r a 1 1 resistance has taken two forms, ti^e l^enartment .»hen arrested tor other u-i ica and
Sorie resi iters took a public stand by notifying the found without i draft card.
govern ent >r the newspapers chat chcy were refusing
I though there is now no legal requirement for you
to register. I hey felt their examine would help to carry a draft card, selective Service - i . -oin-
stop the draft ind persuade other people to resist. puter system would -take it possible r<.r - nice
Most o( these rcsisters apposed both war and the or othcr government agencies co check .., • i ou
draft system. They believed it was wrong for them have registered for the draft. Cross ... • jtween
to go along with either oiw
.
Some did not meet the tlw arar- c iyiZem anj :!;0 Social Security -..-,-..'" ir
Selective Service's criteria for conscientious ob- other government agencies might maive it ore Jiffi-
jectoi status. Nearly all believed that the draft tult in t)le future" for a private drart rusistet to
is part oi .<;iat keeps the war system going. Many remain hidden.
believed applying for conscientious objector status
actually helped the system in its work by stifling u.ost j ra ft resistors were given a second on-orruni-
dissent. )r they believed that the CO application t). to register b y Selective Service. his kcly
process was easier tor Che rich and better-educated, Co \je t rue ln :he future. Unless you have "i. .it
and thus unfair. Some resisted for still other rea- jbout whether you could face jail, you • I :/er
violate the law.
\
._ During the later years of the Vietnam era, ist over





two years of civilian work under courc jiu Uut
sentences vary from court to court in ...:'•"... t -art:
of the country and even within the same court list-
rict. There is no av to predict what sei T - ices




Regardless of sentence, a draft convict i or - i fe-
l
' lony. It could very well affect your ch.ir.cos for
future jobs of licensing in the profession?. for
more information on policies regarding di n't resis-
ters as they develop :n the future, koe;' in c mcii
with CCCO.
\











J is . i Whether or not you are subject to the c
\ *»/' \ ma .v '»'ant to think about refusing to pa>
\ «<•. I war and the military. Over half of the
-^ (• . i get goes to the military: the defense bi
\ <m .* the draft system, and military pensions.
',
x
* v / i rcsisters believe that is wrong for thorn co help
_'.» •• ;• A pay for the war system.
CI
••
' Some war tax resistors refuse to pay all >f their
*_ij federal income taxes. Some resiscer-> wit hold the
~^r"
,
amount of their taxes earmarked by the ;•..::: ent
for the military, Still others refuse to r. a
*..~-~- - i i ii -!
"^ small part of their taxes as a symbolic p
£ ; 1 refuse to pay federal telephone taxes ...i!. 1 !




ax rcsisters violate the low by their ictions, but
sons, jail or prosecution is not the usual resi; nisi jf the
government. Rather, the Incernal Revenue -ervico
Many who refused to register did not take a public wl! * usually confiscate the money owed iy the resis-
stand. These "private" resistors often believed tor, either removing it from their bank ice -aunt or
that although they violated draft laws, a government t,v placing a lien on property, or sei:in.; it outright
engaged in an activity as immoral as war had no right 1,,J ; ellmg it -it auction for taxes. U5> has the
to jail them. They also believed it would be wrong power to do both. Money taken from you in this way
for them to assist the authorities to enforce an evil would be used not only for payment of n-.eii i ixos,
law, so they simply did not tell anyone what they hut t0 V^ interest and penalties. War t . •. resi tcrs
were doing, often place their money in an alternative ! mid to be
used for community work until IRS takes it.
Under the draft law, both public and private rcsis-
ters face the same penalties. Refusal to register T:ix resistance and tax laws are extreme 1)
for the draft is .i felony. under federal law, punish- 'ou should not resist wor taxes without ,
able by up to five years imprisonment and a 510,000 -"'J support. You can get more infon.i.Uii
fine. ,\ public resistor is, oi course, much more t,x resistance groups listed at the end <
likely to he found out than a private r\ sister. 3ut ' ul -
many private rcsisters were discovered by the Jus-
lip 1 L X.
sell n j;
run the





If you arc in the military, you ire subject to the
Uniform Code f Military lustice (UCU), i special
and scpai itc I >dy of law for military people. I'he
UCMJ punishes ncoplo in tiie military tor offenses
that are not .rimes in civilian lite, sucii as an-
sence without leave and refusing orders.
Most people in the military ..ho find that they cm
no longer participate in the military and in prepa-
ration for i.ar apply for a legal discharge. I'he pro-
cess oi applying for the conscientious objection dis-
charge can he long and frustrating. Your dunces
of getting the discharge are good however, and you
cannot be punished for seeking it. Other discharges
and complaint procedures are available is well. LIX'i.
has more information on .ill of them.
But you may find that you cannot go along with the
military at all, even procedural ly , or that your be-
liefs don't really fit the alitary's CO provisions.
In that case, vou uj.y )iie Jay face orders which you
can't follow, or you may Jecide that you cannot re-
main in the military a day longer.
If you choose to go AWOL, it is wise to know what
may happen to you and what your options are. CCCO's
"Guide for the \KOL GI" can help, as can counseling
in person with a civilian counselor.
In the past, war resisters in the mi-litary have re-
fused orders for many reasons. A person who has
tried to get a CO discharge and failed may Jecuie
to remain on jase and refuse ill oiJers. : liers,
such as Ceorge Wilson during World war l! and some
C-52 pilots in Vietnam sometimes refused to bomb
non-military targets. Vnd some people in the mili-
tary have refused to work witu nuclear weapons. The
military does not recognize any of these actions as
legitimate, but if you make clear that you arc acting
as your conscience directs, you may get a lighter
sentence or even a discnarge.
Before you violate military law, you should seek
counseling on Jischarges you might apply for, and
on what could happen to you if you do refuse to co-
operate with military authorities. CCCO provides
literature on Jischarges, and we can refer you to
a counselor near you. If there is no counselor in
your area, we ..ill counsel you by mail.
THINKING ABOUT WAR RESISTANCE
When Hcnrv HaviJ TUorcau was in J3il, Ralph Waldo
Emerson, the famous essayist, came to visit him.
"Henry, what are you doing in here?" Lmerson asked.
Therein replied, "Waldo, what arc you doing out
there?"
If like I'hureau, you believe that some evils arc so
great that you should have no part in them, you may
find yourself risking jail because you follow your
conscience. Deciding whether to break the law or
follow Iej,al channels is never easy. Here are some
guidelines which may help you in choosing.
« ;/..v? :-.::.-: until you \re sure that is what
TOO HUJT '.1. ^rlo latum, six experienced counselor
and Jraft rcsisler who served two sentences in fe-
deral prison, believes that no one ihoulJ r^-:,i the
Jraft until Lliey :.jvc talked with thr c .ho
oppose tiieir position. ['his insures rou iri mre
enough about your beliefs that you .. : 1 i u lulo to
face whatever comes as a resuit oi them.
JNTIL YOU OECIDE, DON'T BREAK ...-f L . iou can
refuse to cooperate with the law at m\v time. In
tlte li)bOs and IJ"0s, for instance, many people be-
came draft resisters after they had already regi-
stered. They sent their Jraft carJs iack to Selec-
tive Service. If you obey the law until i are-
sure oi what you must Jo, you will ivoid ti uble if
you later JeciJe tiiat you should follow .. ;.il >p-
t ions .
•-or**-
• THINK ABOUT YOURSELF. What must you do to live
with yourself and your conscience.' Mow strongly Jo
you feel'7 Are you willing to face the possibility
of going to jail for your beliefs? CCCO can provide
you with helpful material on prison life.
* THINK ABOUT OTHERS. How would resistance af-
fect your family? Could your marriage last through
a jail term? Many resisters decide to risk iail re-
gardless of what the effect might be on their fa-
milies, but there is nothing dishonest in worrying
about your parents, your children, and .-our marriage
and how resistance would affect tlieni. If you de-
cide to resist, talk with your family about .hat
your actions might Jo to them.
• THERE IS NO NE RI1HT POSITION. Just as there
are Jiffcrent beliefs about war, there are many Jif-







li'or you have no choice nut resistance, or
you mi .: find ,-ou . m i illow the Cu provisions n
the :.... in good conscience. '.either stand i •> iet-
tei tha:i the other. It /ou oppose war, either one
could e right.
•
: : i-yt'T h.we :u an iWrECiLH 'onsistsu?. it
is impossible to live in modern society without sup-
porting the i.'iilit.iry in some way. A tax resister
nay ri-fasc to pay federal income taxes, hut may
choose 'o puv federal gasoline taxes. iome draft
resislers ,'^y all their federal taxes. iou must Jo
what your conscience says, hut no one can be per-
fect. L'on't try to be. Urau the lines which you
can ana ~ust draw, and be prepared to stick, to them.
That is all you can do.
* DON '7 32 iFSAID 70 HESTS?. Once you have decided,
remember that you can get support from your family
and friends, from the peace movement, and from CCCO.
If you appose war, jail is not necessarily the «or>t
thing that could happen to you. Many people ..ho
ha\e resisted the draft, war taxes, or die military
do nnt :?.,ret what they have done.
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iVju ijNaJL vor 1 X LjI j
VVH VT II' I PONT l-'l MM I R '
An) ' we who evades di jl i rcmitration or
rel'uws «» rejMislei could be luted S10.UOO mil ur
sent it) lederal prison lor live ycarv It is j felony
o! fenso.
Enforcement: ll you do u t register and jic
later tIiM.ovi.Tcil. n o<[ probably you will he asked
lo rcmsl r .iMli.it point I. :• '" register late m
v. :. :-r. '•> j'- y be (routed '.- i ople who i !>.-
: mi umc l! hi re I -. ' - ; . ,U't hi . told
h Lh •. ! md .. : ; Iin - to ; io law.
I tin i! . lite \ 1. \ -. .. i . J • ll!J men n 'ver
rci: stored and lliins! : 'en I to idem.
Vi- ilhei J HJ.tJ' •'' oil '..:'• llli
Jr.:!! I.i.v, and I .•-»» lii.m I ' ' - *ore
hi i itiri lt> . • ! r!;o vi iumc >t s.is.-s,
some u»l "«<>( losl in (lie .huli'i1 " i'roicouiurs
,n New V.irk I iv. S.m U - • 1:1 I'aw. Sow
CJ in. and Mi mil di ippc I more tl in »> of
v. r cases, flic natio.'ial ivvragc ul cases never
prosecuted v. as ?''
Note: [localise [lie j.' iti-ntm-eiM is startmt! draft
registration again. '•. ... - " I - few show lii.ds
ol people who simply tad to ;-.-i!-.ter. and tllev 'II
"lvI the h >ok thrown .il i - sf " Also, llie S i 'o-
in; Sets ice has sire unit; ! (lie dra!', > low r
^ase> will he thrown ..: on I tin iin l's
I:; j:oner I tin .:.• i. it ;, ,: '. . spensiv .' ' r
the iiwvcrntnent lo mi;,:' 1 ', i -. you !o rritistcr, how-
ever late, (il n it i . M . .. : ; -' ii u and bruiit ; i ;
to trial I'eijpie v.l > ret'u lirceistor.il m\ lime
l 'ii .-v-pei I harsher Iroatn -:;i- Vun siiould :'et
legal advice i;id moral •''. porl il you are thinking
about drali resistance.
C0NSC1LM IOL.S Ol'.JI CTIO.N
nie remaining exemption fn in tl •: irrnctl ! rje :.
C(iust;i?ii(i(iii> OfojevUtui. A. mw minus • .< iji
dues nm need to be a complete pauiisi I* i
choov: In use force, or even till , in . s.y M
iiill unttrety, in <""</ exjmetenee, ob/ect lo '*ur :
indiscriminate killing ili.'l ., war ijiinni I ea '..aliy e<mi
jjufcu (tl ilelcnsc f»l nne .own II m i ./ : : ^
A: lliu jmo lime i ( must < - ! n
a// Kuri, SolllUi me , . . : .-. .
C'tumry -i*' c j'' j • . i' • . "' . . ; i
mi inletei! . ubtiud ij p.iiwam j. . . .- A
telcLdvc njeciicm /...,_. ,|
laki'. u ;. :n>i :•.'-"- .i/i i v •' i. . ..: • iriu j .
turn: uliji'cnori, Jiiii n i - lerniei I
Ynu liavc to prow y.i ir .ineoi • :.;••--;:•:
nrdef In receive il:c ! ') n :..:•.. • it
jatiiin. liuv is m»t ejv> I r unyi'iie . . . . . :
beein thinking about ana vii».uiiie:i<:r.c n - • . i
II. .w. I'll.' 'i-r . I i - . i "I '.s . j..' ' . 'I,: ' : • ' ' " -' . . i!
ynn lit- tiiulteU ^-I'l rutl »c neaciy .::,":.' I n >.i .i
,ji. . ,.:.;i ...,i"i Ike i lunsclurs uled el«:tl
he jb!e lo provide >
i
ju Willi fiv".' inli ijln n jl> . i ..n-
iciiMiiiKiiv oiiiecliun
i;
.. ii , ii :. I; i "i i i a i O . . . .. r,
you 'i I ive lo du ;«n ...•• ; n:ve .cr.i :
'i.u..;.'. in j h >\pi!:tl 'f oinei :oii 'i n " : . '
;. uU lire linn ill '.' ' ' ; ' ' ^ . ;. . j '
vice ;i\ J subviiluie kir two years i»l l! ' • - ' "•
aie ii"i elieil le :' n -:•• lelei iicm ' . - ..but
















Rcfusjl In participate in it support wa: !• s i . u J
honored iradifinn in I us country 111 me " .. lo :"::e
Colonial IVri' ni. Sonic people re I u>e lo ' ' wii:i
u jr , iknij: hecjuse lhe\ belf-'ve lii^i k.'!*" * :*e--":e :s
wr. " : I 'lliers refus" lo co pci He " : tii n ' .
nio>: iinp.'rlan: *..i liie' in " tool . a". J _.-i-
ihirai -. is M der.v thai iht j nvrr neiil lias the :i.
n.ike people llcrn rid kill S
ite ' •:• illW tl •-" '"" ••,.;: r u - - ,
•MV' :l md mini it •- lor -- .i ' pie liiev i :
for the U.S. lo lake by !'or».e die icsources I nisei pie.
U'lr ri'sisunee t^ .cr> rhroatoninc lo ^ : ivernrnem
inieni on injkinv; wir. inj (lie penalties i ir re; i-tanoe
can be severe. V on need li) be Hire .".> ich _^ '*a! your
beliefs [hat > ou wiii be iblc to face mi ... er conies -> a
result of diem.
DEFFrs-MLNTS
Military service .> both r 1 "' '' '"> and psycholopicalI>
la.xuig. for tins reason, a isiinini il or icnerul pi lical
examination . given lo ill ii ilrees in be sure dial ilicy
are fit tor l e hare; it's of the infantry During the Viet
Nam war about half ol die men called i;» were excusi j
for mitdii ;' re.i ions. Il > .. ' ed il • i • ems md
do not want lo >:o into Ihi imluars . I much wii
counselor in urder lo make sart ll'.al ihese problems ire
nrooedy Jocunientcd.
[lieie ne niter i! I iments md e\emptions availah :
)ii^'i a those fur divinity n I ' ,ui mil
esiu'iiie liardthin i ! uevi r le« | enpie t\i
jliulent and lan I J - no i >i Drali
joini el us ijvc infiM nanon ui iahh leferi: i
jnd es '.; tii lis.
I'-.mk ihttut Vi -irsfif- What r:uisl voj !.• 10 ne
with yourscll and youi conscience?
V::'ik jhn:it others Tliere is nothing wrong :: worrv-
ing about your parents, y >ur children, ^ud •.< •;-: u
If >nu decide to resist, talk with youi family jbom .-:._!
to actions might lo do them.
IXm't he afraid to resist Once you have decided. .
her lhat you - jn gel in i in i nr . n i
fror.i people who .vill i ' : :' oil '.•.::-.::
iiui i'i -iids. ^iij from ll; • teai eem [• ; ".i
w <: i.nl is nol ni'eess.iriiy : 'sors! . . '
pen lo y hi M is ;"- pie .s io lave
i jr 1 1 -. •• ihe nulilary .1.' m ii icgiet «
lone, I'.. 'I dial i ley base to icd . . .j
.•iid kepi ilicit sense "i mte '"i>
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sii i'S to i;i ( ominc; \ solum !'.
1 1,, .. , ,, ..-.. rvi fm i hal i. •
,idcr - 'i I ' • ' cai mi h iiii i; emi'l'i 1 .
l!ie jinis II hi i mi . i !•• ill II—
i
lion I ills . ' '.. il .1 im ! n J!l • i.i iill-nm l >
reel tiali hi "•: ii i tu-( likt . '! ni| . ia!
inductions be!::'! Inductions • '• i i'i km ••nii-rmu
people into !•< \ ,. • . . "i • 1 1 ' •
Conarcvi liotse-.cr the I'lcsidern h il power Hi order
the lir-( :.;>. ••: registration, cla ideal and pitysicals
cigln now.
In the . -i.i, moii n . -•• Ii .! n !i
dare mien e H'.'i'i hi .ii m . I i ' i







ill ihi men .•. n
1
; . ! . • horn on i!iv
would be led -, id i ii -i
jrt* needed ire taken m • i tu \;
If) I ii . i In ' .: lotlei . ' ill .. ., : rei i 'I
to icpui . i i [I I. ton
will : ,ve !•„ i in l*ii tteei i mv .Ji in
lljllli.i toineolit ..':".:, J '.i
• C '•
'
I I ii . ' '. . ' e




'u'li-i ' '":'... . .'. mi!
ii- jcrcd i.-ilu \ ... ieM iikh • m n ;. tt \ *.
Thai :- *l t .1 .'!_" '.i- .!. t i i,. •'
drall . :.. .... ... ,i„w
Ke ••••• • ,. i ire ;li in iir I ("Hiii . our
, I'lild aee -''•.' i . 'HhI he i.... ;-ii
i .: ,:.. . i) . led i! nit", i .;;
r .!'.-' I :.. jt., . . • I • ,: :...',.!
CAN VI)
A
[Iwinv the Viei N'3:n war.f.iii mi ovuled sa'civ for
IS draft i;m. i. ind deserters. Since the end of:! il
tvar C'.iiladi.:n iavt. hat been cuanccd M 'i.i • - u ml :
difficult l'; 'r I S . ' -'i'* 'in ..
i
[in . '- .. . . ' seek
eviie [here.
WII \T i! M'i'l Nl I) IO I'I <)H! I MiO ' r XI
\)H \l III) OK I \ US'! 1.0 !'l KI*.'. i lit
Ml! NAM 'i\ \K
-" t.r.i' (JI -i i vie! Sam in 1.' n:<
: . DO 'ii IJ S| i i ..ii mi In : .- ' ..
" Ui.inen " limned in In lncl u .
; 00t) Died ::i .- iim.ii
15,000 Died Ironi iitmt mii it mini
330.000 vVouri led :n Viet V ,m
33,000 I'ji ily/ed -• J result nl . :,.
1 10.1X10 Died iiiice liieir return m Ir.d
:i." (>i hi ...^ : ilncs were Ii
Id.-' 01 .ill . .- Mines * ".-
:4 y, In ledei.il and la . pn
12" t lie up! :n " ' rate i i Vei '
!''t.N-7-l (whiles)
in . ' ,. meiil rjte I : . . i '
!"liif i [| mi .sillies)
•Jed •.,."• i
.
• I ' ' - :
:,400.(jOO Indoeiimete [leople d I
!' re nil ne mil nl..; .-a jie ttii!
deli tit .> j result nl lh.il *jr
r.NLIS1\Ii:ST
Tiie purpose nt ihc halt . even reeis.'i : " '
drali. ii 1 pu .Ii p • : It in imiu its re . - '
out rhe limit, . ;"f ire heme Imeed into I . ' .:.'.
because lhe> :a:i • find ill I irl
W'nne i : , le i'.i..' ; .: ' ' .' j
jiM.l '.t jt in ativ i
!:!.• in No ., -I .:> "I : '• . ii -.'i " . ' . r J
deliberate r«eii.it.il. Elsouaiet ' . .
in.lilais ''a. ii i.e v mi tt .mi ' h - mi
l>eiit hts ;he inihlaiy proiritet
;;: a hi net deal il ' i e; I smi lie N \ I •• t
Coast Guard, her. issoine liiloiniji :i neht iieip
t iiu nuke j nunc iritormed . 'uiitc
• Onccvoiiareiiilheiiulii.il>. 4. »
rigliisasal S. cili/i n - to sav ... .... . :-.:
ntariied when > ou want. Hi pe::i u .' -
• \ •:•, old :i ii..- nniitarv irains . i :n ' n
v.iiit,', there is no 1 1 . .n. deiuativi
• | ]ic niiln. it J run lute . • eiti' ... . . • ..
-;','":.;,
,
" ., '" UU
'
'I - ' ii . • no irouHe uhiie u
.'. H ',- . -ii re : . ' ' I •- i i- : " •' ' ' ' ' |-
tunnies I'm ii e ' .1 ' mi '
'
• Tl.ere is no oscriinie. holidav. or tsee'sen N
diers ape es.peeted 'o he available - - - .-.^^a>.
7 d,l\ t ., . .
'
I i". n ii". his jr.- ,i illavvcd m the niil.it> . .'".'" ."
to oi '.: .'I- . diers .:. .- itihjecl Ii 1
• Ii muiu tiling ' n'pi n> In >ou "•'.'• ' i '
tarv lhal te'iou ... iiietlsyo ir .. .. , . . .
.
not ree.iem/e ilien respon>ihilit\ in , .t j i - ...•..' ts
allowance.





.'•'....,. \ - i • • i
-,.'.... ... \ •.•:;
u. . - -v.. -.1 s t r-,- „..i* n i.' . mi
\!-c:.:,. •,. , .' |t't,."i... ,• . It ll.ill.lil
imt, . ..o.s.JV .. ,. . . ' t • .-
.
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: c <-,c\ to i irjft, it is important
!CUU .'.. i , ,^_0 i: ,'•.!''. :'•:-
STOPPING THE DRAFT
A;-!-;„ ;i • •• '"' tent could simplv ^reclaim a new registration r ieds authorization f; - ",-••-.-,j :.-'.. in.; ouaget or the Soiuctivt >»;rv'f.is System II /ou oppose the draft, now is the 3 = -t m-
: .. «itn [his •- trio s an action shoe! tuilirig t.-u it vou can lo to nelp stop ;nb •.:: -j v--. 1 on
prOiJ -ba i
REGISTRATION
Under current law, ait men 19 to 25 »re required <o register 'or the draft if the Prescient orcoi ma
-:uch 'kO strat m The President *-..., proposed to register rr n : orn in 106J and ". ' "~s- '
20 ir-otdsl r-ir-;' I and 18-ysar-riius m '„:jre years He •' is also proposed to :.nanqe :ne j.v to
re juire .vofiv " j < \ .t --
If p<j :d /• i. u ! -j-i. c ico it Post Of) x-s iround the :ountry 19-v-ar - 3: uou 3 oe
.••• red to go t [he f'i . ' • i' • : .-.--:.. per c! r June. ." : . -ye-nroldS durn ' ' .
.
-
- : a i :.-.. . .
-.u •- . ' • . jiptrati ;ti «nich would 3 ;- '3 :c-n'i', •;
--.< :,•
.
. -, mo Mdi ..••--. - : You •.' • 3'iu J to "i A
-,.-'-.-. ^ 3 * t.-se form ••••;.-' . rr ..;[,..< pie a-<j mail .' \ , j&ective
T.-. '• .-. ,;'•> )r;ij;;:', •.[ '
.
[ration 10 Claim . . [etermer.t or en
WA RNING i •- . ; . ic "". : (1 ' i V : CO ' .-.....•
C ,. /'.-..; i . ,v. • ' : ' ' -if I i I I •• i " in .i - ' ' J ' - -:-
111 .1 .•.'-'•-, ' i - .: ,1 t .- ' - • .' ••-'•;.'.•. : . . J j .v
.
:• .•;'.•..-. ' it »'n :n<ii t r :ut •: . . • r: .—a . aim , 3 . . • n
.:
••• .•!".
i .'.' y.- /.'.' : ; • . ;iv required to : ;;itrtr. out faiiud I . > •
o '.;'•.', ri . : - -, <::*.• r... , .• ••• : i 3 i Ineir . , .'. ' ; ; . ': to '•• • , • '-:-:'-
rcQi '•.-•:; r;!. - j.--.-, Lsut ao m tn= aga ra .- - .-quirod to register, «il r jve to re.jic:er agai ::Tpiy t. iti
tt'C ..V
PROCESSING
N'j 3"e is :urrently being processed u.idoi IPs >' !! New og-slation would be 'z^"-l for the
P'or
-V! 'n '.;" - ... - .,, , -r. ;(., r r ,.y. -.-,,, n 'hfi President's p'^prOu'S JO HOt 'nC'L"! -'.•''-' '. ^'luC'On
aut- ;-. The !o;t owing j scribes f r-.'< "o .." :: aouju ^o»k i . ;nc c ent of mobi'i. .' " ^' J '-•
mducti is
WARNING: All in 1 —ut'on aboul r/'C-cc • - •" : G|f-ct ocf:.-^ In idrj.tion. none ' "• .';_••
:;:;-. ':-".vi:, ic. my D«an uittl j C~ D rrjs r.o idea n v iney would work ,n or ,.:; - •
loucn •• :n CCCO 'or n-_-.-. I • . lopn - . ;0 s tiEV.'S NO r = tj • ' ind CHAr T r. _ • • = . .
t.£.'. "LctTu j 510.1 i ii Irorn CC . I-V - :'• P - v..n. 1251 Stcond Ave . S'nn FijiK,.i.„. ^A :^,._
-an sro.ide uP-io-jjte tjrir.jtion en the - .•' . ..: ;n
Ifyou c-e; yen cannot n ; -iter, see ' nee L-..v The tciiowmr; assumes that you j • v :-.-: juJ
to rovs'er in j *;i'o.v --• • •-. procedure;; .;' s: ia to ho point o! induction
Alter yD'j have registered, roua; . •• r f rjirtn wit! r- :oi>/e a Random Seiu«';i:9 Nuf^er
in a nanonai lottery diawinq. Mumt rs -ifi assicnc-d according la > . .'•: 3t z ri '.tj-/ ; nigr.i
receive »57. .'/o/ 2 »25 etc. r huo. evr one ccn '.' v/ ;. 19b9 i nth! be assigned 3 t:r
T -
_-.. -":-. •."'•:
-i i.i 'its ...- eiv '" • -:__:•; ; deterinmed by :ne Deter..-e Depart ir.ort . « or) tits
dif'erence between • ;i umber ol n w i run' .'.men the military .'.j'i t3. and !he number : 2 a iv ;;ts
Each month. DoDwou 3 ::vo Selective Ser.-i : .-i if registrar. 5 ;o t icaitedup 3-j 1 ; ;_ '.1
$ it-ctive Service wou : set a National ..'.• 'JutiI -r ah r c-gisti :• 1 . vhos« numbers 1 p . - ;u-e .-
tes^
..'ou o he sen! -•.:' 5n notices t?> Se-cctr/e bervice's Ustional Ccmcutcr Cer.f-r - 5 • ••-•
National Gallup Number were !00 :-:.:_•• r ivquonce Number were 27 . . . . : icaive an
incucfrn order Tries 3 oove trie cutci J I : : ; 3d 1-h • . : ' ; . ^s.w.-ai c
WARNING: Unc ' :ui eni procedu.' > i:3re 13 no Die-inductic"> physicai exarninaim' l£. iminajion




, j . :! jn ' - au won i<3 r--;?.va an initial cl sificai n .Tuesi ennaire "1 . .- ;.- .-,..-
first oopertuTitv 'o ox:'^. any deferment or e< n . .: e : , - t procedures, vou ••
days from the mai 1" d.iteo? your !nd:ic: r tor to r"i2t».e your intai c.aim a= ir; .3 .•. .- • .9 .33 ;:
knoA ~ov enr; /ou a on '• boaiiowed be'wpen the issuance c: your induction craer and youi li'ji da
induction.
WARNING: . ictivd Service is currently re: sing its regulations C-aft oi'iciais hav. : ha; the
initial ciaim deadline : iiso being re-.-.^a O-.e official said that it would continue ;.; ::e .er>
short"— pernacs as uttie as ten days
!' ,ou -iaim Jeferrneni c exemption, your induction would be postconed (not cyi:-: to a :.•.
Selective Serv :e to ansider yourclain f\ ^ .' - s-.-n 5 ^-'oiS'. >ur locai draft board . :. 1 ~ . ••
the r gnt to a -e^c-j. apoearan :e di i t - -1 '^.' 3n - ] You must request this appearance .vitr n ?en 33ys
::
•
-n^i ng .'1;° of :^' new npi.cc- 3I ctassrication.
At y3»; r persona! acoearaiice /ou wou. J »-.e tne right to present witnesses on your ov.n : • i' ;_
claim .-.-r-eaqs n reiccte i roi .vould --.e :r. • -tit ! 1 appeal to j State Appc-a' aoarJ. v ju .ou.d 3 so
has j the rignt to appear oefore t.ne Appeal .-' j ' to . re; nt your faso.
i! one :' more rnembers ol 'he App< .. 3p._ifd ; sseni '---n its - 3ision, ycu .vould have :"s r*o. of
arc-. 31 "o the r'-.~,c i> '1 ! Appeals to tnt: President wore nana'ed in the pvist by a special Na; 13 ie tc: .-:
Serv ce Appeal 3c.-.-3. It s not c:~ir : j v they .-. I be decided in the future
Doth real r ; ic; v t irds 'iiust ti.e? 3;is! m wi ting ;' : . /our claim
F'0ui ;peais ijitpo ycu -.vould -» sensj^-:Sd roi • new indue on la » ant] wou ' ' -. ? to ' :e
.vhe'hei ;.o. .vcri- go " ', " accept 0' t tu^e mcuc; on - 3e Resistance." tje'o.vi
DEFFPMEN T . AND EXEMPTIONS
pi
> .,.,.,„, _-- : . p, ;ertures prov • ' 'ferments and exemptions There ire . .:
occupational I terments Married men ai I >n n without children -.vould Be dratted
CCCO 22;"o "'..'h ?trs :
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" ' form hi rr • . r; - : • ziiian riir< ' ,n ! .' • ,
asai.'j'i«;<3 10 non : :..;,.. m • , • . , . , For moo iii'nri! .• n n • :// :
"•"i '.ton^ .1 . 'i • is • ..•. ;v.:r CCCO'S Cu HiOuS .,',...' ,r, •'.. - : J£ •. . - . , - • -
S2.00 precata. •».'}.!'/- r ; . as i If you ^i i CO ou cm ".•';is:«r with COCO usi.-n ••' C • . • ; .
,
Oo|ector Card. 71 • //hi provide j record .' . r";r position on //ar md may help l il if :l i rn hi . .-. j
make to your trail beard
^De'erred because of nardsnm to dependents: if .our family would ~uffr>r financially emono; ally ~r
physically rjecau.,'" ol /our irjcer-ca on r <'hrar/ duty, you mignt qualify 'or Jepencency deferment, For
further information, contact CCCO.
^Physically, mertuny, or morally unacceptable "or military duty: if /ou nave a dirquaii.'y ng - -id'cal
condition, psychiatric orooiero, nrorimin-a r< 3rd, I e military may find you unacceotab -•_•'•-.• n-au:- .,'.
physical examination Documentation I noni i,s is « iniial For letails ontact CC< )
'.Minister or Jivinity studeni ' i • j .,'..• en j mu is/or of reiiqion ui a .: id i ' orepar ng for :r .
ministry ^ou may juaiily rcr ie'ermem ir eia-motion For tetnits ontact CCCO
iSur/ivmg son: If /our fail i r one or "io.'-3 is tors or brothers •//as /oiled in "ic'ion .. n e .n rr" • -
.
fluty, cr Bucaus< i i liitsry-re ited in if . if tor OecemMir 1 I - : >r •• •''•
i
,n -r - ,..-
missing in act jn iltor that I'jte
. ou m .i , tj • fy lor exemcj'ion If you are trie omv ,-. . , >on -
3l your relative 3 death dues no! natter is long as it was military-related. 7horo 3 no prov'Sion . r
surviv^c daunnters
WARNING, fheaoove leferments and remptions are aii subieci to chanqe. As this is vritten, the/
seem tr.err.ct ;, tiy to be "... uded in any i ;iure drali Lut ,ou snouid not rc-iy on ;tiu memo - ^c^ '
touch .- ith CCCU
RESISTANCE
Failure to register foi the draft is a violation of federal law pumstiableby up to five rears' imoi zv— ent
and S10.G00 fir i Those .vno ri.-fuse ncu-tion or tail to comply with dn-/ _ ir: ol the Military Seiect .•:
Service Act (ace th ; sai . possioie : ibi
.
in the past, many resisters ..
-o :."' .' to reqister have told me ^overnm^nt what they .vere d" "':
and :T3de a ,''jOi.: jtind Any person .. " . ;onsidermq this action snouid do so on iv if ,.••: ^ ' •-
imorisonmpnt. smco pi Hecuhon rs /cry i.-.jiy tor 'public Jr<jt: resistors. Chances of prosecu on u.-.c
imprisonment var\ from > ••.• •-. •-" n c • • trr.t to unctnr-r
it /Ou decide not to ' lister Put ao not t • the qovernine; t .7 hat you are demo., you s'nl face '-•': sanv
peoait/asa '^O". resister - 'annate "esisier .s if>ss likely to be found out than 1 public '•.-.;•••
but. f discov „-rud, ... ' !._• j :. .< _i ' _ =lty l -u;..ol he n |o:wa a;!itjJt.i of prosecutors and ,uc^j
Private resisters who .vere diacovereo «» :re i-sudiiv jiv>;n 1 ;h nto to regis y
Registrants //ho •• ~ '- )r tot ---•,- exemotion are ><nifed ov Selective Service rav feel
compelled to retutie i.iduction ntc ' -/ mli irv Such puooio may rtave strc ;er court it-'^nsos ";
noo rerjistranis Lot 00 c.-; snouia ;hccse j ziotate the ia// >n the assumption thai he or She wi;i 00; zc-
'ouoO "Juilty.
During -he rate yiars of the Vietnam era over half of a!! sentences fcrdralt resistance Mere prof 2! on
usua;,.' .v.tn ci.. n .vera under court direction. There 5 no .-.a,' to oredot a/osi sentences mignt be
handed down in the future
Most draft res.sie"--. whether 're/ «ere in orison or not. do njt renret their decisions Whether :o in?:
the draft or not iS a decision only ;ou "..m m .-•;. Vou may -Jocide mat prison is not the worsi th og at ,.-
could naoo-jn to ,nu. or you nay lecrJs :r,at /cu should comply ,vitn the law and foliow •--; ega!
alternatives. In ei'f.er case, counseling co /our options >s essential. Contact CCCO K r further r-.e 0"
EMIGRATION
Ir. ;ne past, rtany draft resisters went " live in fcreinn countries, particularly Canada, rather tran
accept military >uty At oresent, his "ion is not realistic 'or those facing the -draft c&~ -.jia"
immigration crccodu-es have tightened since tre Viet" am eri Sweden stoooed pro\ : t -.•-...: so
asylum for American war cbiectc n 1 ' i row c-t' :r :oumr es .vers rj joo 00
1
ion 3 even .: .• • •
Vietnam per'oo. Deso'te tns P'esideiit s ' 7? oa aon 0.' draft resistors ifvouemigra 1 to :r*--.-._ ~-jU •-.
to avoid the d.a't . j houtd ssume that your *<\.e is oermancnt ana thai .ou «nl ~o! if-, able to ilh ::
the U.S.. even tor -isits CCCO recomin -^js that anyone conside'ing emigration lock first a; ;•--_-
alternatives, suc.n as conscienucus objection.
ALIENS
Citizens of other countries who have Oe^n admitted '0 toe U.S. as permanent residents are sub-ect 'a the
draft |USt as if they /.ere American citirens. borne other anens are also suoiect to the drat:. For fu'tr.er
information, con'act CCCO.
PROTECT YOURSELF. FOLLOW THESE SUGGESTIONS.
rKeeo informed. CCCO s ffEWS NOTES ;r oo: -ove's the draft and otner issues at ite-est \~ 1
importance to di a't-age peoole. '.'.'n:e for
(iOscide what j -.1 You may decide thai you sho :id ;n I iirafted. or that you're against war a^d /.en :
go. Cut ,o'j ?hnuiu d «ide new no: .."en tne a.': is breathing dr«wn vour neck.
VBu id a record. Selective Serv ce .von ' orocoss ao j . n n for deferment or exemotion n jot
-c v 3 it
vuu c>n get vol. • ? vs and ,o<j( cia i"s an r< :ora !,' ycu B;i to war, .•• I'1 for CC 10 1 C 's: ' bus
Obicctor Card "•:'. register .vith CCCC tetters to uppoil a hardship medical, cr CC c:a:.m
IConsidc-r com -nrg other voung oeopie or. the*' ptions !f vcu v/ant to do this work CCCO. •• -. •
/ou : :!."._ - -n Cantact «ohn .;i, ",r Larry
,rAnj most : an "l; - jues; a:-.s: ask ; :as: ns 51 . • Congress niemo^r. aocut wnether \ drat: -
needed A'.d as:' guestions a'
r














' j : . II'.., .-. • mil In nviin.i: In'; r.'i ill I i u! 'I. il In: .. I'J .Ulcere?
^ll.f l.iirn;:; .villi i i|t .11 (i ur ,: • > all I in it he li .'1 j.!>:li|y 10 '. ty f or I MO t > os r ..- h .a
f.ui'r. I ..,' j i run mi i : , i uti-r m i.r. •.;. -i .- :.i ,f», l- i, lung handicap! i i kids lo play Lm->, iti i I Ai rj tit rj
li jl n u;i ii- i i el'., .ii li ,!iii> Ho run in i lai ,(! rnui M about ins I . n Is, r.ui fit) J lived by them.
f no Dilemma
Should you n n .!••' lor the diatl? Should >uj .i,.P>y for conscientious objector status? 1 '•'a-, arc iwo of
ilu: n.o .1 i. i.j .. i- Ml ol.nior.'j you will ever I • It a noli i f to uVcuie And oncu you have dei led •. oai ''.
do r oj rif •! In n <,.: now I > .hu« thai /i, i i r .:!/ Ilu in ai, il ,uu ,.iy Many people find thai talking jr.'j
wri'H rj about I'l.-.r I- lu.-ls ia ^o h :i : 'I . ' ai I know .\l.-f. 'o s! irt.




.. ide ihji they mu',1 n In .0 10 cooperate witn ine Mr alt n any
/. jy borne N.-lut.o io '• '.:.:: I or tii.. j- ill . i '•,.; hr'.t ; ;_. e and ri',K K Jura! .hirges and |;ri:.on iot'ie lo-il
in, it ..p; -lying Icii ' ' ) .talus is a w.iy rji i ;.>.-! uaiing j •. , .'•in I hi! disci iminates agaihM ;.,-,H.-t «vitn
i-iiui .'iuii and I, -. money Olhers mm* mat the Tovor nrrionl I: •-> no right lo |uO,;o U.oir sincerity
'Si If.clive ot>|irclc.r:.'*— those who ui .'. • ; a.-ticului .vurS Out dun I ouiect to all wari — are Jemc-d CO
s'.iinb by tne U.v no aiuller now strewny r> <
,
!•,:
.".in in, i ,ou apply h;i CO status u iirhu lo cu.iperato with the law, though, making yuur beliefs clear
ji ••! .jetting ducumetitaiiijii 'or youi ci^m .-.ill he rioihiul. floMMui . an. I elective oh|i':c:ofs" may some
cijy hav.) to i..i.i: uui.1 1 FEveri CDs who (,u:i!ify undpr trie i km arc sometimes denied CO status ind f. j/ e io
rich rid ineinsclvos in cuuri II you c in ux; r..-3j youi Vrin-ii und uocurncnl Ihem, «h.it«v' ' Ihr.-y are ,o.
Mii ti<j D'.ttor oil il your '.u\e comes b^loic .i |udi|'j And writti n i-vidonce can mean mo di/fferonco
o^l .'/oon iuccobS ;ind lailuie wncn you -ipuly tor CO jtaius under the law II you nave any oi.,'.i.!ion to war
i .'.'i a "S'ilective" or "political" obiuv.tion, you jiiuuid talk to a uiult counselor and hlo a CO claim wiin
supporting loiters.
Tha Process
Documenting your CO claim is not a conlr-'.t t.j seo who is more conscientious Nor is your claim mca"l
to convince others in be ooiectors. There i^ to perlecl CO claim Tins m,:mo suggests some guidelines
ba-.oJ on the cxpenonco ul dralt counselors aoout wnat has helped *.tn many dillerent lyjies ol CO Claim
Protocl Yoursell
Selective Service is not now orocessmg CO clanTi3 il mcluctions snouid Dogin in the luturo. however, it
is important piolo.~t yourself Here ^rr some Aiaya to go so
fKeop copies of ^verytning you snnd to f'.wr ir»rai iiriarrl
r h .op ovory thing ,ou ic-coive irom vour local no^-d Slaolo me envelope lo youi lot ai Coard's lettor
r.Mano all requests, -ippoaij, etc.. in anting Send l-'liers to your local board by c^ibbou mail, return
receipt requested Siaj.ie me receipt to vour :crv oi mo iiiiter
<;Dj not rely on oial promises Iroin dial! hoard ricrks or members It s best not to tele-phone your ; oca!
board, but it iou ta ^ with tne clerk or a member, write down wtiat was said, mane two copies, and send
one c^py to the dralt board loi your hie.
•ill in doubt, get nelp. CCCO can nelp you hnd a dralt counselor near you.
Know Your Beliels
Your local board will judge your claim on three ci ''or ia: l ) Are you opposed lo participation m war in any
lorm? 2) Is your claim hosed on your religious, moral, or ethical I., nets 7 3| Are you sincere in wnat ? , j
claim? You m^y find il .'.orthwnilo lo try :o answer the questions on the Special Form lor Conscienl ,.-.
Objector iSSS Fu: m 150) winch .v.is used under the drall in the ejrly \<37Qs CCCO has holpiul literal . -
an thinking Ihro iyh .our CO ciaiift S--o the Itsi.iig al the cud oi :."us a.alie!
Ycu may bno it helpful to use a Isle U.u'.or Icr loose material, su^ti js letteis of support Some COs ke--T
a sort of journal to write >lown a.iions like r>uplic speaking, ueb ites, oi taking pjrt m TemonstratiC'S
Whatever method ,.ou u^e, keep m mind t.".at early Jocumenlation will help you mako a strong c>j m.
r^eep copies ol everytning—preferably two or three copies
M ,«8 Lists
Youi draft board will probably ask you about oast events and factors which have made >ou a CO. To
answer these questions, you should write our reports of specific incidents; make lists ol coo*s. toacnors.
television snows ,,n.i other trunks which influenced you. note any chjnges in your life s;,ie. suc.'t as
becoming vegetal i..n; and note any peace activities or other humanitarian woik you nave done. Letters to
the I'ditor or trie.'Kis and annwar poctiy or stones are also good evidence.
Record Membership
II you aie a inemoc-r of a peace or humanitarian group, you should make a nole ol this Contributing
time and mime, lo g uups advocating .auses you believe >n .s a strong demonstration ot your feelings
vVnikmq as a n i pitat volunteer ran bo as /aicable as helping a peace group.
You don'l hiiM to t> 'iang toa group .a bfCome a o jnsi.ientitui^ utjioctor ifyouaren'ta "joiner," ;om • ;
gioups to impress . uir dialt bojrd '. a v.a ,te of energy and might e/en cause your board io inmk you are
i. Sincere
•01 C. or an/ oilier military organization, it .;. inpoilriiil tor you 'a
i. ioe in Fti_;TC turn vo.;j a.;amst the military .' .'...: it •"..;.'
.' Tot,, I hi'i'ost; .'..'ii'ii !n .ling .villi voi.r dial! Loaru .isuji,'. .• . '
ly li' more ililli-ull 10 explain il they .ater suttuce
:ro8Soutt\ pi
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2 IS-S IS—ic '6
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M.iny (.:.i". lofi do not tj'.-i'idfj to a church if you Mo 'I >s impor tuni to show your draft board ' /. iho
church fi • influenced y/i-o < j ir,.jy mj lunger i • .• t y ^{.Ii/i-iii /<mf i.nur>.ii, Out it may Still ha /e he : • J to
form yrwi p..-I iris Oi y< , !••> m uClwe ri-»-n i r - -» in either U'j;, (Our loeal board will '- ml to r now
rh irly all reli')iOu:i Ueri-.ii.iiri.i'. inns support memoi ' . who decide 10 li!o iij conscientious ot/j'-cl' '5 The
NuilOn .1 I nli in OgiOUS o.ivier liuurd lor ConsCH nliou.s C)t.|.:Clois taddre :i «\ I no end ol Ihi j leal let j r.-.s
Lornpil'-'l ,i tjf;oK ul church siaiuinenls on u,-u.>ui;htioua obioction cai'eJ Word* of Conscience, u is
available bum them or Iroin CCCO
Lettors ct Support
CCCO recommends that you get several letters ol Support Irorn ministers, parents, teacher;, or oiri-r
indwiclu ils with community status who know you well Long-time IrionUs who know you well, or family
members, can ulso //rile ';oOd supporting ktters rhose letters snoulrl give speril-: tuct . is to /our
criar.n.iijr. CiCi ground, .n.<l opposition lo -sur four \>c il board //ill probably pay special aitr.-nnor; to
persons who disagree- wiin /our potation but will sa < /ou un; Sincere II you tuiong to a tnurcn Mi'* lo me
rrnmsl'-r and iry lo 'jet il n IICI You will u.su.iii/ >;• I a gre.it deal ol 5u| port and symp.illly
Del //ton five and rune letters ol support snouid nop you make a strong unm. You Should colt-scl tr.o
letters yourself and rend ihcm lo .'» il tney Irul, juppurt your position, CCCO's men.o on letters in
support o 1 CO claims can bo hciplul in garnering your letters.
Claiming CO Status at Registration
Th« President has proposed lo register men oorn in 1960 and 1961 during 1980. II ti.e n< edod funding
passes Congress, you ma, liavc to divide whether ur not to regisior, and. il you decide lo register, /ou can
try to ciaun CO slalos ul registration.
Trie current registranon l-\rm provides no wu/ lor you lo snow thai you area CO Some 0b|C-Clors plan to
write their own statement : n tin: lorm unri re-turn u to '.elective Service Attucning a separate statement is
another way to rnaKe your claim, but there is a danger tti.it your st ilemotit will get lost in the mail
One '.ill nuw before Congress wuuid allow yuu lo check, a bo» on lh« registration lonn it you are a
conscientious ohic-ctor il this Dill passes Llii_<.k.e.| the oo* .vould .jet your CO claim on p-cu'd /.itri
Selective Service. It would le important tur you to heCK tru: tot il /ou have any oOiecnon to .-<u.'. fc...-ii
tiioii^ii >ou ir.i(;rit later oh.i nie your inuid or ar>.-ri t . jmjiletely sure ul your position rou would r.oi Le
required to hie a cnmpleti CO application, and. shuuid you ialer lue, your 'ocal ooard would want to know
why you did not (.neck tho Lo-< ut r-.-gislration .1 ,uu did not
CCCO Soivices
Upon request. CCCO will send you a card that helps lo supply historical documentation ol /our CO
beliels Thi;. u.ird will he kr-[ t on hie when ypu (ill d out and r..-turn it. Sending in a card will abo ; ut r ou
on CCCO's injiimT hsl lur nports on registration and tho drdlt Pari ol ine card will help you to go yn
record <sitn your cnurch .1 you have one
CCCO can rr/er you In ,t dralt counselor niir you rldve your draft counselor go over all j.:a.ms and
letters Pel ore , ou send Hum I • your luc.ti Ooar i Someol your inalenal may De datijd, or you may need to
ado new inlarn.itioii Y iu r.jn add to your CO cijim ai any time before Selective Service makes ts Imal
decision.
Feel treo to contact CCCO *ith any questions you have.
IN AOOITION TO CCCO. TMC FOLLOWING GflOUPS PSOVI06 INFOHMATION ON THE DRAFT
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"1 * T *—\
Tiie military's j . *L> i*. planning lor wars ,>nd preparing people to
fij'hl. Hut what iK.es this inejn lor tin- individual soldier or ttie civi-
I. ans who Must support the Gcnerai . pl,ins7 II >'< u ^ot an . irder to ^o
to war, would you obey? il yi i think you would only li,,ht in "just"
wars, how would you choosei'
1 he Pentagon has If led some .)•• possible hiture wars. Which of
the following wars would you Lc willing to tight7
GUERRILLA WAR?
In ,i guerrilla war it's haid
becau-.e enemies and allies
fouy.ht injinly by
ii i>nowv whose side you jrc
il look alike. These v,
1 i'anJs til people who
live in the country .;t war Would you lire
your M- lo at .ir y thing
lite rnariy Amcrirans .n Vietnam.
d.,cover you k !!<.J a ileltnseiesS
civilian] How would you teel /,
~^/ I- \ \.j
it a "civilian' fired at you? r ^C<.'y^ " -\ -' \.^-
11 regular citizens were 1 k
fighting against you. -/
who would you be ti^htiny, lor?
d?'A





WAR FOR OIL OR OTHER NATURAL RESOURCES?
U.S. officials hasc sai.l wc might yo to war it another countrs tried
our oil s up pis . Hut if we did. what would we be I ,;!
Freedom and democracy? Or L-XXON. It vac.i .
cfjTv^v, .. . Annually, the U.b. produces I





are only r> J '.i ol the world's poi
Our large oil companies .i r ..
who profit the most trom I
use of oil. A w .ir for
probably mean troops in (If
Last. It could «. -t -.iK I
nuclear war. bhouldn'
was s to cut our u« n u-^ i
other natural resources he tori












I . ii and
1 1 1 i n k 1 1 1 j{
LIMITED NUCLEAR WAR?
Instead ot sending troops overseas, we c.-.n
now send jrnuled nuclear missiles. Since we can
aim missiles at a budge or factory or other military
target, we call their use lir.nted" war. iiut missiles don't
lust bk>w up a factory, they kill the people workim,* thc-re and
ail the people who live nearby. VNhat'. the limit to the number








IV THE UNITED STATES WERE INVADED?
i, ilie rri'-ny n mi* to ianci .submit . : • - owing a I ut it hi Kirs in advann I Muim
ach? Big Sui ? O. i .•( ( iiy i Un't it nii-ri" I r ' v an a ;;nv.uf would wniJ a bomb hrst? 1*. n
logical to iliinl in rnvj^un ul he U..l> mil i ;•.- l;v tnm -.?
Bui even 1 1 tl:< re weie an i.u •is.ion v ho would the mv.ideis be? How won I ! u fi • !
about tvl.tinj; against people ,m.i own age iv
I
i<i |U'»l happened to be b rn in .i
diiferent country ..(•• '.vim like you, vu ic ordered by thr ir ;•.. rnmeni
to fight? I A.t l! . • t r.-jiiv mali-.' i-iim:? And how lik. i / :, .t thai
somv otliei ' uuntry would alt. ;ck the U.S.—-unli li i y were
provol i J into doing a i 1 lu bcit defense ai-.ain-.t jii in-




ALL OUT NUCLEAR WAR?
Isn't this where it all leads? World War I was to be the
war to end Jil wars Hut today the arms r.ne contin-
ues -ind the U S. is the leading .irms exporter— sup-
plying moie ,mu inure countries with expensive and
dangerous weapons. Exactly wn.it will you be doing
during a nuclear war? Will it make any ditference if
you are in unit or m 7 When it's all over, who will win?
And what will be lelt?
WAR HERE AT HOME?
There's one other battlefield to remember.
Whose ,-idc would you be on if ymi were sent
to an Indian reservjt:on, or ro break a strike m
a factory, or to step j ::mpu.< demonstra-
tion? In the past, sold'.'.rs have been used in
these arid other "domestic" s.tuations. What
about wai in the city streets or in the ghettos?
American citie-j have plenty of problems, but
ite troops in the streets part ot me solution?





Some people would fight if the battle were one against iniustice. poverty, and
war itself And they feel weapons will 'lever help win a victory.
The people who put out this pamphlet work with thousands of military
enlistees e. very year who thir.k about these issues onl> after they enlist. Their
experiences in the nvlitary often make them think then" has to be a different
way than the military way. And they want to put down thetr guns and beip
find it. What do you think?




COfTIITTE AGAINST REGISTRATION AND THE DRAFT
245 Second St., NE Washington, DC 20002
(202) 547-4340
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ABOUT DRAFT REGISTRATION
NOTICE: This pamphlet is provided for information only
and is not designed as a substitute for legal advice.
Q : Who must register for the drafz ?
A: All male citizens and resident aliens born in 1960 or
1961 must register with the Selective Service Systemby
filling out a form obtained at a local post office.
Men born in 1960 are supposed to register on any of the
six days beginning Monday, July 21; men born in 1961,
on any of the six days beginning July 28. (Men born in
1962 will be required to register on any of the six days
beginning January 5, 1981.) After that, persons will
be continuously registered as they turn 18.
Q : Are anu 19 or 20 gear old men in the U.S. exempt from
having to register ?
A: The only people exempt are (1) persons already in the
military on active duty, or at military academies, or
(2) aliens who have not been granted immigrant status.
Q
-. Do conscientious objectors a
n
d handicapped persons
have to register ?
A: Yes. If a registrant feels he is a conscientious ob-
jector or has a mental or physical handicap which
would keep him out of the draft, he is still
obligated to register. This will preserve his chance
to claim exemption at a later time.
Q: Do draft eligible people living or travelling outside
the United States have to register ?




Q: What: !:a: p^n -6 if a yut<. :: 1 1 al registrant is honpi t i 1 izod
or in.pi i r. or.-.d Jt the t.m^ of re::i strat ion ?
A: Such a person must register within 30 days of the
termination of the condition which prevented him from
registering.
Q: Newspapers have reported that the American Civil
Liberties Union is filing a lawsuit to stoo recristra-
n i, m .in - i .i . m
tion because it discri minates against men. Does this
mean an individual dees not ha ve to register uncii thi s
lawsuit is resolved ?
A: No. Unless a judge specifically orders that registra-
tion stop, eligible men are still obligated to
register at the designated time. The Supreme Court
is likely to make a final determination on this issue.
Q: What information is required on the regi stration form ?
A: Selective Service is requiring that registrants pro-
vide their full name, sex, social security number,
date of birth, current mailing address, permanent
residence, and current phone number. There is also
a box to check if one wants information to be given
to Armed Forces recruiters. After completing the
form, registrants must also sign a statement affirm-
ing that the information is true. Postal officials
will request that registrants present some identification
Q : Is the social securi tw number mandatory ?
A: The government is requesting that you provide a social
security number if you have one. However, the Privacy
Act of 1974 will probably preclude prosecution for
failure to disclose a social security number.
Q : Newspapers recently reported t
h
at a registrant migh t
be able to check a box stating t::<-it he is a consci cnt.ious
objector . Is this possible ?
A: This provision did not pass Congress. Officially, there
is no way at the time of registration in which to






Q: Once registered , will an individual bo classified and
bo given mental and physical examinations ?
A: The President has the authority to be^in classification
and examination but has stated he will not do so at this
time. Also, Congress has not appropriated any tnoney for
this purpose.
Q : Is it a crime not to register ?
A: Yes. Section 12(a) of the Military Selective Service
Act provides penalties of up to five years in prison
and a $10,000 fine, or both, for failing to register.
This Act is enforced by the U.S. Department of Justice.
Q : Is it a crime to register late ?
A: Yes. Registering later than the dates set out by the
President in his Proclamation can subject you to the
same penalties as not registering at all.
A widel u circul ated article fi'om the Associated Press




, as say ing that a oers on who failed to reg iszer
because he did not know about this program would
" technical! y be in violation" but : that post Offl ces have
been instructed to allow persons to register late. Is
this statement misleading?
It is misleading because there is no difference be-
tween a "technical violation" of the law and any other
kind of violation. The Director does not have legal
authority to "forgive" late registration unless publish-
ed Selective Service regulations provide specifically
for a lawful late registration period. At this time
only persons hospitalized or imprisoned or unable to
register on time from some "condition beyond their
control" may register late. Any persons who miss
registration should seek legal advise before acting.
Can't the Selective Service, or your local U.S. attorney





A. Such arrangements might be made, but there is no obliga-tion for the Justice Department to abide by them Inone case a man made an arrangement with his local U Sattorney to register late in return for dismissal of
'




" i nreemenC ' ordered the case prosecuted?btained a 30 month prison sentence
U.S. v. Saunders 435 F. 2d 683 (5th Cir. 1970)
0: ?nce re^^tered f what else must a person do ?
A: A registrant must notify Selective Service every timehe changes his address. Change of address forms willalso be available at the post office. Failure tonotify of a change of address is also punishable by upto five years in prison and a $10,000 fine.
° : WfS any°ne acc »aJiy convicted for failing to notifySelective Service of an address chapel *
tor a US. attorney to prove that someone had not
ItlVM
a"/ddresa chan Se than to prove any other
4o7 F. 2d 360 (2nd Cir., 1973) '








Selective Service officials have repeatedly told thenews media that registrants nay write anything on tJecard they want, or attach stickers to the card
§












3 \ CrSClenCiOUS 0b^°*- ^ch a statement,
uch a cl s fif C f
1 an/
"^ *— tee that ne will obtain
Cession ^ h ^
aC a laCer daCe
- A ^rofilmv r oi the registration form will be retained, thoughso his form would be available to use as evidence of thelong-standing nature of his beliefs
0: Will a registrant aet a draft r-irH -,f, -^ u1
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A: No. Registrants will receive a letter confirming their
registration within 90 days after registration. This
letter should oe retained in a safe place. If possible,
a registrant should make a Xerox copy or his completed
registration form at the time he registers so he has
proof of registration even before Selective Service mails
his official letter.
Q ; It is a felonu to fail to register. How will Selective
Service find non- registrants?
A: Selective Service and the Department of Justice have access
to many state-wide lists of 19 and 20 years olds, such
as driver license and public high school graduation lists.
They will cross-check these with lists of Selective
Service registrants to begin to locate those who did not
register. Selective Service has also make it clear to
Congress that, if non-registration is a serious problem,
they will ask for a change in the Federal Privacy Act to
permit cross-checks between Selective Service registration
lists and files of the Social Security Administration
and the Internal Revenue Service.
Q: If a person does not register , but is not found for a
year or more does he still need to worry about prosecu-
tion ?
A: Yes. Failure to register is a continuing offense. Under
current law, such an individual would be liable for pro-
secution until he is 31 years old.
Q: If a person does not register can he emmigrate to Canada
or some other country ?
A: It is more difficult now than in the 1960s for young
Americans to move to Canada and receive "landed immigrant
status." The Canadian government has not yet even in-
dicated a willingness to accept American non-registrants.
The situation is even more difficult and complex in other
countries. A person thinking about leaving the U.S.
should (1) talk to a lawyer in the country to which he is
considering moving and find out about its immigration and
extradition (do they send "criminals" who fail to regis-
ter for a draft back to their home countries?) policies,
and (2) talk to a counselor or lawyer about exactly what
a person gives up by becoming a Federal fugitive living
abroad. If indicted, a person will lose his right to re-




pennanently excluded as an "undesirable alien" if he
obtains foreign citizenship, even if he is never formal-
ly indicted for non-registration (Section 1182 (a) (22) of
the Immigration and Nationality Act)
.
Is it a legal defense for a oerson to fail to re <iis tor
be<cause he says he is consc:lentiousl y orDosed to war ar, d
conscrip tion, and registrat-ion is an iinDortan t pa vt of
that process?
*
A: His conscientious objection to war or conscription is
not a good defense under current law. In one typical
case, a Quaker argued that he should be permitted not to
register as a part of the freedom of religion guaranteed
by the First Amendment. The Department of Justice
successfully argued that the government could force a
person to register before they consider his claim for
conscientious objector status. U.S. v. Baechler 509 F.
2d 13 (4th Cir. 1974)
.





A: Yes, in at least some cases. Generally speaking, the
Department of Justice must prove that a person intended
to violate the Military Selective Service Act" before he
can be convicted. For purposes of registration, this
probably means that a person must specifically know of
his obligation to register but decide not to do it. To-
ward the end of the Vietnam-era the government frequently
argued that a defendent should have known of his obli-
gation because of the Selective Service's publicity
campaign which included hanging posters in many Federal
buildings. Such defendents were often acquitted if the
government could not prove that they specifically had seen
the publicity or otherwise knew of their legal obligation.
U.S. v.Klotz 500 F. 2d 580 (8th Cir. 1974.)
This issue has never reached the Supreme Court, however.
The Director of Selective Service has testified before
the House Judiciary Committee that because of the wide-
spread radio, television, and newspaper advertising for
July's registration, 19 and 20 year old persons will be
presumed to learn of registration if they have access to
the media. He is apparently willing to have the Justice
Department try to have non- registrants prosecuted whether
or not they actually saw or heard Selective Service announ-




Although many people did r.ot register during thv !j- t acr--
time registration, very low .'ore prosecuted . Cannon t'r.o
few people wlto ARE prosccutcc ' claim that this is illegal
because they arc being single •d out for prosecution?
A: Generally, "selective prosecution" is not a valid
defense. The only way it might be successful is if the
defendant can prove that the prosecutor is discriminating
on the basis of race or religion, or that the prosecutor
is really interested in stifling political activity and
is using the non-registration prosecution as an "excuse".
A defendant trying to argue this "political" harrassment
must prove the wrongful intent of the prosecutor and
this is very difficult. It was successfully demonstrated
in U.S. v. Falk 479 F. 2d 616 (7th Cir. 1973) .
Q: What major defenses for non-registration were rejected
during the last draft ?
A: Arguments that registration was unconstitutional because
it excluded women, because it was discriminatory on the
basis of age, because it was "involuntary servitude",
or because it was inconsistent with the intent of the
Framers of the Constitution were rejected by lower courts.
These issues have not been definitely resolved by the
Supreme Court, but many Constitutional scholars consider
only the exclusion of women as a viable attack.
Q: Is there any wag in which a person doing "draft counsel inc "
could violate the Military Selective Service Act ?
K: Yes. Section 12 (a) of the Act states that "any person
who .. .knowingly counsels, aids, or abets another to refuse
or evade registration" can be punished, upon conviction,
with up to five years of impr isonment and/or a $10,000 fine
The First Amendment protects political speech which
merely expresses opposition to Selective Service and suppori
for draft resisters. Bond v. Floyd 385 U.S. 116 (1966).
Urging non-registration to specific individuals, however,
has led to successful prosecutions under this section.
(For more detailed information on the scope of
counseling, see "A.C.L.U. Memo — Draft Registration:
Counseling and Advocacy" obtainable from CARD).
Q : Cou ld a person not engaged in counseling and not roq u i i ""'I c-




A: This is possible. Section 12 (a) of the Act states that
"any person or persons who shall knowingly hinder or inter-
fere or attempt to do so by force or violence or otherwise,
with the administration of this title or rules or regula-
tions made pursuant thereto" may be punished, upon con-
viction, by up to five years in prison and/or a $10,000
fine. Generally, this section was only used during the
Vietnam era to prosecute the physical destruction of draft
board records and property. However, the. language is so
broad ("or otherwise") that a zealous prosecutor might try
to argue that many acts fall within its scope, including
(a) blocking post offices so that clerks cannot get in
to register 19 and 20 year olds, or (b) filling out
registration forms while knowing that you are not 19 and
20 just to overburden the system. (For more detailed in-
formation on possible use of the Act and other Federal
laws against anti-registration protestors, see "N.L-G.
Memo — Anti-Draft Demonstrations" obtainable at CARD).
Q : How would an actual draft begin ?
A: Congress would have to pass a law giving the President
the authority to begin inductions.
Q : How long after a draft was passed would a registrant have
to make his claims for deferment or exemption ?
A: Specific plans have not been announced, but it is likely
that he would not have more than a few weeks to file
claims. The Selective Service Act still recognizes
exemptions from military service for (1) certain mental
and physical disqualifications, (2) hardship, (3) con-
scientious objection, and (A) for "regular or duly ordained
ministers of religion". If a person feels he would be
qualified to receive such exemptions it is appropriate for
him to start collecting evidence right now. He should see
a qualified counselor or lawyer for more information. Me
can register his intention to claim conscientious objector
status through most religious denominations, the Central
Committee for Conscientious Objectors, 2208 South St.,
Philadelphia, PA 19146 or the National Interreligious
Service Board for Conscientious Objectors, 550 Washington
Bldg., 15th and New York Ave., NW , Washington, D.C. 20005.





What is the Selective Service System?
The Selective Service System is the government agency
which drafts people into the military. It will be registering
people to compile a list of names and addresses of people
who could be drafted.
How Will Registration Be Done?
Between July 21, 1980 and August 1, 1980, men born in
1960 and 1961 will be required to go to their local post office
and fill out a draft registration form. Men born in 1962 will
be required to register between January 5 and 11, 1981. Af-
ter that, men will be required to register as they become 18
years old.
Is Registration Necessary?
In January, Jimmy Carter's Selective Service Director wrote
a long report which said that peacetime registration was
"unnecessary" for our military preparedness. One week lat-
er, Carter decided to order the beginning of registration as a
symbolic show of strength.
There are already over 2 million persons on active military
duty and over a million more in the Reserves. If there was a
real threat to our country, there would be more than
enough volunteers. Registration and the draft are needed
when the government wants to make war in foreign coun-
tries where the American people might not volunteer to
fight.
Will There Be a Draft?
Powerful members of Congress and the Military are already
calling for a peacetime draft. Congress has given the Selec-
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tive Service money to select and train local draft board
members— the people who will decide who is drafted.
If registration is a success, there will almost certainly be at-
tempts to bring back the draft after the November elections.
What About War?
Peacetime drafts have always been followed by war. Jimmy
Carter announced the beginning of registration at the same
time he announced that he would go to war in the Persian
Gulf over oil, if necessary. A peacetime draft gives the Pres-
ident the power to go to war with very little say from Con-
gress or the American people. The war in Vietnam, which
cost over 50,000 American deaths, would not have been
possible without the draft.
What If You Don't Register?
Failing to register is a criminal offense. If you do not register
you are subject to a possible prison sentence of five years
and a possible fine of $10,000. If you do register, you could
be drafted and sent to war. Thousands of young men have
pledged that they will not register because they believe reg-
istration is the first step to war.
What If You Register Late?
Late registration is a criminal offense with the same penalty
as not registering. In the past, late registrants have been
prosecuted and convicted.
What If You Move?
The law requires you to tell the Selective Service System
every time you move. If you do not, you could be
prosecuted.
What If a Draft Begins?
The draft is a basic violation of freedom. It allows the gov-
ernment to take control of individual lives and force them
into a war. If you are drafted, here is what you will lose:
The right to live and work where you wish.
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The right to travel, or not, as you choose.
The right to marry and raise a family or live with other
individuals of your choice.
The right to many forms of political protest and free
speech.
Who Would 3e Most Likely To Be Called In
The Event of a Draft?
The draft has always discriminated against the poor and mi-
norities. People who have money or power have always
been able to get out of a draft. They take advantage of spe-
cial loopholes in the draft system.
How Can You Make a Decision About
Registration?
There are draft counselors around the country who can
help you come to your own decision. To find a qualified
counselor in your area, contact CARD at the address
below.
How Can You Protest Registration?
CARD is asking people, young and old, men and women, to
register against the draft. Go to the post office and buy a 10
cent postcard. On the back write, "I am registering against
the draft." Include your name and address. Maii to CARD at
the address below.
CARD will take the postcards sent from around the country
and show Jimmy Carter how many Americans oppose regis-
tration and the draft.
If you are draft age and decide to register, you can also
write to CARD and ask for a special "sticker" which you
can put on your registration form to tell the government
that you are registering under protest.
What Else Can You Do?





The Committee Against Registration and the Draft is a coa-
lition of over 50 national peace, civil rights, womens, stu-
dents, religious, and political organizations working together
against registration and the draft.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION: Committee Against
Registration
and the Draft (CARD)





245 SECOND STREET, N.E.
WASHINGTON. DC. 20002 Iiilorirwmoii Brochure No I July 1980




JLJ During the summer of 1980, every
American mule aged nineteen and twenty will be
forced— under threat of imprisonment—to go to
the local post olfice and register for ihe draft. But
anyone, male or female, can register against the
draft, no maiter how old they are.
Ail you need to do is go <o your
local post olfice and buy a regular pre-siamped
postcard. On the b;ick, write "I am registering
against the draft." Include your name and .iddress.
On the front, write "C.A.R.D., 245 Second St.
NE. Washington, U.C. 20002."
3\£L*9 Now drop your postcard in the
mail. We'll add it to all the other anti-dratt cards
we've received Irom all across America and show
President Jimmy Carter just how many Americans
oppose registration and the draft. Needless to say,
the more cards sent to C.A.R.D. the better.
/*
_J Ci When you register against the draft,
urge your friends to do the same. Together, we
can heat this challenge to our basic liberties ;uid
traditions. If you can't buy a postcard, write a
letter instead. But whatever you do, make sure you
register against the draft now!
£//0 2_
Here's Jin 12J JKU niote
ij help pay lor .our campaign ^tmu the Oralt.














C.A.K.U. is a toalilloil uf 5>1 national ut ;n i/aliorit opimxtj to rcxiitraiion and ihe drill.









From |ulv CI to August 2. the U.S. gov-
ernmeni trie J to conduct j registration of
men born in '960 and 1961. During those
two weeks nearly 4 million men were re-
quired L>y la.v to go to a U S Post Office
and complete a form indicating where
they could be located in the event ot a
draft
The first day of registration—Monday.
July 21—saw protest actions oi all kinds at
post offices ail across the country. Listed
and described below are the activities
CARD heard about—through reports from
local anti-drj't groups and newspaper ar-
ticles. Wc mane no claim that this listing is
complete.
The national C.ARDoifice was kept busy
during the 'wo weeks. We distributed
750,000 brochures titled "Selective Ser-
vice and You ' to 78 groups in 36 states;
150.000 "I Am Registering Under Protest''
stickers, ami .1 000 pamphlets titled "Ques-
tions and Ar>.\ers About Dratt Registra-
tion." Our Registration Against the
Draft " postcard campaign has produced
over 60.000 postcards with more still arriv-
ing every dav
This level of response from around the
country is vers exciting to us. although at
times overwhelming! We hope that with
this report ot actions during the registra-
tion weeks and suggestions for a National ^*"^
Antidraft Week, the movement will grow
larger and stronger. There is still much





Augusta, rally on Statehouse lawn.
Rhode Island <
Providence: locks on the front doors of
30 area post otfices were tilled with glue,
forring officials to use back doors to enter
news conlerence held urging non-reg-
istration
. .











Hartford: 24-hour vigil outside main
post office . . . 8 people arrested lor al-
legedly trying to prevent others trom
entering.
Wafcrbury. Prayer service on post
office steps followed by picketnng and
leatletting
. . . SSS olfmal was reported as
telling the press he thought anlidraft
counselling was illegal
Massachusetts
Batiun: rallies various lor.itions onW PROTTSTS iMiff 4
Although the Selective Service System
had insisted that no statistics on registra-
tion would be available for i0 nays, the
growing pressure trom annni att organiza-
tions and media reports ot mjvsive non-
compliance forced the bSS to say
something.
On September 4, SSS Director fiernard
Rostker field a press conference to i 'aim a
93"'. registration rate He used a popula-
tion base of 3,880.000 men required to
register and said that 3.593.1a~ had
registered.
In additon. Rostker announced that a
"random sample" of 1-in-700 trom a base
of 1.5 million forms had showed that only
1.8'". registered as conscientious Direc-
tors or registered under protest Although
he refused to call the registration a suc-
cess, he was clearly pleased with the
results
Several hours after the bSS press con-
ference. CARD held its own press confer-
ence to respond to (he announcement
Among the pointsmadebvC \RD in chal-
lenging the figures:
• False names and addresses .\rre not
removed trom the total reisivti .turns giv-
See HOW MWY . ,,e 9
QB2Z _rra; • yrrr rr~jsaMi
The Commiutee ilgainst Registration and the i>rart
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Notes from CARD . .
.
Thank >uu's are due to (he many
volunteeis who worked hours and hours




those who have contributed financially in
appreciation tor your generosity which
has allowed us to continue our important
work. This newsletter is a product ol '.our
support
. and to Henry Gibson ana Ben
Tousley for the work thev did to make the
PSA's an important part ot the registration
period.
• • •
The monthly meeting ol the national
CARD coalition will be held Sunday. Oc-
tober 19. 11:00 am to J :00 pm. Methodist
Building, 100 Maryland Ave. NE. Wash-
ington, DC. Although mainlv involving
thenjtional organizations M hich are memoers
of CARD, the meeting is open to local
groups and interested individuals who
wish to attend.
A summer-long effort at community
organizing around peace issues, iurvivj/
Summer will culminate with events around
the country on the weekend oi October
24-26 Activities during National Anti-
draft Week could build toward this week-
end as a way of relating the dralt to broad-
er issues of militarism and disarmament.
For more information contact: Mobiliza-
tion for Survival. 3601 Locust Walk. Phila-
delphia PA 19104
• • •
Speakers Bureau Over 80 women and
men from 28 >tates jie available to speak
to vour group or on your campus Topics
include resistance to the dralt and related
peacemaking areav for a tree copy or the
iy80-81 FOR. Speakers Bureau, write:
Dan Ebener. Fellowship of Reconciliation,
8ox 271. Nyack NY 10960.
Drj/t counseling mlormjii m *4ewslet-
ter and memos trom the Selei live Service
Law Panel of Los Anueles I 1>11 .visnire
Boulevard, Los Angeles I \ 9UOS7
Newsletter trom CCCO-W este in rfeizion.
1251 Second Ave., San frjncisco C *
94122.
.
. Manual and memo-, from NlSB-
CO, 550 Washington Building, 15 and
New York Ave., NW. Washington DC
20005 ...CCCO. 2208 South Sr Philadel-
phia PA 19146. (For specific lisis ol ivaila-
ble materials and cost, contact tin- groups
listed.)
Regional aninlrati conferences Oitober
18-19 in Boston MA Conrac HAARD, 11
Garden St., Cambridge M \ O.'l iH Oc-
tober 24-25 in Pittsburgh i'V Contact
Pittsburgh CARD, 4401 5in \ve . Puts-
burgh PA 15213.
Speaker available: Charlie Campbell,
People Against the Dratt. Box 36. East Ca-
lais VT 05650. (802) 456-7456. is availaole to
speak or assist in antidratt activities in the
Northeast and mid-Atlantic states. He
needs a place to sleep and motorcycle'
travel costs
• • •
For materials to aid the antidratt move-
ment in outreach and understanding of
leibian and gay men s issues, and tor in-
formation on the draft for gays- lesbians,
contact: Baltimore Lesbians and Cay Men
Against the Draft, 403 East 31st Street. Bal-
timore MO 21218 or Gays Against the
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On Sunday, July 20. 36 national religious
leaders issued "A Religious Call to Con-
science" urging American young men "to
consider seriously the moral implications
of registration lor the draft."
In an impassioned appeal the group ol 7
bishops, lOdenominanonal heads, and 19
leaders of national religiousorganizations
spoke out against "the continued at-
tempts to militarize the American con-
science." Their statement identified regis-
tration as the first step to a dralt mobili-
zation which brings the danger of war.
The list of signers to the statement cut
widely across denominational lines and
also included Black and f lispanic religious
leaders. They emphasized the particular
vulnerability of poor and minority youth
who "serve in disproportionate numbers
whether in peate or at war" while white
middle-class drattees find educational
and other exemptions.
The statment pledges "pastoral sup-
port" to those who opt tor non- registra-
tion because of conscience II also urges
young people to consider consi lentious
obiector status and suggests that they in-
dicate this preference on tin- 'selective
Service registration forms
Finally, the religious leaders i all on
those in positions of power to i onsider
whether war preparations anoinplish
"true national security" as opposed to so-
cial or economic justice.
for further intormjnon. including the
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Card vs. SSS era Airwaves
by Ben lousley
W h 1 1 1- Selective Service fumbled through
us <j r jn legislation advertising last monih,
CARD was launching a successful nation-
wide canipaign to air public service an-
nouncements advemsmg draft counsell-
ing and information services.
Well-known celebrities Lily Tomlin
("Nine to I ive"), LeVar Burton ("Roofs"),
Marnn Sheen ("Apocalypse Now"), Hen-
ry Gibson ("laugh-In" and "Nashville ').
Mike Fanell ("M«A*S*H"), and Susan Ri-
chardson r'Fight js Enough") coninbuted
spots on taped PSA's which were attrib-
uted to radio stations across the country
Conceived and produced bv Henry Gib-
son, the tapes encouraged dratl-age per-
sons to get all the facrs about SSS and
alternatives from a non- government
source
The campaign's success hinged on the
well-organized network ol CARD local
cont aits who urged stations in their towns
and cities to use the tapes and not to
cooperate with the SSS campaign. In the
weeks before registration began, 228
tapes were sent to antidratt groups and
radio stations in 33 states. Many commun-
ity and college stations helped duplicate
the tapes and many stations called CARD
directly for tapes. Several stations decided
to advertise neither SSS nor CARD tapes,
while some ran only the CARD PSA's.
Columnist Roger Simon of the Chicago
Sun-fimes wrote an article about the
CARD campaign which was syndicated in
numerous other newspapers. This result-
ed in several thousand letters from poten-
tial registrants to CARD as well as addi-
tional interest from broadcast media.
Airplay of the Selective Service ads was
spotty in many parts of the country. A
study done by the New York Public Inter-
est Research Group found that only slight-
ly more than half of the New York state
radio and TV stations surveyed had even
received any material from the SSS five
days before registration was to begin. The
stud) concluded that "as a result of a
combination of poor publicity and hur-
ried planning, tens of thousands ol young
Americans may be indictable felons
through no fault of their own."
CARD'S tapes (which cost a total of only
J700) were part of a larger effort to coun-
ter the $200,000 SSS campaign on radio
and television. Attacking the SSS ads as
misleading, c ontroversial and racully ster-
eotyped. C ARD Chair Barry Lynn and sev-
eral national civil rights organizations
successfully appealed to network presi-
dents to have an especially offensive ad
removed from the air. 4nli<ir aft organiz-
ers around the c ountry sent written PSA's
to lor al sijlions and asked Inertl not to
cooperate with the government s request
for free time to advertise a program that
could hardly be considered a "public
service."
With iust a fraction of the funds Selec-
tive Service was given, we were able to
mobilizeour forces to prevent them trom
using the airwaves unchallenged." L>nn
said. "Local antiriraff groups have now es-
tablished gooo media relations in many
parts of the country and ran expect the
media s cooperation m the future
Any groups or organizers a ho distrib-
uted tapes to radio stations are asked, if
they have not already done io. to send a
list ol the stations thai an i hi 'apes to the
CARD otnee
(Ben /"ouWey coordinjiid the C -\KD PSA
campaign)
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Democrats Against the Draft
The week before the Democratic Na-
tional convention began in New York
City, negotiators tor President limmy Car-
ter and Sen. Edward Kennedy reached a
compromise on registration in the party
platform. The amended platform con-
tinued to oppose a peacetime draft, but
did not oppose registration.
In response, a number of antidratt acti-
vists within the Democratic Party decided
to use the vehicle of a Vice-Presidential
nomination to raise the issue at the con-
vention. Calling themselves "Democrats
Against the Draft. " they began circulating
nominating petitions as the convention
began. The person to be nominated was
Patricia Simon, a Gold Star Mother
and anndraft activist from Newton.
Massachusetts.
Collecting the signatures of 10 percent
ol the convention delegates (3J4 peoplel
was difficult, tfut a few minutes before the
deadline, the necessary number had
signed and the petitions were submitted.
1 he hard work and long hours of dedicat-
ed volunteers had paid olf
\i 5:00 on Thursday. August 14. Rep.
Ted Weiss (D-NY) look the podium in
Madison Square Garden io place Pat's
name in nomination. He w.i-> toilowed by
BenMeskin.a 20-year old 1 1 amps hire Col-
lege student, who gave a s.conomg
speech. Finally. Pat spoke or her exper-
iences and belief that the drjtt would in-
evitably lead to war. She then declined
the nomination.
Mthough the speeches took place in
the afternoon, thus getting no media cov-
erage, those who participated in the work
felt it was worthwhile to let 'he delegates
and party officials hear oi <u.ilt .pposi-
tion. Later that evening, when President
Carter spoke of draff registration js oneoi
his accomplishments, he wjs booed by
the delegates
—
perhaps a result ol the
issue being brought to their attention.





7/19. 7/21 jnd 7/26 . 7/21 demonstra-
tions at 8 area post offices . . 100 people
sat-in at 2 post offices, 9 arrested at the
main post office .
.
picketing and leatlet-
ting throughout the two weeks . . . Cam-
bridge post office closed down by 200
demonstrators on 8/1.
Creenlieid 9 men and women, includ-
ing a Vietnam veteran and a Vietnam-era
resister linked jrms and sat down in front
of post office doors all were arrested.
Northampton funeral procession led
by an Uncle Sam figure with other dem-
onstrators wearing brack robes, carrying a
coffin and accompanied by a slow
drumbeat.
New York
Long Island: leadening, picketing and
counseling at 20 post offices.
New York City: the week before regis-
tration began, two postal clerks filed suit
seeking relief from having to conduct reg-
istrations . .
.
picket at main post office on
7/21 with several hundred people on the
steps and another 100 inside, forcing
would-be registrants to step over them . .
.
rally Monday evening attended by over
3000 people filling part of Broadway.
Rochester, demonstrations at different
post offices on 7/21, 7/26 and 3/2.
Pennsylvania)
Erie: all-night vigil at main post office
the night before registration began fol-
lowed by demonstration 7/21.
Philadelphia: 7/21 march and rally of
500 people from main post office to Jf K
Plaza.
Pittsburgh: the night before registra-
tion, three post offices painted with




tables at several post offices . . 8/1 teach-
in at University of Pittsburgh.
New Jersey
Newark 7/19 rally at a city park . . .
antidraft demonstrators joined by a group
of workers protesting the Ideal Toy Com-
pany ... a joint program dealing with
racism, the draft, unemployment and
working conditions was held
.
. . leaflet-
ting and counselling at several post offices
during two weeks.
Maryland
Baltimore 7/21 rally and picket line at
main post office ... 4 people dragged out
of the post oiiice by postal inspectors.
In addition to the ones described, ac-
tions were held at post offices in the fol-
lowing cities:
Maine: Bjr Harbor
Vermont: Montpelier, Burlington, Brat-
tleboro, Plainfield









7/19 rally of several hundred people in
Lafayette Park near White House 7/21
civil disobedience at National Headquar-
ters of Selective Service when 20 people
sat down in front of the main entrance
and began reading the names of men
killed in Vietnam
. . . 7/21 pickets and
leafletting at IS city post offices.
Puerto Rico
San luan: two post offices bombed . . .
group claiming responsibility called it "an
operation of denunciation against the
imposition of obligatory military registra-








it main post office on final day . . . several
public non-registrants.
Norfolk: man on active duty in US,
Navy joined picket line in uniform, carry-
ing sign reading "The spirit of this country
is totally adverse to a large military force.
Thomas Jefferson."
West Virginia
Morgantown: 75 people picketted at
main post office . . . evening forum with
film "Hearts and Minds.
"
Georgia
Atlanta: march and rally of 200 people
called "largest antiwar demonstration in
Atlanta in the last 8 years " . . . leafletting,
information tables and guerilla theater at
post office.
Arkansas
Little Rock: picket line at main post of-
fice with protestors wearing fatigues and
gas masks, carrying signs protesting "The
Death Lottery."
Alabama
Mobile: picket line and leafletting at
main post office.
Florida
Orlando: demonstrations at three post
offices.
Miami rally and leafletting throughout
two weeks.
Kentucky
Louisvi//e: 7/21 demonstration of 80
people outside main post office.
Lexington: 7/21 demonstration at down-
town post office followed by leafletting
. . . evening forum at local church
Texas
Austin: 7/18 rally at University of Texas
campus . . . 7/21 rally at Federal Plaza . . 4
people arrested tor locking arms in front
of the r eg i st ration counter and re' uiing to
leave . . . draft counselling center opened.
Dallas. 7/21 demonstration at irain sta-
tion where President Carter arnveu to ad-
dress a Democratic fund-raiser people
with anti-registration signs also visible
along the motorcade rouie.
Other actions across the South included:
Virginia. Charlottesville. Leesburg. New-
port News, Richmond, Roanoke
West Virginia: Charleston
North Carolina: Raleigh, Winston-Saiem,
Chapel Hill, Durham
Tennessee: Knoxville, Nashville
Florida: Gainesville. Tampa. St. Petersburg
Alabama: Birmingham
Louisiana: New Orleans
Texas: Houston, San Antonio
Midwest
Ohio
Cincmattr. 7/18 press conference at
federal Building . . . 7/21 rally of 150 peo-
ple at main post office.
Cleveland: rally of 350 people at post
office . . . four men burned registration
forms . . two draft counselling sessions
attended by 50 and 75 people.
Columbus: 7/19 held All Ohio A ntidr ah
Conference . . . 7/21 protest at Federal
8uilding . . . Mid-Ohio Lite Community
handcuffed themselves to coffin in lobby
and poured blood on registration forms, 7
people arrested.
Michigan
Ann Arbor: 7/21 rally of 800 people on
steps of Federal Building .3 arrested tor
sit-in at post office . . . house across the
street from post office used for counselling.
Detroit: 7/21 picket line and rjlly at
main post office .
. .
two conferences held
to discuss organizing against the draft . .
Rep. John Conyers gave his house for
counselling sessions.
Illinois
Chicago: 7/21 rally of 300 people
anti-draft pickets reported to outnumber
SeePROTFSTS pj^e 9
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From lanuary unfit the present, a strong
anti-draft movement has grown up around
the country. Through trying to stop regis-
tration in Congress and in the protests
against the start ot registration, more and
more people have become involved in
the struggle against registration and the
draft. This siruggle has just begun. In lan-
uary of 1981 there will be another week of
registration for young men born in 1962.
registration will then take place as men
become 18. As soon as the new Congress
is seated, we expect bills will be intro-
duced calling for a return to the actual
draft.
With this situation in mind, local anti-
draft organizers met in Washington DC
and San Francisco CA and called for a
"National Antidraft Week." A week of
coordinated actions around ihe country
was seen as the best way to continue
building a stronger movement.
Ihe week of October 12-18 was chosen
as it would be late enough for most
schools to be back in session, but early
enough for publicity around the election
not to overshadow it. The week should
provide a concrete way to reinvolve stu-
dents in the ongoing movement. Elec-
tions in early November will have politi-
cians looking to see what people are
thinking about. A strong and well-public-
ized antidralt week will let them see what
is ahead if thev do try to reinstate the
draft In many places, a variety ol activities
will be planned during the week with a
culminating event or rally on Saturday,
October 18.
Several themes for activities during the




brate the failure of registration. The SSS is
on the defensive
—
trying to explain why
they did not reach the 98% compliance
rate they had predicted. Whatever the ac-
tual figures are, it is clear that hundreds of
thousands of young men refused to regis-
ter. On the more serious side, militarism
and preparations lor war are increasing
daily. The tnreat ol a draft and U.S. mil-
itary action somewhere in the world is
very real. Our activities and growing
strength are important in stopping this
from happening.
CARD is now a coalition of 54 national
organizations working with a network of
over 400 local groups around the country.
Our hope is that national and local organ-
izations will organize many activities dur-
ing this week. We have prepared this
guide to provide suggestions of possible
activities. It cannot include every possibil-
ity, but we hope the suggestions will give
you some ideas. Your imagination, crea-
tivity, and determination will be what
makes the week a success
Existing groups: Think about your con-
tacts and activities to this point. What
would be a good next step lor vour
group? What typeof action will reach new
people and help your group continue to
grow? One of the most important points
for an already functioning intidrart group
is to consider the type ot activities mat will
keep the group together while reaching
out to new people m different consti-
tuencies. The key to staying together as a
group is making concrete plans tor new
activities. An organization usujlly stays
together over the work it does, not what it
talks about.
Sfartmga new group: Planning and carry-
ing out a concrete activity tor National
Antidraft Week is a good way to build a
new group from the bottom up. The tirst
task is educational
—
raise the issue of the
draft in your community through a cam-
paign of leadening, peters, articles in lo-
cal papers, broadcast media, etc. In this
publicity work combine basic arguments
and facts about the draft and a plan to
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implement concrete activities during the
week.
The ne»t step is to call and publicize a
meeting. Again, use leallets, posters, news
articles and have the meeting announced
on local broadcast media. Invite local or-
ganizations including churches, unions,
service clubs, women's groups, civic or-
ganizations, student groups, and others
who might be interested. At the meeting
explain the basics of opposing the draft.
Answer and discuss whatever questions
may be raised.
If you find a core group committed to
ongoing work, right at the lirst meeting
you can begin to choose and plan activi-
ties for Antidraft Week. If this meeting
doesn't produce enough committed peo-
ple to plan even a single, simple activity,
call another for soon afterward belore
you break up. Then approach organiza-
tions and individuals who did not attend
and try to put together a different group-
ing for the next meeting.
When a group of people committed to
some kind of activity comes together, you
can use these basic steps to decide what to
do. Choose an activity realistically. Keep
in mind your human and material resour-
ces. Break each activity down, for exam-
ple, finding a place to hold it, publicity,
gathering materials, coordination, etc.
Assign these tasks to people or commit-
tees. An overall coordinator to assure that
the parts do produce a whole is a good
idea.
Suggestions for Activities in
Your Community
It is our feeling that organizing against
the threat of a new draft should have two
main goals at this time—to educate the
public and visibly to demonstrate opposi-
tion to the draft. Some of the ideas below
emphasize one or the other of ihese
goals. The most effective tactics will be
those which accomplish both.
Community Events
D Organize a petition drive This will help
your organization by getting the names
and addresses of local antidralt suppor-
ters, andean be used to apply pressure on
political figures If you get a large number
of signatures, arrange tor a public presen-
tation to local or national office-holders
or candidates, with the media invited to
attend.
D Hold a poster contest for people to
draw/create jntidralt posters. Hold an
exhibit of all the entries, invite viewers to
vole for their lavonte. and then have that
poster punted. Investigate renting a bill-
board or other advertising space for the
winning poster.
O Hold an essay contest, perhaps in a lo-
cal high school, on the reasons why there
should not be a draft Public'v announce
the contest, the selection of winners, and
the reading | in the media and at meetings)
of the winners.
G Create a mobile jntidralt exhibit, in-
cluding photos and materials on the draft,
its relation to past and future wars, and its
relation to militarism. Display (he exhibit
publicly during antidraft week— in librar-
ies, churches, shopping malls, and other
places where it will be seen by people
Have knowledgeable spokespeople with
the exhibit.
An exhibit could be the beginning of
an antidratt resource center that would
collect and make available books, period-
icals, lea t lets, films, etc in your communi-
ty during and after Antidratt Week. Your
library or community center may oe will-
ing to accept such a collection or display.
Contact CARD if you need suggestions or
assistance in finding available materials.
Q A /louse-meetin? or party can be an
informal way to get a small group of peo-
ple together to talk aoout the dratt and to
get to know each other better.
Mass Events
Public meetings can inform large num-
bers of people in your community about
the draft. There are a variety of formats
that can be used: debates, forums, leach-
ins, public hearings, panel discussions,
theater presentations, using audio-visual
resources, music, etc. Each has its own
good and bad points so try to structure a
program that will best fit the audience you
are trying to reach. A debate may be bet-
ter when you wantto attract people inter-
ested in the subject but not yet commit-
ted, a "hearing " can be used to hear
about the experiences of Vietnam veter-
ans and resisters, music and audio-visuals
may be of more interest to some people
than speeches. Decide on the audience
you want to reach, the type of program
you want to hold, and then divide the
tasks within your group.
Q Demonstrations get visibility tor a local
group and make opposition to the draft
more visible to the public and the media.
Put somethought into picking an approp-
riate tactic (picket-line, march, rally) and
an appropriate location Ipost office, pre-
sidential or congressional campaign head-
quarters, Federal building, local recruit-
ing office). If you are not tamiliar with
local laws regarding ilemonsirations. con-
tact a local olfice of the National Ljwvers
Guild or the American Civil I iberties Un-
ion for information on permits. As with
organizing a meeting, divide the neces-
sary tjsks within the group to insure that
all are done.
Organizations
Lmons. churches. PTAs. civic groups,
neighborhood groups—any group of peo-
ple you know or belong to—ran provide
opportunities to work against the draft.
Have articles on the draft printed in
newsletters, included in membership mail-
ings, used as inserts in church bulletins.
Q Have the group adopt a resolution op-
posing thedraft. If it does, publicize thisin
the media and to other groups.
D Invite speakers toagrouomeetmg, en-
courage the pastors ot churches to give
sermons on the draft and issues oiwa' and
peace.
If the the group has a social or political
action committee, urge it to become pan
of a local anti-draft coalition tor events
during Antidraft Week and in the tuture.





vides many opportunities tor reaching trie
public jnd confronting elected ofticials
/candidates with the issue ot the drati.
Q Candidates should be asked Questions
about their positions at every public meet-
ing or press conlerence they hold.
Q Publicize candidate's positions with
your comments or criticisms. Let the can-
didates know that there is real grassroots
opposition to the dralt and that they
should adopt and publicize a position ot
opposition.
Q Both the Democratic and Republican
Parties adopted a position against a peace-
time draft at their convention this sum-
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Media
The goal in working withthemediaisto
make sure the antidratt message gets to
many more people than could ever be
reached by leaflets or torums.
Use community calendars or public
service announcements to publicize your
meetings, forums, demonstrations, etc.
Cet on local radio and TV talk shows.
Many of these are anxious for guests, es-
pecially on controversial topics that will
make an interesting show.
Q Respond to events or pro-draft news
with letters to the editor. Don t forget to
include university and high school pap-
ers, church papers and magazines, union
publications, service organization news-
letters. All of theseprovideopportunuies
to reach certain groups of people.
Q Meet with the editors of local papers or
the station managers of radio and TV sta-
tions to provide them with background
information on the issue and your plans.
This may lead to more comprehensive
coverage of your activities, as they will
know the group represents a "real"
constituency.
Q .Use press releases to inform the media
of your events and press conferences to
announce an event, to release a resistance
support statement, to let people know of
the formation of a local coalition. After a
press conference, follow-up with the re-
porters who attend in order to build a
working relationship.
High School Students
The registration week in linuary and
the proposed beginning ot con'inuous
registration will attect younger men than
the 19H0 registration. Many ot mose re-
quired to register next year are now in
high school. It is important to reach high
school students with dratt information.
a Contact sympathetic teachers They
may be able to invitespeakers to classes or
assemblies.
O Leaflet at schools or places where stu-
dents spend time on evenings and
weekends.
O Provide resource material to teachers,
guidance counselors, libraries and stu-
dent organizations.
Now It's Up to You
We hope this guide has provided useful
ideas. As we said at the beginning, 19B1
will be a year of intensified struggle as
registration resumes and the threat ot a
renewed draft becomes real. The activi-
ties your group plans and carries out dur-
ing National Antidraft Week can oe a way
to strengthen and expand in oraer to deal
with what will happen next year
Let us know what you're planning, let us
know if there is any way we can be help-
ful, and after the Week please send us a
report and any news clippings about your




On May 31st of this year at a conference
in Washington. DC, a resolution pro-
posed by the veterans workshop calling
for the formation ola Veterans Task force
within CARD was unanimously passed.
The purpose of the Task Force would be
to develop a network ot Vietnam era vet-
erans who are opposed to the draft Such
a network would encourage veterans to
speak at neighborhood meetings, address
high school and college classes, partici-
pate in anti-draft rallies, etc.
The importance ot Vietnam era veter-
ans publically working against the draft
cannot be overemphasized. The exper-
ience of ourselves and other veterans,
both during and since the Vietnam war
are a critical link to minority and white
working-class people who have tradition-
ally borne the brunt of military service
and will do so in the future. The organiz-
ing of these groups in opposition to the
draft can make the difference between a
move toward or away from another war of
American intervention Because veterans
come predominantly troro these two
groups, their natural credibility of 'one
who has been there" is a crucial element
in convincing folks that opposition to the
draft and another war is in their political
and economic interest.
What we Me seeking is your assistance
in reaching out to those veterans and
veterans groups who would be interested
in becoming part of this task force Please
send the names and addresses 01 those
individuals andgroupstousat 2S-lj Brown
Street. Philadelphia PA 19130
Thanks for your assistance and coopera-












Jimmy Carter's plan to register young men for the draft has failed.
Hundreds of thousands of 19 and 20 year olds refused to sign up. We
support this resistance and oppose the government's continuing plans
for military adventurism. Euring national Aatidraft Week— in our
communities, our schools, our workplaces, and our churches—we will
stand up to oppose registration, the draft, and preparations for war.






Committee Against Registration and the Draft Tor local information;
246 Second St., ITS
Washington. DC 20002
202/3474340






. . person arrested
alter he ret used to leave a post office win-
dow where he was tilling out registration
forms saying he didn't want his children to
register for war
. . . free weekend show-
ings of "Hearts and Minds" at local
theater.
Wisconsin
Madison: 7/21 rally of 500 people . . .
picket and Mt-in at post office . . . one man
burned registration form during rally ... 6
post offices covered by lealletters during
two weeks.
Minnesota
Minuejpotii-St. Paul: 7/21 rally of 400
people tollowed by picket-lines at post
offices.
Iowa
Davenport: one person arrested for sit-
ting on top of table with registration
forms.
-Ames: public release of statement
signed by 35 persons pledging aid to
resisters.
Des Moines: demonstration at main
post office where four men burned regis-
tration forms after completing them . .
.
statewide resistance group formed with
centers in 5 cities.
Kansas
Lawrence: protestors stood at a down-
town post office holding an open coffin
and sign, "Register for Death."
Missouri
fOnsas City: rally at main post office
with ?00 people . . 4 women chained
themselves to registration counter inside
post office ... 6 post offices covered by
leafletters during two weeks, 20 others
had information placed inside . . . 8/1
concert against registration
St. Louis: 7/21 picket line and leadening
outside main post office . . counselling
and leafletting at several post offices dur-
ing two weeks . . . 8/2 march and rally in
local park.
Warremburg: information table in lob-
by of post office . . . group reports hostility
from townspeople, but success in con-
tracts with registrants.
Other actions in the Midwest included:
Ohio: Akron. Toledo
Michigan: Plymouth, Ypsilanti, Kalama-
zoo, Lansing. East Lansing
Wisconsin: Green Bay, Milwaukee




Berkeley' 7/21 demonstration and lea-
fletting
.
. . two arrested for demanding
forms to register against the draft and ref-
using to leave post office when told there
was no official form for that.
Los Angeles: rally and picket of 300
people at federal 8uilding . . . skits at
Venice post office
. . demonstrations at
UCLA . . . pickets at post offices in East Los
Angeles. . . pickets and leafletting at many
other post offices in area.
Santa Cruz: 100 "Register Against the
Draft" cards collected by WILPF . anti-
draft posters placed as advertising in city
buses until removed by local officials.
San Diego: open letter sent to postal
workers .
.
. 7/21 picket line of 300 people
.
.
. other demonstrations on 7/2S and 8/1
... leafletting at 36 area post offices during
two weeks.
Sacramento: candlelight vigil at main
post office the night before registration
began . . . leafletting at 18 area post olfices
with good local TV and newspaper cover-
age . . . counselling center set up across
from State Capitol.
San franciico: 7/19 demonstration and
press conference . . . 7/21 demonstration
of 200 people .2 arrested for chaining




legal assistance throughout the two weeks.
West
Colorado
Denver: mailing list of 19 and 20 year
old men in state purchased from state
driver's license bureau and letter from
American friends Service Committee and
Vietnam VeteransAgainst me War sent . .
leafletting at IS area post offices during
two weeks.
Oregon
Aihland: picket lines and leafletting
throughout the two weeks evening
counselling sessions.
£ugene: 200 rally at mam post office.
Portland: 7/19 march and rally of 600
people.
Washington
Seattle: 7/21 picket line of 300 people at
downtown post office 'eatletting
throughout the two weens ihree edu-
cational forums held.
Hawaii
Honolulu: 7/21 demonstration and leaf-
letting at post office . counselling ses-
sions three days a week 23 oeoole
publicly released "Call to Draft Resist-
ance" . . . tape cassette and transcript on
registration placed in pubiic libraries.
Other places with anti-rec,istration ac-





California: San Mateo. Palo Alto, Oak-






en. In many parts of the country there
were registrations by Mickey Mouse and
Donald Duck, in some places contests
were held to see who could register the
most times under the most different
names. When these registration forms are
removed, the total count will be lower.
• The number of eligible registrants
used by the SSS is too low. "illegal" aliens
in the U.S., residents of Puerto Rico and
Americans living abroad were not in-
cluded. In addition, ihe eligible number
was calculated from U.S. Census figures
—
"About your dun <#t«lr inon card—How (»
w« tw luie JTOUl n*m* m |in»*r C^iifr I"
which notoriously undercount minori-
ties, people living in urban areas and
young people.
• In the month since registration, a
number of |Ournalists have conducted de-
tailed statistical surveys of a variety of cit-
ies and found non-registration rates rang-
ing from 10 to 30 percent.
• Finally, even if one does accept the
SSS figures as valid, it still leaves over
250.000 young men who Cid not register.
This is considerably higher'than the 98%
compliance rate the SSS has been claim-
ing ail year. In other woros. the SbS admit-
ted that their program was a failure; we
can claim it as a victory for the antidraft
movement.
For purposes of comparison with the
SSS announced compliance rate of 93%,
listed below are numbers of interest from
various places around the country as re-
ported in various news media: Atlanta
GA—56% compliance, Richmond VA
—
75%. Greater 8oston— 70' o, Greater Dal-
las—87%, San Diego County CA—«0%.
Greater Seattle—78%. St. Louis MO—
78%, Greater Baltimore MD—68%, Great-
er Kansas City MO—73%. Middle Tennes-
see—68%, Chicago II—66%.
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Directory of Local Arafjdraft Gro ia 35s
Thu is not j complete ha—(here are
over -100 groups— bur a compilation ul
groups front each ware who jre (he most
active if (ho lime
MobileCAKD. Uox 6414. Mobile. AL 36606
Student* tor Peace. 6 Clen Iris PI, Bir-
mingham. AL 35205
Arizona CARD, 1429 N. First St., Phoenix,
A2 85004
flagsiatf CARD. Box 1589. Flagstaff. AZ
86002
Draft Info Center. 71 5 N. Park. Tucson. AZ
85719
ACLU, 8ox 2832. Lutle Rock. AR 72203
SCARED, Rt. 8. Box 188. Favetteville. AR
72701
S CA CARD. 633 S. Shatto PI. Los Angeles.
CA 90005
RTD. 607-C Westminster Ave.. Venice, CA
90291
San Diego CARD. Box 15195, San Diego,
CA 92115
Ventura Co CAD, 8ox 392. Pt. Hueneme,
CA 93401
Cltn to Stop the Draft, Box 13805, UCSB,
Santa B. CA 93107
Fresno CARD. Box 864, Fresno, CA 93714
People Against the Draft. 318 Pope St..
Menlo Park. CA 94025
Bay Area Network. 85Carl St.. San Francis-
co. CA 94117
People for Pejce. 8 N. Rafael Rd., San Ra-
fael. CA 94903
Santa Cruz PAD, Box 2324. Santa Cruz, CA
9S063
San lose Peace Center, 300 S. 10th St., San
lose, CA 95112
Peace Cenier, 1917-A 16th St. Sacramento,
CA 95814
Ann-Draft Cltn, 12585 Jones 8ar Rd., Nev-
ada City. CA 95959
AfSC. 1428 Lafayette, Denver, CO 80218
CAD, 267 Princeton St.. Hartford, CT
06106
Peace Ed 4 Action. 64 Edgewood Ave..
New Haven. CT 06511
Committee of Conscience. 617 Cooke St..
Waterburv. CT 06710
Pacem in Terns. 1106 N. Adams St., Wil-
mington, Dfc 19801
DE Dralt Info Ctr, Box 4684. Newark, DE
19711
WACARD. 2111 Decatur PI. NW. Wash-
ington, DC. 20008
CAD. Box 13028. Gainesville, FL 32004
Peace Fellowship, Box 2763. Jacksonville.
fl 32203
CAD. Box 2523, Orlando. FL 32002
AFSC. 1205 Sunset Dr., S. Miami, FL 33143
AFSC. 130 19'h Ave.. SE. St. Petersburg, FL
33705
Atlanta CARD. 528 W. College Ave., De-
catur. GA 30030
Georgians Against Draft. 1384 Fairview
Rd. Atlanta. GA 30)06
HI CARD. 2526 Oahu Ave , Honolulu, HI
96822
ACLU, Richards. 104'/: S. Capitol Blvd..
Boise. ID 83702
LEX-CARD. Box 718. Univ. Sta. U. Ky, Lex-
ington. KY 4O506
ACCORD. 14 Roosevelt Ave.. Waterville.
ME 04901
CARD, 24 Pierce St., Orno. ME 04473
Maryland CARD. 317 I 25th St.. Baltimore,
MD 21218
Chicago CARD. MidCARD. 53 W. lack-
son, Rm 801. Chicago, IL 60604
PARD. 343 S. Dearborn. »30S. Chicago. IL
60605
DeKalb Alliance tor Peice, 451 College,
'8. DeKalb. IL 60115
Cmte to Stop Drait. 297 Illinois Union.
Urbana. IL 61801
MAD. 54655 Irish Way, South Bend, IN
46637
Indiana CARD, 4850 N. College, Indiana-
polis, IN 46205
Draft Opposition, Box E -659. Earlham Col-
lege. Richmond. IN 47374
FOR. Box 25, North Manchester. IN 46962
8AD. MRC, Box 103. IU, Bloomington, IN
47401
Ft. Wayne CARD. 3305 Central Dr.. Ft
Wayne, IN 46806
Taskforce Against Conscription, 4211 Grand
Ave., Des Moines. IN 50312
Ames CARD. Box 245. Ames. IA 50010
Dubuque CARD, 809 Dodge, Dubuque,
IA 52001
Johnson Co CARD Box 924. Iowa City, IA
52244
Quad Cities CARD, 1909 Jersey Ridge Rd.,
Davenport, IA 52803
Kansas Anti-Drait Org, 110-B Kansas Un-
ion, Lawrence. KS 66045
Kansans for Peace/|usnce. 2606 E 45th N,
Wichita. KS 67219
NO CARD. 916 St Andrews St., New Or-
leans. LA 70130
8AARD. 11 Garden St.. Cambridge. MA
02138
Worchester CARD. 339 Main St.. Wor-
Chester. MA 01068
CORD. 3 Langworthy Rd. Northampton,
MA 01060
Stop the Draft Comte.. 175 Wendell Ave.,
Pittsfield. MA 01201
Detroit CARD, 683 Prentice. «4-C. Detroit.
Ml 48201
Washtenaw Co. CARD. 1005 Grant. Ypsi-
lanti.MI 48197
Tri-CARD. 2219 Marshall Ct.. Saginaw. Ml
48602
IMRGIM, 22 Student Srvcs Bldg.. MSU. E.
Lansing. Ml 48B24
SCAD. Box 287, Ofc Sttliil Actvs. Kalama-
zoo. Ml 49008
Minnesoia CARD b2H Central Ave., Min-
neapolis. MN 55414
Twin Cities Stop the Dr jtt. Uox 1452M. Un-
iv. Sta. Minn.. MN 554 u
Duluth CARD. Star Rte Bon 146-R Al-
born, MN 55702
PAM, Hobson Mem I mon.8SU 8emid|i,
MN 56601
ACLU, 513 N. Slate St
. Iat k«on, Ml J9201
St. Louis CARD, 438 N. Skinker, Si Louis,
MO 63130
Greater KC Cmte, 3930 loiuit Kansas
City. MO 64110
Columbia Draft Info. 1507 Windsor. Co-
lumoia. viO 65201
Peace Advocates, 2419 \->h. Billings MT
59101
Nebraskans tor Peace. 4J0 S Imh Si . I in
coin. NE 68608
ACLU, 400 W. Jackson v...- = 202 LjsVe
gas, NV 89106
NH-CARD. 11 South Main St. C oni ord
NH 03301
Upper Valley CARD. Box 264 Hanover
NH 03755
N| C ARD. 324 8loomtielJ A^e.. Montclair
N| 07042
S. lersey Coalition. 1102 Nelson A\.e.
Mays Landing, NJ 033)0
Draft Into Srvc. 106 Cirard sE.«121-C. M
buquerque. NM 87'06
NY MAD. 853 Broadvsav. *h17, NYC, NY
10003
C oaiition Against Conscription. U5 W 41 h
St.. NYC. NY 10012
WESPAC. 255 Crove St., White Plains. NY
10601
Mothers and Others Again, i Dr.,n. 6 Ca-
rey Rd.. Great Neck NY 11021
Albany Peace Coalition. 727 Madison, Al-
bany, NY 12208
AFSC, 821 Euclid Ave „ Syracuse. NY 11210
BuffaloCARD,440Lero» Aw .Butfalo.NY
14215
Ithaca Peace Council. 140 W, State St.,
Ithaca. NY 14850
Peace & lustice Center. 71 ! Monroe Ave.
Rochester, NY 14607
WRL-SE. 604 W. Chappcl Hill St . Durham,
NC 27701
Greenville Peace Cenier. blO Elm 51 So..
Greenville. NC 27814
WRL-SE. 108Purefoy Rd..Chjpel Hill. NC
27514
ACLU. Box 5502. Univ Sta.. Fargo, NO
58105
Toledo CARD. 410 Victoria PI . Toledo,
OH 43610
Akron CARD, 475 Market St . Akron OH
44303
Greater Day i on CARD. 915 Salem. Dayton
45406
Cleveland CARD. Uox 140. L (. 101 CSU.
2121 Euclid, Cleveland. OH 44115
People for I'eare. 18 N C ulicKr Si.,
Athens. OH 45701
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Anti-fJralt Campaign, ua w Weber St.
Columbus. Oil 43202
ACLU oi Ohio. -411 Oak Si.. "102. Cincin-
naii. Oil 4~,219
OCAvVR, 130': CuIjuIj. Norman. OK
73069
Center for Peace/Justice. 28J9 E. 5th St..
Tulsa. OK 74104
OCAD. 215 St 9lh. 3rd ll. Portland. OR
97214
CORD. 1414 Kinraid. Eugene. Or 97403
SORU 265 19th m
.
SE. Salem. OR 97301
S. OR Slop Dratt Committee. 215 Sherman
St . Ashland. OR 97520
Pittsburgh CARD 4401 5th Ave.. Pitts-
burgh. P\ 15213
LEPOCO. S5 Main St., Bethlehem. PA
18013
WILPr. 1213 Race St.. Philadelphia. PA
19107
NW PA CARD. 219 Student Union. ESC,
Edinboro. PA 16444
RICARD, 2 Stimson Ave.. Providence, Rl
02906
ACLU. Box 362. Vermillion. SD 57069
ACLU. Box 95. Sioux Falls. SD 57101
Nashville CAD. Box 120574. Nashville, TN
37212
Austin C\RD. 4600 Ave. B, Austin. TX
78751
San Antonio CARD. Box 12831. San Anto-
nio. TX 73212
Utah CAD. 363 S 900 VV, Salt Lake City. UT
84104
People Against Dull. 15 Brooks Ave., Bur-
lington. VT 05401
VC.ARD. 5 Kent St . Montpelier. V T 0S602
NVAIS. 1236 S. Taylor St.. "A, Arlington.
VA 22204
Central VA CARD 1001 E Main St.. »710.
Richmond. VA 23219
Tidewater CARD. 2909 Pinewood Dr , v A
Beach. VA 23452
Plowshare Peace Center, Box 1623. Roa-
noke. VA 24008
New River CARD. Box 94. Newport. VA
24128
SCARD. 4001 9th NE Seattle. WA 98102
Olympia CARD. 1121 Cora SE. Lacey. WA
98503
SCAD. WWU. Viking Union 227, Bellingh-
am. WA 98225
Citi/ens Against Registration, Box 1163,
Spokane, WA 99210
Charleston CARD. 1105 Quarner, Rm.
226. Charleston. W VA 2S304
Morgantown CARD. 328 Stewart St., «3,
Morgantown. W VA 26505
Wise. Committee Against the Dratt. UWM
Union Box 82. 2200 E. Kenwood Blvd.
Milwaukee. Wl 53201
Madison CARD, 731 State St., Madison.
Ml 53703
NAM, Box 238. Laramie, WY 82070
Legal Update
Three days before the scheduled start
of registration, a three-judge federal
court in Philadelphia issued a ruling de-
claring the Military Selective Service Act
unconstitutional because .t did not in-
clude women. The judges ordered that
registration not go on as planned
On Saturday, luly 19. Supreme Court
Justice William Brennan staved the urder,
allowing registration to proceed Iheiul-
Ing of unconstitutionality will nave to be
decided by ihe full Supreme Court, but
stands as law for now
The Supreme Court will decide in Oc-
tober whetherornottonearthecjie Kit
does iwhich is virtually cenami argu-
ments would probably be heard in De-
cember or lanuary with a decision
following.
Until the Supreme Court ruies the sta-
tus o( possible prosecutions tor non -regis-
tration is unclear The government insists it
can and will enforce the la.v while consti-
tutional experts find that highly
questionable.
In another case, the Selective Service
requirement that registrant provide iheir
Social Security number will be challenged
in a D.C. Federal Court in October or
November.
We Need Your Help
In the one-and-one-half years of its existence, CARD has responded to thousands of requests from
local groups and individuals. We are constantly answering questions about Selective Service, respond-
ing to calls from concerned individuals and the press. Our printing and mailing costs, especially during
the registration period, have been extraordinary, but the effort has been more than worthwhile! In
order to continue this work we need your continued financial support. Please send whatever you can
today or consider making a monthly pledge to CARD. Every dollar helps!
Thank you in advance lor your generosity. We hope you will understand that we appreciate vour
contribution but have limited time and resources to spend on individual thank you's.
Heres DS10 D 525 D $100 other
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The Committee Against Registration and the Draft
. .
.
was founded in 1979 in response to the growing drive
in the government to bring back the draft. CARD is a
coalition of 5-4 national organizations opposed to the
draft and draft registration, working togetner to educate
the public about this important issue. More than -100
local anti-draft coalitions in all 50 states cooperate with
CAKD.
American Civil Liberties Union
Americans for Democratic Acnon
American Friends Service Committee
Association of Libertarian Feminists
Catholic Pej< e fellowship
Center (or National Security Studies
Central Committee tor Consoennous Obiectors
Church of the Brethren, Washington Ottice
Citizen Soldier
Clergy & Laity Concerned
Coalition oi Independent College and University Students
Committee on Militarism in Education
Democratic Socialist Organizing Committee. Youth Section




Friends Committee on National Legislation





Mennonite Central Committee, Peace Section (US)
National Alliance Against Racist and Political Repression
National Antidraft Network of Youth Agjinsi \\ ir jml r jm ism
National Council Against Compulsory Serwce
National fmergencv Civil liberties Committee





National Youth Work Alliance
New American Movement




Society for Individual Liberty
Students for a libertarian Society
Taskforce on Recruitment jnd Militarism
Unitarian- Universalis! Association
United Church of Christ. Oftice tor Church in S<ki<M\
United Presbyterian Church USA, Program Agenc. ,
U.S. Peace Council
United States Student Association
Veterans Education Proiect
Vietnam Veterans Against War
War Resisters League
Washington Peace Center
Women's International League for Peace and Freedom
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